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OBJECTIVES

GENERAL
The participants will have an understanding of present women 1 s
activities in primary health care and how to incorporate women 1 s
participation in health I hygiene education in WSS projects and
programmes.

)

SPECIFIC
On completion of this unit, the participants should be able to:
1)

identify women's needs in health I hygiene education;

2)

recognise main conditions to involve women 'in health/hygiene
education;

])

)

identify guidelines for health education in WSS projects.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the main problems most developing countries are facing is
water-related diseases.
Studies have shown that women as water
carriers in many societies,
and by virtue of their domestic
functions, are in constant touch with water which is often polluted.
Therefore, women were perceived as being the group most vulnerable
to water-related diseases which,
according to statistics by the
World Health Organization (WHO),
were accountable for 80% of all
diseases in the developing world.
Studies also show that waterborne diseases are a major cause of high infant mortality rates.
Water-related diseases also account for 15% of all hospital deaths.
An estimated five million children in the world die annually from
diarrhoeal diseases of which maybe one-third related to water.
Equally,
water-related diseases often cripple the work force of
developing countries. It has been estimated that millions of working
days are lost every year through sickness due to these diseases
leading to increased costs in terms of medical treatment and at the
same time to decreased productivity,
thereby helping to perpetrate
the vicious cycle of poverty.
Also crucial for raising levels of public health are improvements in
practices of excreta disposal.
Inadequate facilities for excreta
disposal reduce the potential benefits of safe water supply by
transmitting pathogenes from infected to healthy persons.
Over 50
types of infections can be transmitted from a diseased person by
various direct or indirect routes involving excreta.
Furthermore, some studies have shown that the sanitation section is
not usually assigned the same importance as domestic water supply.
Generally speaking,
sanitation in the rural areas is neglected
because it is given very low priority by the rural population, and
basic health education, public awareness and a proper institutional
framework are lacking.
Primary health care is the main approach endorsed by countries for
achieving the goals and objectives of health for all by the year
2000. This emphasises community-based health care,
with the full
involvement of community members and the articulation of the health
care system with the traditional or informal systems. An essential
element of primary health care is an adequate supply of safe water
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and basic sanitation. Water and sanitation programmes concern the
whole community. Primary health care is for ALL - women, men and
children. So why focus on women?
In almost all societies, the experiences of men and women are very
different.
Society assigns different roles and responsibilities and
gives different opportunities to men and women.
Women have less
access to education, land and property ownership, credit, income
and technology.
They have less power and authority.
The factors
which influence health - biological,
social and economic - affect
women and men differently.
Social attitudes and values and the
burden of work have jeopardised women's health.
In many areas,
women have had less resources needed for maintaining good health
because of their poverty and low status.
In many countries, women are the main wage-earners and in urban
slums, in particular, where water, food and fuel must be bought,
the costs are high.
In an increasing number of poor households it
is the women rather than the men who support the family .
A women's focus is needed if water supply and sanitation programmes are to succeed, since women have a primary role especially
in primary health care.

1.1

titay 1986

Women's role in health

Providing water supply systems without sanitation and a support
programme of health/hygiene education is not enough to bring about
health impacts.
It must be remembered that this is an area where
women play an essential and primary role, since:
1)

women are key persons in providing health
family;

care

for

their

2)

women decide what kinds of food to produce or buy,
influencing the nutritional status of the family;

])

women are responsible for providi ng water and sanitation, and
for the general hygienic standard of the home;

4)

women convey to their children their own values and understanding of health issues;

SJ

women are the first to deal with health problems with i n the
family;

thus

I
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6)

women decide when and how to seek health care outside the
home choosing between traditional and modern medicine;

7)

women themselves practise as birth attendants and provide
other kinds of indigenous health services. Because of these
activities, their skills should be upgraded through education
and training to improve the quality and enlarge the scope of
their practices.

1 .2

May 1981,

Identifying women's needs

It is necessary to recognise health problems specific to women in
relation to their functions in reproduction,
in relation to their
functions in the unpaid domestic sector as well as in relation to
their functions in the production sector.
It is further necessary to
define acceptable indicators for assessing progress towards equity
between the sexes as to their chances to survive and preserve good
health.
In this connection, primary health care is seen as a multi-sectorial
development approach which goes beyond the boundaries of conventional health services.
Primary health care is based upon what
people themselves do about their own health.
The participation of
women is crucial to the effective mobilisation of community resources
for health.
In this connection, women's organisations, as well as local women,
should be consulted and included actively in planning and implementation of health projects. Social habits and traditional practices
which are clearly adverse to women's health may nevertheless be
part of cultural patterns which give a sense of identity and
security in that particular society.
The readiness to change such
habits and practices could not be imposed by specialists from
without,
but could only be encouraged by women from within the
society. A strengthening of women's self- confidence and participation in the social and economic decisions of their society is
necessary,
as is the motivation of women to realise that they
themselves can and must influence their own situati on and conditions of life if any change for the better is to occur.
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Education

Rural women in the less developed countries are seldom literate and
there is a disparity between male and female literacy; generally ,
two out of three illiterates are women. In some areas, nine out of
ten women are still illiterate.
Furthermore,
female illiteracy is
three to four times higher in rural than in urban areas. A
daughter's labour is needed at home because of mother's overwork.
Poverty and illiteracy are mutually reinforcing.
In most parts of
the less developed countries, however, illiteracy is a reflection of
poverty and of the need to exploit children's labour in order to
maintain the family. There is a negative relation between illiteracy
and women's health and the advancement of women.
Primary education

In the rural domestic sector,
the lack of primary education holds
women in poverty by hampering access to vocational training and to
appropriate technology. Education is a catalyst operating behind all
the carriers of ill health.
Lack of education aggravates their
effects, whereas sufficient education alleviates their most devastating consequences.
Education is a means of overcoming poverty,
increasing income, improving nutrition and health, reducing family
size and, not least important, raising people's self-confidence and
. enriching the quality of their lives.
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HEALTH/ HYGIENE EDUCATION

Health and hygiene education is an area where women's involvement
could have the greatest potential. The following ways of involving
women are recommended:
Education of women as users: hygiene education, both personal
and household,
should be first of all focused on women,
bearing in mind primary strategies related to knowledge,
attitudes and practices:

1!!:3~~e_cl_lf.:.
Increasing knowledge of water/infection and the excreta/water/
food/ infection relationships by linking information to existing
beliefs and new practices.
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Attitudes
Promoting positive attitudes toward hygienic use of transport
vessels and storage receptacles,
and cleaning materials or
supplies available locally and at prices within reach of the
population.
Practices
Promoting water handling, excreta disposal and food preparation practices that contribute to better health;
use of clean,
covered transport and storage vessels;
hand-washing after
defecation and before food preparation;
covering left-over
food; toilet training of toddlers; proper disposal of infant's
stools; and proper use and care of latrines.

,.

2.1

Participation in health education

When expected behavioural changes and health impacts do not
occur, health education is used to promote the desired use of water
and sanitation facilities.
Generally,
women are the main target
group for these programmes.

\
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, Too often,
this is the only aspect of water and sanitation
programmes in which they are directly involved. (1; A1, A42)
Limiting their participation to health education increases the chance
that necessary changes to the project design through their involvement in the planning phase are not made.
"Health education has often become the scapegoat for all kinds of
programme failures.
It is easy to blame people (and workers) for
programme failures.
Planners and administrators would like to
change people's behaviour to fit programme requirements, technology
and procedures.
Health education can become a tool of compulsion . "(2: p. 8)
Further constra i nts to the participation of women . are not always
taken into account in health education programmes.
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It is popular to speak about the "hardware" and "software" of
water and sanitation programmes.
The software includes education,
answering such questions as: why are facilities needed? what has
to be done to make them function properly? what action can people
take themselves to stop diseases spreading?
At one time, health education was restricted to telling women that
they "should" or "must" change their behaviour. But they also need
to know:
how to detect problems;
how to repair equipment;
when to seek outside help;
how to protect water sources;
how to keep latrines clean;
how to keep food safe;
where to wash clothes, and so on.
Preaching what to do without providing the means to do it is bound
to lead to failure.
Women need access to resources for making
changes in their day-to-day work.
If women are told they must
wash their hands with soap to prevent disease,
then they need to
be able to make or buy soap and also to have easy access to
water: linking education or water and sanitation to income-earning
schemes for women is a way to bring about these changes.
Educational materials and educational messages about water and
sanitation,
whether in the media or used in groups,
should
illustrate a positive image of women.
Women as engineers,
managers, teachers, promoters, can easily be portrayed visually.
While giving information to women is necessary,
that alone is not
enough. Education should be equally directed at men,
motivating
them to share the responsibility for improving family and community
health and work.
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PREFACE

The content of this modular unit has been developed on the · basis
of:
1)

··-

INSTRAWI INTER-AGENCY TASK FORCE ON WOMEN/UNICEF,
"WOMEN
'
. AND THE INTERNATIONAL DRINKING
SUPPLY AND SANITATION DECADE", JUNE 1983.

WATER

2)

!RC,

3)

WHO,

"WOMEN, WATER AND SANITATION".

4)

WHO,

"IDENTIFYING WOMEN IN THE GLOBAL STRATEGY FOR
HEALTH FOR ALL BY THE YEAR 2000", 1983.

5)

WHO,

"MAXIMIZING BENEFITS TO HEALTH...
AN APPRAISAL
METHODOLOGY FOR WATER SUPPLY AND SANI'.J'ATION
PROJECTS", ETS / 83. 7.

6)

WHO,

DEVELOPMENT
HANDBOOK
''HUMAN
RESOURCES
GUIDELINES
FOR
MINISTRIES
AND
AGENCIES
RESPON..$lBLE FOR WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATIONn,
EDITED .. BY NEIL CAREFOOT AND HOWARD GIBSON,
WHOICWSIETS 84.3, SEPTEMBER 1984.

7)

WHO,

"MINIMUM EVALUATION PROCEDURE FOR WATER AND
SANITATION PROJECTS", ETS/83.1 ICDDIOPR/8J.1.

8)

UNICEF,

"PROGRAMME FIELD MANUAL, BOOK E, WATER SUPPLY
AND SANITATION", 740JL (Rev .3), AUGUST 1985.

"PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN WATER SUPPLY AND
SANITATION - ROLES AND REALITIES", PREPARED BY
CHRISTINE VAN WIJK-SIJEBESMA,
TECHNICAL PAPER
22,
INTERNATIONAL
REFERENCE
CENTRE
FOR
COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION,
THE
HAGUE, THE NETHERLANDS, 1985.
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2 .2

Conditions for
programmes

2.2.1

Time to learn

ttfay 1986

women

to

participate m

health education

The first condition for impact is that health education programmes
reach those for whom they are intended.
Frequently,
women have
. mentioned lack of time and opportunity to attend meetings,
especially when held at inconvenient times or places.
In Jamaica,
government health staff only worked during the day
when the women were busy with their own work.
In the evening,
when they could attend meetings more easily, the health staff had
gone home.(])
Distance and lack of time to attend health education meetings were
also reported for programmes m Benin and Zaire(4),
Guinea
Bissau(A44), Bourkina Faso(A4), Senegal(5), Nigeria(6), India(?),
Sri Lanka (8),
Republic of Korea and Malaysia (9).
An evaluation
study in the Upper Region of Ghana found that only 16. 7% of those
reached by a health education programme on water use and hygiene
were women (A15),
even though their involvement as managers and
participants was one of the original recommendations m the
development of the project.
In cultures that demand the seclusion of women,
access to health
education is even more difficult. Meetings at health centres are not
appropriate because apart from time and sometimes transport, this
requires entering the public sphere. (11) The same cultural restrictions apply when village health workers are men,
as experienced
for example in Afghanistan. (12)
Several programmes have succeeded in reaching women better at
their meeting places. The choice of site will depend on local sociocultural circumstances.
In Nigeria,
where women do most of the
·marketing,
a
health
education
programme
was
transferred
temporarily from the health centre to a stall in the weekly market.
In a Guatemalan community,
women gathered for several hours at
the local 'pila' or communal washing place.
After listing their
health problems,
a series of tape recordings was prepared using
several techniques for knowledge transfer and behaviour change.
The tape recorders were operated by a local girl. (1])
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Elements used in the tape were dramatisation (the happenings in a
local family),
authoritative statements from respected local health
staff, reinforcement (reminders of earlier messages),
localisation
(interviews) and entertainment (music, stories). The design of the
contents and the hours of operation were adapted to suit the
variable times of visits to the laundry places.
An evaluation
showed that women appreciated in particular the health information.
Scores on a health knowledge scale varied from 92"/o for daily
listeners to 35% for those who never listened, as compared with 27'/o
for a control group who did not receive the tapes. Measurement of
behavioural impacts was limited to the reported application of a
recipe for a new nutritious dish. Of the 7011/o of women who remembered the recipe, 58"/o had tried it at the time of the second survey.
Elsewhere,
water collection places have been found to be suitable
for small group discussions on water use and sanitation.
In a
Tanzanian project,
group discussions were organised at water
collection sites and informal gatherings using locally made discussion posters. In addition, members of the village w~ter committees
made home visits to discuss how sanitation could be improved. (14)
In Moslim communities,
health discussions have been organised at
family gatherings and informal meetings in women's homes.
Women's participation in health education and other health related
development activities has also been facilitated by provision of
child-care facilities. In a rural community in Sri Lanka, the public
health inspector and community health volunteers failed to raise
interest in follow-up to a community self-survey on health problems
until the felt needs of the mothers (which included a day care
centre) were addressed. (15) In Viet Nam,
the provision of creches
has enabled women not only to take part in economic work outside
their households, but also to participate in small group discussions
on hygiene and family planning,
and to support rural health
centres.
Their participation has been essential for the health
movement as a whole, . and where they have not been mobilised,
results have been poor. (16)
Several evaluation studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of
active participation of women's groups in discussions on health conditions and behaviour.
Programmes which use one-way information
transfer (lectures , films) directed to individuals have been found
to be less effective ·in achieving behavioural change.
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A study in an urban fringe area in Durban, South Africa, showed
that discussion with local friendship groups reached more women
and led to greater improvements in environmental hygiene than the
usual programme of films, exhibitions and leadership involvement.
The advantage of a discussion approach is that it allows the concerted use of several mechanisms for behaviour change. (18) These
include the development of practical understanding of disease
transmission routes;
joint planning and implementation of specific
local changes based on local knowledge of conditions and behaviour
patterns;
identification of ways to facilitate these changes,
for
example, making utensils from local materials; public commitment
and group pressure to achieve the changes identified; and appeal
to status group symbolism(19) and authoritative assurances(AJ).
Radio, and in some cases television, reach women at home during
their work and therefore have been advocated for health education,
especially for women in remote rural areas and in more secluded
cultures . (20)
A health education experiment in six rural communities in Ecuador
showed that women were reached more effectively by radio broadcasts and men by film and slide shows and demonstrations. In three
villages in Dhaka district, Bangladesh, women mentioned radio as
the second source of health information (47'/o),
after personal
contacts with relatives and friends (65%). Information from medical
staff was mentioned by only 9%. (21)
Conditions for effective use of radios are that women have access to
functioning radios and that the broadcasting hours, vocabulary and
programme content are adapted to their habits, life style, knowledge and beliefs, as for example in oral rehydration campaigns in
Honduras and the Gambia. (22) In a case in India,
on the other
hand,
it was found that women did not have practical access to
broadcasts because their husbands took radios with them all
day. (23) In Yemen,
women did not listen to women-oriented health
education programmes because of inappropriate scheduling of broadcasts, unfamiliar vocabulary and inapplicability of information. (24)
Radio broadcasts are particularly appropriate for increasing
women's awareness and providing information . However, as shown in
the examples above , changes in local behaviour and conditions are
brought about more effectively through discussion an d demonstra tions with friends, neighbours , relatives and by trained community
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motivators. This is why the programmes in Honduras and the Gambia
have involved local health workers and women volunteers(25J and
why programmes include the formation and active involvement of
radio listening groups. Successful self-improvements through participatory radio and television programmes have been reported in a
sanitation and housing programme in urban squatter settlements in
Santa Fe,
Argentina; in an experimental programme for community
action in two villages in Ecuador(26); and through radio listening
group campaigns
on preventive health in
Tanzania (27) and
Botswana. However, data on women's participation were only found
for the radio listening campaign on environmental health in
Tanzania; 49% of participants were women.
2.2.2
A serious constraint to participation voiced by women is the lack of
direct relevance of many health education programmes. Poor women
in projects in India (28),
Bangladesh (29),
Nepal(]O) and the
Philippines(]l) felt that time spent away from their families should
contribute primarily to the family income. Both men and women in a
survey in three villages in Dhaka district,
Bangladesh,
gave
shortage of food as their main concern.
Some health education
programmes advocate unrealistic changes, such as handwashing with
soap when soap is not available or too expensive. (]2) Occasionally,
health education programmes have been adapted to the circumstances
and needs of women. For example, in Kerala, India,
the Health
Department changed its approach after evaluation meetings with
women and began production activities until the women themselves
expressed interest in health education.(]]) Similarly,
attention to
the practical needs of women (income generation,
ancillary equipment, such as basins and locally-made water filters) as part of or
preceding health education programmes has been reported in projects
in Indonesia(]4), India(]5), Pakistan(]6), Cuba(]?) and Guatemala.
It is not yet clear how widespread these attitudes are, and whether
the appeal and effectiveness of health education programmes is
increased when more attention is paid to inherent and related
income generating and expenditure reducing aspects.
The literature study indicates that programmes consisting only of
lectures on what people must or must not do,
or programmes
presenting only abstract and general knowledge of causes and
prevention of water and sanitation related diseases,
are rarely
effective . (38)
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Other programmes adopt a more participatory approach based on
joint identification and understanding of local risks contributing to
the transmission of water and sanitation related diseases and their
elimination by local means,
as for example described in various
field manuals and guidelines. (39)
There is a great deal of evidence that in all cultures,
women,
through their daily experience and observation, have acquired basic
and practical knowledge of environmental hygiene on which participatory programmes can build. Reference has already been made to
their traditional practices of source selection,
in which they make
reasoned choices and often distinguish water quality according to
use and to the characteristics of the source.
An exception in this respect is tap water, which frequently is considered to be safe when it looks clean,
even if it comes directly
from a river without treatment. (40) Projects should not keep users
in ignorance of such issues,
but need to discuss them as part of
local decision-making on the choice of technology and scheme
design.
This also applies to the issue of continued intake protection. Users themselves have sometimes found excellent local solutions
to this problem,
such as planting a grove of trees around the
intake to force cattle to drink further downstream. (41)

)
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In East and West Africa, discussions with women have revealed that
the filtering action of .river-bed wells and the slow recharge of dug
wells are recognised as being beneficial to water quality. (42)
Perceptions of contamination of water sources by cattle,
dogs,
washing and bathing and also the safety of a closed water supply
have been reported in studies in Sri lanka(43J,
Swaziland,
Botswana (44), India and Liberia. (45) Awareness of the harmfulness
of adult excreta has been reported in studies in rural communities
in Nigeria(46), India(47), Sri Lanka(48) and Nicaragua.(49)
Some basic knowledge of various water and sanitation related
diseases by at least a reasonable number of those interviewed is
also widely reported,
for example in household surveys in communities in India (50),
Indonesia (51),
Kenya (52),
Tanzania (53),
Ghana (54), Nigeria (55), . Sudan(56), Egypt(56) and Colombia. It is
likely that the amount of knowledge women have, and the gaps and
misunderstandings which exist, would become more apparent in indepth discussions than in the more common knowledge, attitudes and
practices (KAP) surveys.
The latter approach is only useful if
beliefs,
attitudes and behaviour are not categorised as "right" or
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"wrong" to be corrected by didactic teaching,
but instead lead to
educational programmes that reflect recognition of and respect for
the local community and their framework of preception. This knowledge is often mixed with conflicting beliefs on the causes, seriousness and prevention of the diseases and is not always applied to
the actual situation.
However,
it could provide the basis for
general health education programmes and especially for local health
discussions and community action.

2 .]

~ay

Women health promoters and educators

)
Women themselves have been found to be the most effective promoters
and educators in programmes where they are the primary focus.
Women workers generally understand more intuitively the problems
and issued faced by other women and can communicate more openly
with other women.
Many communities have trained village health workers,
who often
are women.
Experience shows that mature women especially are
stable and effective communicators and motivators of health improvements. Technical projects can benefit greatly from close cooperation
with these women.
Where there are no village health workers, local women have been
trained for educational and motivational tasks,
for example,
in
Nigeria(58) and Pakistan. (59) There are indications that the communities and the women themselves would like some curative tasks to
be added. (60) To reach families more effectively,
several Asian
countries, including Viet Nam(61), Thailand(62) and Japan(6J), have
also trained selected individuals, often women, from small groups of
households in environmental sanitation,
to assist community health
workers to promote improved hygiene.
In Ulengule village,
.Tanzania,
women were asked to select the
women they considered to be most suitable for training as environmental health educators.
Evaluation showed that they had chosen
those who were already opinion leaders in health and domestic
care. Criteria used were so subtle that the project could not have
made the same choice. These women were very effective motivators of
environmental changes in areas which are the responsibility of
women.
It is interesting to compare these experiences with those
with piped water supply projects in two communities in Guatemala.
The health communicators (men and women) selected by the (male)
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water committee made little or no impact. This is probably because:
"The young women were probably selected by the committee for their
knowledge of Spanish,
and not for a role in the community's
informal health network". (64: p. 68)

)

In addition to being involved in health dialogues in their homes
and meeting places,
women are also participating increasingly in
the organisational approach to health education.
As members of
village health or water committees, women are trained and involved
in the planning and implementation of hygiene improvement programmes in their communities. This may include the identification of
local health hazards by simple community surveys, for example in
Malawi(65),
Togo(66),
Burma,
Thailand(67),
Sri Lanka(68) and
Indonesia.
For the hygiene education each country will have to find the right
mixture of mass media, folk media and face-to-face techniques. The
relative advantages and disadvantages of each are presented in
"Additional Reading" (see 2 .] ) .

2 .4
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Linking health education with technical projects

One way to ensure that health education is integrated into water
projects is for technical projects to organise concurrent health
education programmes.
This approach is used in Latin America in
particular. (69)
Attempts to integrate health education into the technical water
supply programme in Paraguay were unsuccessful between 1973 and
1980. In 1980, the government began to implement a new policy on
community participation and health education in rural water supply
and sanitation. Methods used include discussions in local schools,
mothers' clubs and community workshops.
For this purpose,
the
sanitarians work closely with local schoolteachers,
who are mainly
women.
However,
an impact evaluation will be necessary to determine
whether such a short-.term and general health education programme
is sufficient to reach all households and to achieve the permanent
changes in hygiene behaviour necessary for a public health impact ,
It is possible that closer cooperation with local health workers and
training of local women is needed to continue local health educati on
and action programmes after the completion of technical projects and
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depending on local needs,
linkage with economic activities. (70)
Please see "Additional Reading" on how to prepare guidelines on
health education in water and sanitation programmes.

2 .5

Support from family members

Frequently, cultural divisions of labour and responsibilities do not
permit women to make decisions or carry out improvements in all
aspects of hygiene.
(

)

May 1981:

In West and East Africa,
latrine construction and kitchen
improvements are often carried out by women. But essential tasks,
such as pit digging, or roofing which is important to prevent nonuse and collapse of clay slabs in the rainy season,
and other
building activities are men's tasks,
as also pointed out by the
women themselves. (71)
Therefore, in the development of local health education programmes
with the community, separate issues for men and women may need to
be identified.
This will also prevent hygiene education programmes
on women's issues reaching mainly men, as found in rural communities in Ghana,
Bangladesh and Tanzania. (72) Further,
and as
shown earlier,
involvement of men will help abate opposition from
husbands.
Finally,
health education activities with fathers will
counteract impressions created by some programmes in health education and mother and child care that responsibilities and work for
and enjoyment of children rest with their mothers only. (73)
The involvement of children of school age in health education is
often stressed because they are the generation of the future.
Generally, girls assist their mothers in household work, and older
sisters and sometimes brothers take care of their younger
siblings. (74) In the mid-term evaluation of the International
Drinking Water Supply. and Sanitation Decade,
the existence of
school health education programmes is considered to indicate that
health education has been included in water supply and sanitation
programmes. Of the 86 countries participating in the evaluation, 29
reported that primary schoolchildren receive health education .
Estimates of coverage varied from 5% in five countries to 100% in
ten countries. (75)
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However,
little is known of the methods and effects of health
education programmes in schools and other youth organisations.
Some programmes are limited to teaching academic information about
the causes,
transmission and prevention of water and sanitation
related diseases and carrying out medical inspections,
as reported
in studies in Sri Lanka and India. Other programmes, for example
in Paraguay,
actively involve children in improvements in their
schools and communities. Educational materials for these activities
have been developed. (76) In some cases,
educational programmes
have succeeded in mobilising children to improve hygiene in their
homes and communities. (77) In other cases,
little or no effect has
been achieved.
In an isolated and poor area of Tanzania,
young girls have been
frustrated by school health education,
because their parents and
later their husbands have not accepted what they had learned at
school and would not support their attempts to introduce new
practices at home. (78)

3.

PATTERNS OF WATER USE AND HYGIENE

Technical water and sanitation projects may assume that women
automatically improve domestic and personal hygiene when improved
facilities have been installed. However, experience has shown that
this is not always the case.
This may be due to lack of health
discussions to help women apply and increase their practical understanding of the relationship between water,
sanitation and family
health, and to find practical solutions for the safe collection and
storage of more water,
safe and sufficient clothes washing and
bathing, and other ways to improve family health.

3.1

May 1986

Transport, storage and drawing of drinking water

Cross-cultural observations show that the risk of contamination of
safe drinking water persists after the introduction of an improved
water supply system. At the source, dirty water is sometimes used
for priming the hand pump in communities in Nepal and India.
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Increased water use for personal and domestic hygiene

Excreta disposal and food handling

The importance of safe disposal of excreta in reducing the incidence
of water and sanitation related diseases is also apparent. However,
general acceptance of safe excreta disposal methods is difficult to
achieve because of the lower priority given to sanitation at both
national and community level. (79) Further acceptance of latrines
does not necessarily mean general and correct use.
As already
discussed, non- use by children is widespread, because of practical
problems,
and also cross-cultural beliefs in the harmlessness of
their excreta.

)

In some areas, safe excreta disposal is as necessary in cultivation
settlements as at home.
Handwashing after latrine use is not
universal and often only water is used. Handwashing with soap zs
especially effective in preventing faecal-oral
transmission of
diseases in children under five years of age. Other risks observed
in excreta disposal are soiled latrines,
no covers,
and cleaning
material left lying around.
Thus, latrines can become a source of
infection rather than the barrier intended.

J.4
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Adequate quantities of water for personal and domestic hygiene contribute to the prevention of transmission of many diseases.
In the
studies reviewed, little mention was found of the effect of transport
facilities on water use. A household survey in Kilowesi, a dry area
in Kenya,
indicated that 2 to 5 litres more water was used per
person per day when bicycles, donkeys or wheelbarrows were used
for collection.
The studies also reported that of those using transport, 39% were men · and 41% were women.
However,
in the total
sample of 1, 067 water collectors,
the number of women with
transport was relatively small. Three-quarters of the collectors were
women, of whom 9(J'/o carried all water on foot,
while for the men
the proportion was 4J%.
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Waste water disposal

Domestic water supplies and water- borne, on-site waste disposal can
also create breeding places for mosquitoes and other diseasetransmitting vectors .
The mosquito vector of yellow fever in an
urban area in Cuba bred in the containers used to store domestic
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As shown previously,
women in both rural and urban areas have
traditional practices of water conservation and reuse that can be
built on to reduce health risks.
This can be done not only with
yard taps but also with public facilities.
For example,
banana
groves or coconut palmshave been planted to absorb excess
water. (84) Elsewhere,
women use waste water for dry season
vegetable gardens.

4.
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water . (80) In India,
the population at risk from filariasis has
increased from about 20 million to over 125 million in 15 years as a
result of improved water supplies without adequate drainage. (81)
Similar developments have been reported in Egypt. (82) Risks of
malaria and hookworm also increase, especially in arid areas. (8])

r

May

THE ROLE OF WOMEN'S. ORGANISATIONS

In working with women's groups and organisations,
two basic
approaches have been distinguished; those that aim at the development of skills,
and those that aim at development of analytical
capacities and group building. (85) In the first type of programme,
women are trained in skills and competencies by which they can
improve individually their lives and those of their families.
Training offered usually includes child -care, hygiene,
and nutrition (86) but may also include technical skills based on local
resources,
such as the construction of household water filters and
latrines. (87)
The second type of programme encourages women to assess local
problems,
to generate ideas for solutions,
and to work out their
own action plans using local resources as much as possible . In the
process, the women work as a group rather than as individuals. As
a result,
problems more fundamental than hygiene and sanitation
may emerge for group action. (88)
The involvement of women's organisations has many advantages:
women's organisations are traditionally health- oriented;
they provide a channel for women-to-women communications;
they provide a forum for legitimising and popularising changes
in behaviour concerning water and sanitation .
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At the national level, women's organisations can:
link up with national women's development programmes by
including water and sanitation topics in women's literacy
campaigns and in women's health programmes;
identify women leaders to promote clean water and sanitation;
organise or support research on women's questions in water and
sanitation such as: are there sex-differentials in deaths due to
related diseases, in disease incidence or prevalence?
conduct surveys of places where women are employed,
to check
sanitation conditions. Is safe drinking water available? Is water
available for washing? Are there toilet facilities?
convene groups of women for health education sessions with
primary health care workers, to discuss and demonstrate:
how to use community and domestic facilities
water conservation and sanitary transport and storage
reasons for washing hands,
protecting food,
cleaning
clothes/ utensils
recognising and treating diarrhoeal diseases in children
breast-feeding and child care practices

)
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HYGIENE EDUCATION

Each country will have to find the right mixture of mass media, folk media, and
face-to-face techniques. The relative advantages and disadvantages of each are presented
below;

)

Method

Advantages

Disadvantages

Mass media (example~
radio campaign)

Informative. Can be
centrally organized and
executed.

Hay not reach linquiscic
minorities, the poor and
those with little liesure.
Ht•ssages may be
misunderstood. One-way
communication ineffective
for encouraging and
reinforcing new hygiene
habits. Expensive.

Folk media (example~
temple drama)

Entertaining and easily
understood. Effective
for giving new health
insights through
analogy and metaphor.
lnexpensive.

Requires skillful
organization and supervision by people vise in the
local culture.

Face-co-face interaction. (example~
community health
worker treating
diarrhoea and teaching
prevention)

Two-way coanunication
gives social support to
those adopting improved
hygiene behaviour.
People learn through
village activities.
Curative and preventive
services are linked.

Requires an effective
primary health care
structure in project
villages. Good training and
superviaion of curative/
preventive workers, and
reliable support and
supplies back-up are
essential. Coordination
with project staff is
essential.

WHO," Minimum Evaluation Procedure(MEP) for Water Supply and Sanitation Projects",
ETSl83.1 CDDIOPRl83.1 , February 1983.
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Hygiene education in support of water supply and sanitation projects is best carried
out in the local language, by local people who are trusted and who are aimilar in ethnicity,
class and life style to the project beneficiaries. Whenever possible it should be carried
out within a system of primary health care services since adult women collect water, store
water, handle food, clean latrines, dispose of baby's faeces and so forth, they should be the
primary target audience.
A separate vertical prograD'IDe in hygiene education is not
recommended. The four indicators of the functioning of the hygiene education component are:
El:
E2:
E3:
E4:
2.3.1

understanding the language of the messages;
understanding the content of the messages;
access to the messages;
face-to-face contact with project staff and other educators.

Indicator El:

understanding the language of the messages

Target
The educational messages must be in a language that the great majority of
women in the project area fully understand.
Data required
A representative sample of local women should be surveyed to
ascertain the languages in which they are fluent and the languages in which they are literate.
('

)

Assessment
If the educational messages are entirely spoken, determine the
proportion of women in the project area who are fluent in the language of the messages. If
the messages are written, then the proportion who are literate in the language of the
messages must be determined. These proportions should be very high. If literacy rates are
low among women, only the relatively advantaged minority will be informed, and they probably
already have a more hygienic life style.

Possible action
If an inadequate proportion of women are receiving the messages
due to language or literacy problems, either the language should be changed, or the mode of
delivery, or both.

2.3.2

Indicator E2:

understanding the content of the messages

Target
The content of the educational messages should be readily understood by
the target audience.
Data required
A representative sample of the target audience should be asked to
explain the meaning of some hygiene education messages. Their responaea can be scored on a
three point scale: good understanding, some understanding, no understanding.
Assessment
If more than, say, 10 percent of interviewees have 'no understanding'
>f a certain message it indicates a major defect in the message or its mode of delivery.
Local meetings or workshops may help to explain the lack of understanding and to elicit ideas
on how the educational component may be improved.
Possible action
If the failure is in the message itself, the message should be
redesigned. The cultural suitability of a message is very important. Messages should be
built upon indigenous concepts of purity, pollution, cleanliness, etc.
For example, in
Islamic areas Koranic teaching is an effective basis for expanding concepts of personal and
environmental cleanliness.
If the failure is in the delivery, consult local people on how to convey messages
about cleanliness and redesign the presentations. Consider the use of folk media such as
temple drama, traditional story tellers and fiesta clowns. Review recruitment procedures for
co111Dunity education workers to make aure they are not too distant in cultural and soc ia 1
term• from the people they are to educate. Women promotors and educator• will probably be
most effective in educating and convincing other women to adopt new health promoting habits.
This is especially true with aanitation programmes where converaations about excreta may be
embarrasing or immoral.
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Indicator

EJ~

access to the messages

Target
In most hygiene education prograDDDes mass media will be used to some
extent. Mass media include cinema, radio, television, newspapers, posters and pamphlets.
There must be a high degree of access of the target audience to the mass media being used.
Data required
Determine the proportion of a representative sample of people in
the target groups who have access to the mass media being used. People should be asked to
state how many times in the last month they have seen or heard one of the project messages
being disseminated in a mass medium, and to recall the content of that message. ·
Assessment
A judgement must be made on whether enough people are receiving the
messages via mass media to justify the costs of the campaign. nte proportion of people who
ac least should have access to the messages will vary with the local situation and depends
also on the resources allocated to the mass media campaign.
Specific criteria should be
developed by the evaluating team.
Possible action
If insufficient people are receiving messages via specific mass
meaium, this medium should no longer be used and alternative media should be sought.
2.3.4

(

)

Indicator E4:

face-co-face contact with project staff and other
educators

Target
Staff in face-to-face contact with project beneficiaries can reinforce
messages from mass media, can explain and amplify them to suit local situations, and can give
encouragement to those who are modifying their hygiene habits. nte target is to have as much
face-to-face contact as possible between beneficiaries and (i) project technicians briefed
in hygiene education, (ii) primary health care workers briefed on the projects aims, and
(iii) adult literacy teachers, political party officials, school teachers, agricultural
extension agents, social welfare workers and others concerned with public health in the
project area. All should be briefed on the project and their activities integrated with
decade goals through (1) an inter-ministerial national coordinating committee and (2) local
area workshops.
Data required - Survey a representative sample to determine the proportion of people
in target groups who have conversed with technical staff, primary health care workers, or
other workers about environmental health in the past month. To assess both the quality and
quantity of interactions, ask people to recall all such meetings in the past month, identify
the person met and give the subject of the conversation.
Assessment - Record responses in a table and analyse which kinda of staff are most
effective, and what kinda of knowledge and activities are being encouraged.

)

Possible action - If project technicians are unable to explain the health aims of
their activities to beneficiaries a short course or workshop might be organized for them. If
primary health care workers are inefficient, their training, ·s upervision and duties might be
reviewed. If other categories of health and welfare workers are not involved the national
coordinating committee should be informed and workshops initiated in project areas.
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Health education/co11111unications in water
and sanitation progra11111es
Guidelines on programming this component

These guidelines will focus on the issues
to be addressed in planning and progra.J1111ing the health
education component in UNICEF-assisted water and
sanitation programmes. They are not content-specific,
because of variations at the local level which
pre-determine content and which are heavily influenced by
socio-cultural, political, economic and other factors.
The guidelines suggest an approach to progran111ing based on
the procedural information in PRO 25 and in the Programme
Manual, Book A. The following steps are proposed:
I.

(

Elaborating a rationale for health
education.

This rationale should emphasize why
the health education/coaaunications component is important
and should stress the involvement of women and children.
A brief description should be included on the hygiene
aspects of the environment in which watier is collected,
stored and used as well as some of the behaviors which
this component should address. Extent of water borne,
water related, excreta-related diseases should be noted.
II. Collecting information.
Collection and analysis of data should
coincide with, if not precede, technical data collection.
Data for this component should include information
regarding traditional beliefs and practices in water and
-sanitation, diarrhoea management, utilization patterns
(seasonal), and factors facilitating reinforcing,
constraining these patterns, norms/beliefs/aspirations of
people with regard to health behavior, coamunication
channels aa well aa the extent of coamunity organization,

e.g.

traditional beliefs and practices
concerning water and hygiene

UNICEF," Programme Field Manual,Book E, Water Supply and Sanitation", 7403L (REV.3),
August 1985.
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health and nutrition information of women and
children
aocio-economic aituation
communication channel• (radio, oral tradition,
traditional theatre, etc.)
extent of coDlllWlity organization (women'•
groups, literacy groups, youth movement, etc.)
Before collecting new data,
research existing information on the above
examine government and other
structurea/delivery mechanisms at coamunity
level, including traditional and informal
mechanisms,
r

e.g. achools, health centres, churches,
moaquea, templea, women'• organizations.
Some id~as on the research needed on what
activities are being carried in the field of health
education in a given country:
Discuaa with ainiatriea including health ~
(e.g. information and broadcasting,
community development, local government,
rural development, education, interior,
aocial affairs) to determine the extent ~f
their activities in health education in
general and what activities are being
carried out in health education in water
and aanitation, in particular.
Diacuaa with other NGOa, religious
institutions, private agencies/groups the
acope of their health education efforts
and bow much of thia ia related to water
and 1anitation.
Diacuaa with political institutions (if thia
ia a viable channel in your country) what role
they could play in health education.
-

Visit a few villagea/co111DW1ities in the
propoaed project area to determine to what
extent the activitiea deacribed centrally
reach the villace level, which ministries,
NGOa, political syatema, local level
organizations, are actually represented and
functioning at the lowe1t-level, as it ia on
these the activities foreseen in health
education should be built.
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-

Examine groupa/atructurea which exist at
project level.
Identify coamunication channela/mecbanisms
(acceaa to radio, cinema, traditional theatre,
etc.)

-

With the information obtained and practical
observation• carried out begin to develop a
pla~ for the health education component, aa
the information and obaervationa in the field
would provide aome ideaa of what ia poasible,
what local reaourcea could be tapped, on which
miniatry or combination of miniatries the
component would naturally piggy back, who
would be the person with overall supervisory
responsibility for the village-level
activitiea (district comaissioner? chief of
local government? etc.), which category of

~~~~~~~~~~~•-t~•~f_f-=vo
~
u=
ld
~b~e~prime _reinf~~ce~s__of__bealth~~~

education meaaages/activitiea (aanitary
agenta? health inapectora? extension workera,
teachera? the Party? etc.), who/which group
would be the prime doera of health education
(co11111UDity workera?, leader families? village
health coamittee? villaae-baaed worker?

(

III.Describe the problem.
In addition to phyaical and other
conditiona, deacribe individual and collective behavioral
factor• at policy-111akin1 and implementing level• of
·
government and at coamunity/uaer levels that affect
long-term viability of water and aanitation progranaea.
With regard to the factora/practicea concerning water and
hygiene and element• that influence them, information
obtained ahould also attempt to:

)

-

specify exiating practices and whether they
are linked to water only . or to other factors,
e.g.

Traditional
beliefs:

Well water is not aa good as
surf ace water aince the aun purif iea water
Running water is aaf e (even if utilized
·downatream?)
Excreta diapoaal ia a woman'• problem

Economic:

Lack of 900ey to buy water containers
Lack of money to build latrine•
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Environmental:

Seasonality growid water level high,
difficult to promote traditional pit
latrine.
Bard rock area, water level low, difficult
to en•ure colllllUllity maintenance becauae of
high level of technology.

Social:

Availability of •urf ace water hindera
proper wae of well water.
Di•tance to improve water source.
clear reapon•ibility for maintenance "of
and cleanlineaa around water point.

No

Behavioral:

Practice of leaving atorage veaaela
uncovered, uaing unwaahed leavea to balance
water (and all the atepa between
collection, tranaportation and uae).

r )

Children defecating in and around
compound.
-

Categorize whether behavioral practices
positive, neutral or detrimental to health and
well being of vulnerable groups. Meaaages
should influence negative practice• and
reinforce positive practicea. Barriers to ·
positive practicea should be identified and
influenced aa should facilitators to harmful
practices.
IV. Setting objectives.

The objective/objectives of the health
education/colllllUllication• component should be set.
Indicators for evaluation should be developed from these
objectives and from health indicators (reduction of inf ant
mortality fro• water and aanitation practices related to
water- and excreta- diaeases).
(a) General objectives e.g.
To improve the health condition and
"lif e•tyle" of the population, especially
women and children.
To promote better practices as regards
hygiene and health.
(b) Specific Objectives These should be
elaborated depending on the research and
analysis done earlier and should include
themes which relate directly to the
utilization of women and to hygiene
behavior.
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The objectives should address:
protection of water source, ensuring
cleanliness of the water source.
ensuring hygiene behavior in the
transport, storage and utilisation of
water in the home.
personal and domestic hygiene.
excreta disposal (particularly children's
excreta).
oral rehydration therapy.
(optional) food hygiene, village
cleanliness.
f

Some ideas for objectives to be set
for varioWI levels of progr&111De implementation are given
below. Each objective haa implication• for training,
community involvement, communications/information.

)

(a) What ia necessary for water supply and
sanitation systems to be planned,
installed and constructed, optimally Wied,
maintained, repaired and sW1tained over
the long term?
At co11111UJ1ity level, pumps will be
maintained and pump sites kept clean.
At implementer level. ColllllUJlity-level
operators will be trained, supported and
aupervised, and coaaunity maintenance
system supported.

'
I

At policy level. An adequate budget for a
maintenance system will be allocated
For UNICEF. Develop/share mechanisms on
maintenance systems.
(b) What is needed to promote and sustain
personal, domestic and collective hygiene
practices, e.g. bandwashing, garbage
disposal, excreta disposal (of children'•
faeces), water collection and storage,
etc.?
At colllDUtlity level. More people will
collect and store water in a sanitary and
hygienic way.
At implementer level. Where water storage
containers are not easily available,
communities will be assisted in obtaining
these (e.g. setting up a revolving fund).
At policy level. Stimulate development,
production and utilization of appropriate
water storage containers.
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For UNICEF. Set up a country-level
revolving fund for flexible response to
community level and/or intersectoral
initiatives not subject to TAD penalties
if funds not uaed.
(c) What is needed to promote those CSDR
interventions related to the control of
diarrhoeal diseases?
At co111DU11ity level. More people will be
(i) washing their bands before eating,
after defecating and before food handling,
and (ii) practising ORT at houaehold level.
At implementer level. Incorporate
messages about the relationship between
C.D.D. and bandwashing in health promotion
activities.
(

)

At policy level. Adopt policies, devise
procedures, and allocate resources to
enable/promote these activities.
For UNICEF. Management 1hould coordinate
activities to ensure joint action at
. planning through implementation phases.
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(

(a) What is
necesaary for
water aupply
and sanitation
systeu to be
planned,
installed and
constructed,
optimally used,
maintained,
repaired and
auatained over
the long term?

Policy Maker
An adequate
budget for a
maintenance
system
will be
allocated.

Implementer
ColllllWlity-level
operators will
be trained,
supported and
supervised;
and colllDWlity
maintenance
system
supported

(b) What is
needed to
promote and
auatain
personal,
domestic and
collective
hygiene
practices, e.g.
handwashing,
garbage
disposal,
excreta
disposal (of
children's
faeces), water
collection and
storage, etc?

Stimulate
Where water
development,
storage
production and containers
utilization of are not
appropriate
easily
water
available,
storage
communities
containers.
will be
assisted.

(c) What is
needed to
promote
those CSDR
interventiona
related to
control of
diarrhoeal
diseaaea

Adopt
policies,
deviae
procedures
and allocate
resources to
enable/
promote these
activities.

Incorporate
me&1ages about
the relationship between
C.D.D. in
health
promotion
activities.

Connunity
Pumps will
be maintained and
pump sites
kept clean.

UNICEF
Develop/
share
mechanism on
maintenance
systems.

More people
will
collect and
store water
in a aanitary and
hygienic
way.

Set up a
country-level
revolving
fund for
flexible
reaponse to
connunity
level and/or
intersectoral
initiatives
not subject
to TAD
penalties i f
funds not
used

More people
will be
(i) washing
their bands
before eating, after
defecating
and before
handling
food; and
(ii) prac ticin1 ORT at
houaebold
level.

Management
should
coordinate
joint
action at
planning
through
implementation
phaaea.
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Some examples of objectives defined in behavioral
terma and indicators for monitoring and evaluation:
(a)

Families will store and use their water under
hygienic conditions.

Indicators: presence of cover for container, raised
platform for container, dipper banging
above floor, absence of flies around
container, use of specilic "cup" for.
drinking.
(b)

)

Users will keep area around place of water
collection in a sanitary condition.

Indicators: adequate drainage, absence of
garbage/leaves/sediment/ll!Ud from trampling
by animals, presence/efforts of
caretakers, etc.
(c)

Waste water can be utilized for irrigating
vegetable gardens

Indicators: garden around well, in home compound,
garden cooperatives formed etc.
(d)

Drawers of water will clean their containers
before filling them with "new" water.

Indicators: Washing inside of container before
drawing, washing of leaves/balancers
before placing them in containers, etc.
(e)
)

Households will construct and use a sanitary
latrine

Indicators:

V.

Latrine, presence of cleaning agents
(water, paper in latrine) absence of
flies, etc. etc. etc.)
Proiect formulation
Health education is seen as a combination

ot activities designed to facilitate voluntary adaptation
of behavior conducive to health in individuals, groups,
co11111W1ities, with attention to the larger social,
political and econo11ic context influencing these
behaviors. The three approaches that are effective to
good health education are training/1killa development,
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community organization/mobilization/participation,
communication• and information. Monitoring and evaluation
of these approaches affect the intermediate effects of the
overall water/sanitation programnes. Health education
activities in this aector should not exist in isolation
from other progranne sectors; they should be linked to
education programnes (schools, literacy, women's
education), nutrition prograanes, etc.
Health education should be understood to
mean not just the passing of information or a message, but
the active setting in place of supportive system to ensure
that messages can possibly be acted upon and that allows
behaviour change to result.
Proposed plan for health education component
Behavioral objectives to be set (relative to
water and sanitation or improved health
objectives) expanded on below.
Educational strategies to be used (training,
communicationa/inf ormation, community
organization, social marketing techniques
drawn from).
Information content of activities to be
developed (segmentation of target groups actual health education messages to intended
groups)
Co11111Unications methodology, techniques and
channel analysis (how will messages be
delivered by whom, in what form).
Community organization (teams/coaaittees to be
formed, role of influential
groupa/leaders/NGOa.
-

Training curriculum and activities to be
developed (skill building, leadership skills,
etc.)

-

Operational and monitoring indicators to be
set (targets~ both quantitative and qualitative
Evaluation of impact of health education
component (what behaviors have been influenced
positively/negatively? not at all? any
reduction in incidence/prevalence of water and
sanitation related diaeaaea)
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Risk factors in utilization of water and
sanitation within the context of CSDR include:
Excreta diaposal 1 especially of children's excreta
Waste water disposal
Water collection, storage and use
Personal hygiene (emphasizing handwashing 1 ORT,
breastfeeding)
Domestic hygiene (emphasizing garbage disposal)
Functioning of facilities

,.

CSDR elements of breastfeeding, diarrhoea
management, i11111W1ization.
These factors portray a miniJDWD set of
issues that any health education component should address,
with the content and emphasis varying depending on the.
local situation.
There are in addition to those preventive
aspects identified as risk factors, diseases that are
directly or indirectly influenced by improved facilities
and utilization practices (e.g. guinea worm, scabies,
hookworm, trachoma 1 diarrhoeal diseases). These should
automatically be included i~ any health education
intervention, with their preventive aspects emphasized
while treatment ia offered/auggested.

)
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Sanitary Survey Form
(Used For Training Community Health Workers in Senegal)

Name of interviewer:

Sani.tary Survey Form

Date of interview:
Name of vi 11 age:
District:

A.
r

~------~~~~~

~~--~-~---~~~

--~~~-~--~-~-~~~

Location of house:
Part B.

~-------~~~

~----~~~-~~~

HOUSEHOLD INTERVIEW FORM

Introduction and Explanation
Greet householders appropriately.

)

Ask proper social questions, i.e., "How are you, your family, crops ••• ?"
Explain the purposes of your visit:

'

1.

Community leaders wan
live.

2.

Government or agency sent me here to help.

3.

I am going to ask some questions about community life and health
problems.

4.

The discussion should take less than an hour.

5.

You will find it interesting. Others can remain in room (area) if they
wish.

6.

Is itallright to begin?

B.

Questions about the Respondent and Household

1.

What is your name?

2.

How old are you? (Approximate age if unknown) - - - - - - - - - - - -

3.

Are you now married?

4.

How many infants and children live in your house
compound?

5.
WASH,

to make the convnunity a better healthier place to

~-----~-----------~-------~-

Yes

No

--------- or•
---------How many adults live in this household
------ or compound? ------

" Developing And Using Audio-Visual Materials In Water Supply And Sanitation
Programmes", Technical Report No.JO, Prepared by Barry Karl in and
Raymond B. lsely, December 1984.
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6.

What kinds of work are done by the people who live in this
compound?

C.

Questions about Health

7.

Have any of the children in this house or compound been sick in the last

week?
(

(Optional)

Yes
8.

house or

No

----

(If "No", skip to Question 9}

Please tell me what these illnesses are or were:
Loca r Term

Medical Term

(Optional)
Other Terms

Child a)

Child b)

Child c)

(Add other information on back of this page.
Probe questions for other terms: "What other terms are used to describe
the kind of illness the first child has or had?" "Does this term have any
other meaning?)

9.

Are people in this corm1unity troubled with:
Local Term
a) Ma 1aria:

Yes

No

b) Infant diarrhea:

Yes

No

c) Intestinal worms: Yes

No

d) Cholera:

Yes

No

e) Schi stosomiasi s:

Yes

No
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f) Guinea worm:

Yes

No

g) Tuberculosis:

Yes

No

h) Trachoma:

Yes

No

{Fil 1 in before interview)
;)

Yes

No

j)

Yes

No

k)

Yes

No
Local Term

Other
(

)

1)

Yes

No

m)

Yes

No

n)

Yes

No

{Ask about 1ocal tenns before proceeding)
10.

Let• s talk a little about diarrhea.
What do you think might cause this disease?

How could someone prevent this disease?

11.

What about wonns?
What might cause this disease?

How could

12.

someo~e

And what about
sanitation.)

prevent it?

----~---~---~~-~~~

~-----~--~---~--~~~

--------?

What might cause it?

{Other common diseases related to

~--------------------~
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D.

Questions about Sources of Health Care

13.

If someone in your household got diarrhea, who in the community would you
turn to for advice or help? (Optional)
Name

----------- Title or Relationship ---------

Who else might you turn to who knows about these things?
Name

Title or Relationship
------------------Anyone else?

(

N a m e - - - - - - - - - - - Title or Relationship--------14.

If someone got worms (second disease), is there anyone else who you might
turn to for help? (Optional)
N a m e - - - - - - - - - - - Title or Relationship---------

)

15.

If none of these people could help, what would you do?

E.

Questions about Community Organizations

16.

What men in this co1TV11unity are respected for their wisdom and concern
about this cOfllnunity?
Name

(Optional)

Title if Any

a) -----------------------------------------------------b) --------------------------------------------------

c) --------------------------------------------------
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17.

What women in this co1T1T1unity are respected for their wisdom and concern?
a) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

b) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
c) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

18.

Are there any organizations of men, of women or even young people which
are working to make this community a better place to live? If so, please
describe them.

)
(Probe question: Ask about religious groups, committees, informal
traditions of sharing work.)
19.

a) (If respondent described any existing community organizations, ask:)
Please tell me about the things which these organizations have tried to
do. Have they been successful? Why?

b) (If no organizations described in Question 18, ask:)
Do you think the people of this community would organize themselves to
deal with health problems?

(Probe: How so? Why? Please tell me more about your feelings.)
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F.

Questions about Water

20.

Where do you get drinking water for your household?

21.

Where else do you sometimes get drinking water?

(Probe: Any other sources?)
22.

Are these good sources of drinking water? Why?

{Optional)

23.

How could the drinking water sources be improved?

G.

Questions about Solid Waste Disposal

24.

What do people in this community do with trash such as broken glass, dead
animals, and other worthless things?

25.

Are there any problems caused by such trash in the community?

(

(Optional)

)

(Probe: Accidents, unsightliness, other ••• )
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)

26.

Do you think that something should be done about this? What?

27.

If this community decides upon a special place to throw away usP.less
things, do you think that people in the community would use that place?
Why?

H.

Questions about Human Wastes

Now I want to ask you a few questions about human waste disposal. You may be
surprised that a person would ask about this but I will explain why soon.
28.

What is the polite or proper term for defecation?

29.

Where do men traditionally go to defecate?

30.

Where do women traditionally go?

31.

Where do children (age 5-14) go to defecate?

32.

What is done with the feces of small children?

)
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33.

Do you think that disposing of wastes in such ways poses a problem? Why?

34.

How could such wastes be disposed of in a better way?

35.

Does anyone in this community have a latrine. i.e., a special
building with a pit under it where defecation takes place?
(If "No", ask: Have you ever seen or heard of such a devise?)

small

)
A few minutes ago I said that I would tell you why I am asking questions about
such things as defecation. Doctors believe that many diseases can be caused by
very small amounts of feces, which can be carried to our food by flies or from
soiled hands, or which get into our drinking water when it rains.
36.

Have you ever heard such things said? {Probe: "Tell me what you heard,
from whom?) (If No
ask: Do you think that this might be possible?)
11

)

37.

11

,

Do you think that the people of this community might agree to do something to try to prevent these diseases? Why or why not?
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38.

Do you feel that people in this community would be willing to pay a
modest amount of money to install a latrine in or near their compound?
That is, a very smal 1 hut where human wastes can be safely and conveniently disposed. Why or why not?

39.

How do you get infonnation about health? (P~obe: Do p~ople in community
have a radio, read newspapers or get information from outside?)

40.

Do you have any quest

~ns

that you want to ask me?

Thank you very much for your cooperation (kindness, hospitality ••• )
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T m 5.1

COMMUNITY HEALTH STAltJS

Part I.

Use this section if records and data are available from Ministry of
Health, Health Centre, district office, etc.
Reference Standards
Low

Medium

High

Infant (<l year) mortality
per 1000 live births

< 30

30-100

> 100

Under 5 year• mortality
per 1000 children under 5 years

< 20

20-50

> 50

Under 5 years diarrhoea mortality
per 1000 children under 5 years

< 7

7-17

> 17

Under 5 years diarrhoea death
ratio, % of all under 5 death•

< 20

20-40

> 40

Under 5 year diarrhoeal case ratio
% of all under 5 attendances

< 15

15-lO

> 30

Any statistic in high range of reference standard - Score 4
All statistics in medium or medium and low range - Score 2
All statistics in low range of reference •~andard - Score 0

Part II.

D

Use this section if data is obtained from a special survey.
Reference Standards

('

Low

Medium

High

Under 5 year• mortality
per 1000 children under S years

< 14

14-34

> 34

Under 5 years diarrhoea mortaiity
per 1000 children under 5 years

<5

5-11

> 11

Under 5 years diarrhoea death
ratio. % of all under 5 deaths

< 20

20-40

> 40

Under S years diarrhoea incidence
diarrhoea episodes/child/year

< l

1-3

> 3

Any statistic in high range of reference standard - Score 4
All statistic• in medium or medium and low range
Score 2
All statistics in low range of reference standard - Score 0

Part III.

Use this section if only qualitative information i1 available.
Coamunity health status considered to be poor - Score 4
Co111111Unity health status considered to be fair - Score 2
Co111Dunity health status considered to be good - Score 0

WHO,

D
D

" Maximizing Benefits To Health ••• An Appraisal Methodology For Water Supply
and Sanitation Projects", ETSI 83. 7

I
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Form5.2

EXISTING WATER SUPPLY
(a}Water

(b)Water

Quality~-

Quantity~-

(c)Convenience~-

(d)Reliable
r

Supply~-

)

Meets National
water quality
standards.

Yes - Score 0
No

- Score 1

Meets National
criterion for
quantity.

Yes - Score 0

Meets National
criterion for
convenience of
access •

Yes - Score 0

Meets criteria for
quality, quantity
and convenience
at all times.

No

No

Score 1

- Score 1

Yea - Score 0
No

- Score 1

D
D
D
D

TOTAL;- Existing Water Supply
Form 5.3

PROPOSED WATER SUPPLY
(a)Water Quality;-

(b)Water

Quantity~-

New supply will
meet National
water quality
standards.
New supply will
meet t<!ational
criterion-for
quantity.

Yes - Score 1
No

- Score 0

Yea - Score 1
No

- Score 0

'
(c)Convenience~-

(d)Reliable Supply;-

New supply will
provide equal or
greater convenience than former
supply.
New supply will
meet criteria for
quality, quantity
and convenience
at all times.

TOTAL~-

Yea - Score 1
No

- Score 0

Yea - Score 1
No

- Score 0

Proposed Water Supply

D
D

D
D
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Form 5.4

EXISTING SANITATION
(a)Coverage :-

(b)Sanitary

effective~-

Form 5.5

< 10%
10-40%
40-70%
> 70%

Score
Score
Score
Score

3
2

l
0

Prevalent aanitaYes - Score 0
tion technology is
effective and
No - Score l
reliable •

D
D

Exiating Sanitation

TOTAL~-

r

% of families in
community that
have latrines and
uae them.

PROPOSED SANITATION
(&)Coverage:-

Prograaae will
provide for 1ihat
percentage coverage with effective
and culturally
acceptable excreta
diaposal.

(b)Sanitary·effective~-

(c)Culturally

TOTAL~-

acceptable~-

Propoaed aanitat ion technology
ia effective and
reliable.
Propoaed aanitation technology
i• culturally
acceptable •

Propoaed Sanitation

90% - Score 2
50% - Score l
< 50%

Score 0

Yea -

Score l

No

Score 0

Yea -

Score 1

No

Score 0

D

D
D
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Form 5.10

)

PROJECT COMMUNICATIONS SUPPORT
A Health Education progranune has been
designed to accompany the water supply
and sanitation project.

Yes - Score 1
No - Score 0

D

The health education prograane is matched
to the level of community literacy (see 5.9)
and effective media entries (see 5. 11).

Yes - Score 1
No - Score 0

D

The health education programme has been
allocated sufficient staff, financial and
support resources for its successful
implementation.

Yes - Score 2
No - Score 0

D

TOTAL:-

Form 5 .11

Project Communication Support

MEDIA ENTRIES TO THE CCMMUNITY
Electronic media~ radio
and/or television.

Yes
Score 1
No - Score 0

D

Print~ newspapers,
magazines, brochures,
posters.

Yes - Score 0 .5
No - Score 0

D
D
D

Traditional drama and song.

Frequent - Score 0.5
Rare or
none
- Score 0

Clubs, youth groups,
Women's groups, etc.

2 or more- Score 2
One
- Score 1
None
- Score 0

TOTAL:-

Media Entries to the community
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Form 5.12

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION AND RESOURCES
The community has an organization
such as a water committee, or development
co111111ittee to provide local management
of the system.

Yes
No

Score 1
Score 0

The co111111unity has agreed to provide
a significant contribution (in cash
or kind) toward construction.

Yes
No

Score 1
Score 0

The community has contracted to cover
all or a significant portion of
operating and maintenance coats.

All coats-Score l
Portion - Score .5
None
- Score 0

The co111111unity has manpower resources
with adequate skills for operation and
maintenance.

Yea
No

I'

TOTAL:-

Form 5.13

Score 1
Score 0

D
D

D

D

Co11111Unity Organization and Resources

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES
The C0111Dunity has successfully
implemented development projects
in other sectors.

Two or more
projects
One project
None

Synergistic effects can be
anticipated from ongoing
projects (e.g. education,
nutrition, housing, agriculture,
health care).

Two or more
projects
One project
None

TOTAL:-

Community Development Progra111111es

Score 2
Score 1
Score 0

- Score 2
- Score 1
- Score 0

D

D
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Form 5 .14

NATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM
National programme provides for:

D
D

Training of community
personnel in technical
and management requirements.

Yes No

Score 1
Score 0

Supply of spare parts and
materials.

Yes
No

Score 1
Score 0

Regular inspection service.

Yes No

Score 1
Score 0

D

Back up maintenance service.

Yes No

Score 1
Score 0

D

TOTAL:-

National Support System
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SUMMARY SCORE SHEET

Conaun i ty Nalllie ·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Location: •••••••••••.•••••••••.•••••••.•.•.......•.•...•

..............................................

)

5.1

Community Health Status

5.2

Existing Water Supply

5.3

Proposed Water Supply

5.4

Existing Sanitation

5.5

Proposed Sanitation

5.6

Coamunity Health Progra111Dea and Staff

5.7

C011111Unity Perception of Need•

5.8

Co11111Unity Population Characteristic•

5.9

C011111Unity Education Facilities

5.10

Project Co11municationa Support

5.11

Media Entries to C011111Unity

5.12

C01m1Unity Organization and Resource•

5.13

C011111Unity Development Programme•

S.14

National Support System

..........

..........
...........
..........

..........
..........
..........
..........

PROJECT TOTAL (not to exceed 56)
For.a and su. .ary completed

by~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Date: ••••••••••••••••••••
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INSTITUTION. .

..........................................................................
OCCUPATION

...........................................................................
COUNTRY

..........................................................................
DATE

..........................................................................
Mark

the

box

which

corresponds best

to your

opinion

to

each

question.

1.

Your degree of interest in the particular topic of this module
was:

)
high

2.

I I

I I

I I

low

I I

I I

not clear

I I

I I

badly structured

I I

. The objectives of this module were:

clear

].
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The contents of this module were:

well structured

I I

I I
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The terminology in this module was:
easy to

hard to

understand

5.
(
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)

I I

I I

The visual material (slides,

I I

I I

drawings,

understand

diagrams ••• ) used in

this module was:

6.

clear

confused

useful

useless

The •CheckHsts- have
completely

7.

· covered the subject studied?

I I

I I

I I

I I

The · cnedd ists· were:
useful

useless

too simple

too complicated

sufficient

B.

not at all

insufficient

Studying this module enabled you to· learn:
many nev things

I I

I I

I I

I I

nothing new

•

e

9.
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acquired through

the module's study will in

your present profession be:

useful

I I

I I

I I

I I

useless

10.

The knowledge acquired through the module's study will in the

)

near future be (reply to this question only if the answer n. 9
is negative):

I I

useful

I I

I I

I I

useless

•
·11.

List

the

topics

you

would

like

to

have

treated

more

extensively:

1) . ....•.......•...•••••.•..•.•••......•..........•...•..•••.....

)

12.
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2) . •.......••....••.........•...................•.....•....•.....

3) . ............................................................. .

list the topics you would like to have treated . . to a lesser
extent:

1) . ••••••••••.•.•••••••••••.••••••••••.•.••.....•••..••.•••••••.•
2) . .•........••.•.••..•..•..•.....•..•.......•.•.....••..•••.•••.

3) . ............................................................. .

e
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list the topics not included in this module which you think are
of essential interest to your profession:

1) • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
2) • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

3) • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
(

)

14.

Please list any suggesti'ons you have t o of'&1.er lOr
&
•
improvement
of this training module •

...............................................................
...............................................................
...............................................................

\
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HARDWARE
PROJECTOR
SCREEN
TAPE RECORDER WITH SPEAKERS
FLIP-CHART

DOCUMENTS TO BE USED BY THE TRAINER
See "module structure" p. 3
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DOCUMENTS TO BE DISTRIBUTED TO TRAINEES
OBJECTIVES
TARGET POPULATION
TABLE OF CONTENTS
TEXT
GLOSSARY
BIBLIOGRAPHY
CHECKLISTS
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL
EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

\

Check that this material has not been previously distributed to the
trainee.
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TRAINING
METHODS AND
ACTIVITIES

DOCUMENTS
TO BE
DISTRIBUTED

AVA

Additional
reading

IDRC video
"Prescription
for health"

INTRODUCTION

r

)

1.

OBJECTIVES

PRESENTATION

2.

INTRODUCTION ON
PRIMARY HEALTH CARE

PRESENTATION/
DISCUSSION

T1 IT1A

PRESENTATION
J.

PRESENTATION I
WOMEN'S ACTIVITIES
AND NEEDS IN PRIMARY
HEALTH CARE

4.

HEALTH/HYGIENE
EDUCATION

5.

PRESENTATION/CONDITIONS FOR
DISCUSSION
WOMEN TO PARTICIPATE IN HEALTH
EDUCATION PROGRAMMES

6.

PATTERNS OF WATER
USE AND HYGIENE

PRESENTATION/
DISCUSSION

PRESENTATION

T2/TJITJA

T5

T4/T6/T6A

•
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SUMMARY
KEY ISSUE CHECKLISTS

GROUP
DISCUSSION

PRESENTATION OF
CHECKLISTS

PLENARY
DISCUSSION

Checklist

CONTROL

)

)
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KEY ISSUE CHECKLISTS

THE PARTICIPANTS
WILL WORK IN
SMALL GROUPS
AND DISCUSS
VARIOUS PROPOSALS

MODULE EVALUATION

INDIVIDUAL
ACTIVITY

Evaluation
questionnaire

We suggest that the officer in charge follow strictly the sequence of
key points as given in this guide including the related audiovisual
material (AVA).
As far as training methodology is concerned, the
selection and adoption of the most suitable methods, with reference
to the characteristics of the target population being trained, is left
to the ability and experience of the trainer.
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WOMEN'S PARTICIPATION IN HEALTH EDUCATION

3.A

WOMEN'S PARTICIPATION IN HEALTH EDUCATION

4.

PATTERNS OF WATER USE AND HYGIENE

5.

HOW TO PAY ATTENTION TO WOMEN

6.

ROLE OF WOMEN'S ORGANISATIONS - NATIONAL LEVEL

6.A
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PREFACE

The content of this modular unit has been developed on the basis
of:
1)
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INSTRAW!INTER-AGENCY TASK FORCE ON WOMEN/UNICEF,
"WOMEN AND THE INTERNATIONAL DRINKING
SUPPLY AND SANITATION DECADE", JUNE 1985.

WATER

2)

IRC,

J)

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S TRIBUNE CENTRE, INC,
"THE TRIBUNE" - WOMEN AND WATER, NEWSLETTER 20,
]rd QUARTER, 1982.

4)

TAG,

WOMEN
"INVOLVING
PREPARED BY HELI
PAPER NUMBER J.

5)

WASH,

"THE
ROLE
OF
WOMEN
AS
PARTICIPANTS
AND
BENEFICIARIES IN WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION
PROGRAMMES", PREPARED BY MARY L. ELMENDORF AND
RAYMOND B. ISELY,
WASH TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 11,
DECEMBER 1981.

6)

WHO,

"HUMAN
RESOURCES
DEVELOPMENT
HANDBOOK
GUIDELINES FOR MINISTRIES AND AGENCIES RESPONSIBLE FOR WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION",
EDITED
BY NEIL CAREFOOT AND HOWARD GIBSON, WHO!CWS!ETS
84 .J, SEPTEMBER 1984.

7)

WHO,

"WOMEN, WATER AND SANITATION".

"PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN WATER SUPPLY AND
SANITATION - ROLES AND REALITIES",
PREPARED BY
CHRISTINE VAN WIJK-SIJEBESMA,
TECHNICAL PAPER
22,
INTERNATIONAL
REFERENCE
CENTRE
FOR
COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION,
THE
HAGUE, THE NETHERLANDS, 1985.

IN
SANITATION
E. PERRETT,
TAG

PROJECTS",
DISCUSSION
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SUB-MODULE V

THE ROLE OF WOMEN AS PARTICIPANTS AND BENEFICIARIES
IN THE CHOICE OF TECHNOLOGY AND TRAINING
FOR WSS PROJECTS
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MODULE STRUCTURE

1.

INPUT DOCUMENTS

1.1
1.2

OBJECTIVES
TARGET POPULATION

2.

BODY OF THE MODULE

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

TABLE OF CONTENTS
TEXT
ADDITIONAL READING
REFERENCES
BIBLIOGRAPHY

3.

OUTPUT DOCUMENTS

3 .1
3.2

KEY ISSUE CHECKLISTS FOR GROUP WORK
EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

4.

LECTURER'S GUIDE

4.1
4.2

LIST OF TRAINING MATERIAL
LESSON PLAN

5.

VISUAL AIDS

5.1
5.2

LIST OF TRANSPARENCIES
TRANSPARENC JES

4
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6
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23
32
33

35
36

40
41

The officer in charge will make use of the five components indicated
above,
while the participants will be provided with the material
related to components 1, 2 and 3.
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1.1

OBJECTIVES

GENERAL
The participants will identify the role of women in choice of
technology and the necessary training actions for incorporation of
women in WSS projects .

SPECIFIC
(

On completion of this unit, the participants should be able to :

)

May 198~

1)

identify the role of women in choice of technology ;

2)

recognise the main concepts necessary to enhance women in
training programmes;

3)

identify components for formulating
community-based workers .

training programmes

for

1
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TARGET POPULATION

1.2

TARGET POPULATION

LEADERS AND SENIOR OFFICIALS OF WOMEN'S ORGANISATIONS
NATIONAL, REGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL LEVELS.
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1.

NOTES FOR PRESENTATION

INTRODUCTION

Many cases of rejection of improved water and sanitation facilities
and also of the responsibilities attached to their introduction have
been recorded. Such reactions cannot be attributed merely to lack of
interest,
cultural barriers or inherent conservation of poor rural
people.
On the contrary,
their decisions are often based on a
rational comparison of cost and benefits of the old and new options.
Cases of incomplete adoption or rejection of facilities become understandable when viewed in the light of decision-making,
work and
position of women.
Facilities,
regardless of the excellence of
construction and function,
will not achieve their objectives if they
are not used. Achievement of programme objectives will be affected
by users of the facilities. Women as the primary users of water and
as frequently the first to use sanitary installations may thus be
singled out for the intensive user education so necessary for a
project success.

1.1
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Technologies for water supply and sanitation projects

Technologies for improved water supply and sanitation have often
failed because they are inappropriate,
too complicated or difficult
to operate and I or maintain.
Simple rudimentary methods should be
used and developed using local materials in view of lower costs,
and the possibility to provide for greater self-reliance from the
community to the national level.
The technology should be adapted
to small-scale applications, suitable for community participation and
management. There are three main aspects to be considered:
a)

health and sanitary appropriateness - adaptation to prevailing health patterns in order to achieve national health
benefits;

b)

functional appropriateness - fitness of the equipment from the
point of view of design and performances related to the local
attitudes,
behaviours and bio-tec!mological factors,
and its
relevance to the objectives of providing adequate quantities of
the water in a reliable supply available around the year;

~ (9)
UN

TURIN
CENTRE
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c)

environmental appropriateness - fitness of the facilities to
operate in the physical environment of the region concerned
and to avoid adverse effects on the environment .
Adequate
attention
should be given to drainage which is often
neglected .

The technology for water and sanitation programmes - as with other
aspects of primary health care - must be acceptable , affordable and
it must work. An inexpensive, attractive , well-placed water pump is
pointless if it keeps breaking down and the community cannot afford
to pay for repairs (e.g . imported spare parts). Likewise, a latrine
may dispose of faeces perfectly, but may not be used if it does not
eliminate bad odours or if located inconveniently. Certain equipment
has been found to be unsuitable for women .
One particular hand
pump was installed,
but not used.
Though designed well for men ,
the handle was too high and too heavy for the average woman . But
it was women not men who were the users.
In another instance ,
latrines were installed to the satisfaction of community leaders , but
as it turned out,
women could not use them because they lacked
privacy - the door did not conceal the women ' s feet.

(

Failure to involve women in initial testing of new technologies ,
such as hand pumps and water carts ,
has resulted in reduced
effectiveness and use. Evaluation with men and users of an experimental hand pump and platform design yielded useful data and
suggestions ,
and contradicted the original expectations of ease of
operation for children and women.

)
1. 1 . 1

Choice of technology

There i s no overstressing the importance of selecting water and
sanitation technologies appropriate to the social and economic condit i ons of the project communities.
"Appropriate technology does not
necessarily mean simple technology" but a technology specifically
designed for the conditions on which it must function . Some of the
importance technological characteristics are :
1)
2)
3)
4)

system design
levels of servi ce
costs
ma i ntenance needs

May 1986
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The concepts of system design and levels of service usually allow a
ranking of water and sanitation improvements based upon the
variables of:
1)
2)
])
4)

water quantity
walking distance
cost
methods of waste transport and disposal.

The success of any community water design is dependent upon the
users' choice and their perception of water quality,
difficulty at
the source,
and social interactions during the water collecting
process.
These are factors which are of significant concern to
women and which further throw light upon the important role women
have to play in water and sanitation interventions.
The climatic
and site conditions,
population,
socio-cultural factors,
and the
institutional framework are important to guide the selection and
design of the most appropriate technology.
The basic precept,
therefore,
is that the choice of technology must be appropriate to
the existing socio-economic, environmental and institutional setting.
These factors would also further determine the selection of the
appropriate levels of technology.
The main factors that discourage women's participation are:
1)

)

2)
])

4)
5)

1.2

May 198€

socio-economic,
cultural
and political
factors
are not
considered;
lack of consultation in idea formulation;
lack of organisation to sustain women's participation;
the fact that men often take over a project when the women's
input has been identified as successful;
powerlessness of women, particularly those who are among the
landless.

How to pay attention to women

There are two major ways for water supply and sanitation projects
to consider women's participation in the choice of technology:
a)

by including information on women in the project area
data to be collected, and using it in planning; and

b)

by assisting women to play an active role in the project,
particularly in decision-making about the technology and
design aspects and in accompanying training activities.

in
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Such attention to women during project planning is even more vital
where there are large numbers of female-headed households in the
project area,
either on a temporary or permanent basis (as occurs
in Lesotho, rural Zimbabwe, Jamaica and other countries). In such
instances, women will take over many of men's roles,· if this is not
recognised during planning, it will lead to unworkable assumptions.

(

Women's role in choice of technology for WSS projects

When new facilities are not used at all,
the argument is put
forward that women should be "educated".
Women make reasoned
choices and have some basic,
although not necessarily complete,
understanding of the relationship between water,
sanitation and
health. Therefore, as women are the primary users of facilities, it
is necessary to enlarge their knowledge and take into account their
preferences when installing new facilities.
It is essential to find out about local needs through participatory
research and continuing consultation at the community level,
especially with women.
In the design and application of community
accepted technologies,
women's needs and their physical state such
as pregnancy and physical capability should be taken into account.
Women's views and opinions are critical in this regard,
especially
regarding the choice of technology,
and develop new and appropriate technologies to be introduced, to satisfy long and short term
needs as defined by women.
This will serve to influence acceptance
and use of improved water and sanitation systems.
It will be
largely up to them whether facilities will be used and maintained.
Women often place a different value than men on such positive
features of facilities such as:
privacy offered by the superstructure, reliability, safety, convenience, comfort, attractiveness,
etc.

1.3 .1
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Women's role in the design of technology

-------------------------------------------

In reaching technology decisions,
full advantage must be taken of
women's knowledge in water and sanitation aspects of the environment,
including water source and water quantity during dry and
wet seasons.
Women as water drawers can provide important information.
For example in the Suriago rural water supply project in
the Philippines,
women told the engineers the short-cut trail
leading the spring source to the village.
The engineers found that
the amount of pipes and fittings requested originally for 11 systems
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could be used to extend service to eight more villages . (1) In
Panama ,
women took the engineers to a fresh water source on the
shore of the island which had not been found during the feasibility
survey . (2)

(

'\
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Women should also be involved in decision-making on the design of
additional facilities for washing , hand washing,
animal drinking,
vegetable growing,
and other activities . In rural Khuzistan, Iran ,
communal laundry facilities built were large rectangular sinks,
at
adult waist height .
However,
Iranian women traditionally wash
clothes and dishes in a squatting position.
As a result,
the
laundry basins were not used . (]) In Guatemala,
when standp ipes
had to be shared by three families, women helped in deciding which
groups could share .
They also made adaptations for laundry and
other uses . (4)
Field experience indicates that women can make valuable contributions to local project design.
Their opinions on water quality were
found to be important in selecting sources for gravity water
supplies in Malawi and Tanzania. (5 ; A40) In the Philippines , women
assisted in selecting reliable sources for a gravity supply . Yet in
Tanzania,
failure to consult local women resulted in the construction of shallow wells with hand pumps that dry up ,
while traditional wells in another part of the village never dry up . (6)
Surveyors in a well project in Bourkina Faso found that in contrast
to the women , the local councils of chief and elders had no specific
information about the traditional water sour ces and their year-round
reliability .
Locations for hand-pump wells have been changed
because women have objected to the steepness of slope or taste of
the water .
In selection of servi ce level and s i ting of facilities,
the needs and
practical experience of women as housewives ,
mothers and neigh bours also play a role.
In Mexico , house connections were rejected
by women in favour of patio taps , because leakage would be less of
a problem.
Therefore , involving women in the design , construction
and management of communal facilities ,
together wi th thorough
discussion of the implications for their upkeep an d proper use , is
more effective .
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1.3 .2
Self-improvements in water and sanitation may also be stimulated by
the development and diffusion of appropriate technology,
such as
locally made rain-water collection tanks, water transport facilities,
and household water filters.
Many bibliographies and manuals on
appropriate technology have been prepared,
which include selfimprovements for water supply, sanitation and hygiene. However, it
1s not always clear whether they reach women and women's
organisations in rural and urban fringe areas .
Technology centres
located in large cities are difficult for rural women to attend or to
obtain information and technical assistance.

(

Some programmes have made special efforts to reach thei r target
groups .
In Indonesia,
the Min i stry for Women's Affairs has
published a handbook on appropriate technology for village women.
In other countries , courses have been organised to train women in
labour- saving technologies.

)

May 198t:

An interesting strategy to
diffuse knowledge
of appropriate
technology for women 's self-improvement has been followed in
Senegal.
A travelling exhibition of village technologies was
organised by the Ministry of Rural Development and Water Supply to
tour all rural communities.
During i ts one- week stay in each
village, a seminar was organised to introduce the various technologies to the women.
A s i milar travelli ng exhibition focusing on
environmental sanitation was organised in Ghana , as early as 1948.
After villagers had been escorted around the various exhibits ,
women were selected to receive intensive training at rural training
centres .
"Whilst total results did not add up to the expectations of the
organizers,
there can be no doubt that considerable improvement
was achieved in cleaning up villages and improving environmental
hygiene.
The travelling exhibition itself was manufactured locally
and,
whilst some of the exhibits might have been deemed crude ,
there was no doubt of the interest that they stirred in the villagers
of Tr ansvolta". (8 : p . 47)
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1.3.3
The technology for water and sanitation programmes must be acceptable,
affordable and it must work.
If women are to begin taking
hold of technology in their daily lives, they could:
work through their local clubs and associations to mobilise
community action in favour of the new facilities;
participate on survey teams to identify community needs;
choose and test pumps and other technologies they will later
use daily;
monitor leaks and other defects in water systems;
keep a stock of spare parts;
do routine maintenance and minor repairs;
be a liaison between local authorities and district/regional
technical services.

r

In considering a technology,
one question that must be asked is:
DOES IT WORK? The answer to the above can be found in answers to
more specific questions such as:
1.
2.

3.

4.

1.3 .!+

What does it do for the lives of women?
What changes in women's work patterns will be required to
use it?
Does it use local initiative or allow for local
development?
Is the engineering design appropriate to women? Is it easy to
maintain? Does it really encourage self-reliance? If so, how?
Is this technology the most affordable option?
Can women
afford the cost? What are the benefits for women?
Role of women's organisations

-------------------------------

The following policies are recommended:
1. ·

May 198€

Women's organisations could organise or support research
prior to the implementation of technology and ensure that
adequate technology is chosen for the community, particularly
women with existing economic, environmental and socio-cultural
context.
By consulting with technical agencies and women at
local level, it could be ensured that:
engineering design is appropriate for women's use;
the structure of the latrines ensures privacy and conforms
to cultural· rules;
women can repair facilities;
women can afford to maintain them.
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2.

Women's organisations can contribute to decision-making about
community water supply and sanitation by providing information on:
locations for facilities that are convenient for women;
schedules for using facilities that fit women's work
patterns or time use;
design of technologies that suit women,
and that are easy
for women to use.

J.

Women's organisations can encourage the involvement of women
in the national programme at all levels:
help recruit women managers,
engineers,
teachers and
trainers;
prepare list of active local women's groups which are near
proposed programme sites;
provide a roster of women candidates for training courses;
support activities of local women's organisations contributing to improved water and sanitation, by providing funds,
equipment and supplies, technical back-up and information
materials;
organise fund-raising campaigns.

2.

TRAINING

2.1

Introduction

May 1986

'\
I

A weak element in many water supply and sanitation programmes is
the training for community members, particularly women, who voluntarily or for small compensation from the community, carry out local
maintenance and management.
This is due to the relatively recent
change from centralised,
agency-managed systems to more decentralised, participatory approaches and also to the limited number of
evaluations on functioning of local facilities. Also, in recruitment
and training of higher level staff,
technical agencies involved in
community water supply and sanitation programmes still often
emphasise technical skills,
and pay less attention to management
and socio-organisational aspects. The adaptation of training courses
for programme managers and engineers and the introduction of
training courses for community workers provide good opportunities to
introduce the involvement of women as one of the factors from which
both projects and communities can benefit.
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The importance of promoting training for women in the field of
water supply and sanitation must be firmly emphasised.
Special
efforts need to be made to identify women's needs and to train them
accordingly in technical skills regarding project development,
operation and maintenance, health and education.
In many cultures,
women both as trainers and as trainers of
trainers are more effective and are sometimes required if females
are being trained.
The key is task specific training,
which
includes information necessary for women to practise,
teach and
supervise others.

'

Training should be treated as an opportunity for trainees to
acquire needed skills in a real-world context and supported by
technical staff with a minimum of time spent merely acquiring
information. Equally, the training period should not be looked upon
as all that is necessary for a woman to function as a manager of
water and sanitation services. Effective training,
in fact, adapts
methods,
content and length of the programme to the needs and
capacities of the target audience.
Such training focuses on
introducing trainees to problem-solving skills in the training
period, while foreseeing the necessity of support and supervision as
the trainee continues to learn in subsequent periods (Austin, 1979).

"
I

Special modules on water and sanitation and health,
including
technical aspects,
can be introduced into their training. This type
of integration can lead to reduced costs and more nearly integrated
field programmes,
and can focus on priority areas as defined by
communities: health,
education,
nutrition and water supply areas
which often cut across disciplinary boundaries.

2 .2

May 1981

Training of women as trainers

The critical shortage of women trainers zs a problem that most
countries face.
Plans for the development of such personnel should
include an estimate of requirements, general strategies, and plans
for linking the teaching of training techniques to suitable field
experience in water and sanitation activities,
including health
education activities.
Programmes to train women as trainers whether at university or site
level must be well managed if they are to be effective. The sociocultural aspects must be included in the design of training
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programmes and schedule of training activities on site level should
be adapted to the women's free time. Some important considerations
are:
How should women be selected?
What proportion of the content should be technical and what
proportion methodological?
Where should the training take place?
To what extent can self-learning materials help to develop
training skills?
When training women,
consideration should be given to the important role that staff who will manage WSS operations can play as
trainers.
However,
they often lack skills in training or fail to
perceive training as part of their role as supervisors.
If managers
are to assume a training function,
the planning problem then
becomes one of deciding how many of them can be initially spared
for this purpose without existing services being adversely affected.
Furthermore, mechanisms must be devised to ensure that women who
receive training will begin as soon as possible to actually train
others either as a part of supervision or on an ad hoc basis for
women they do not directly supervise.

)

One of the approaches to train women would be to train key persons
at the upper level of management in order to enable them to train
others within their level as well as key persons at the next lower
level,
with the process continuing until all levels received the
necessary training. This would promote a team work approach to the
solution of operational problems. In essence, it would afford opportunities for trainers and trainees to teach each other and learn
together and would provide a large number of trainers in a
relatively short time at low cost.

2.2.1
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Interviewing women

--------------------

The interview situation is also important.
Normally it is advisable
to try to interview women when their husbands are not present, but
in some cultures women may be unwilling to agree to this,
even
with a female interviewer.
The possibility of group interviews
wherever women gather should be taken advantage of,
particularly
where these people already have a fairly close relationship with
each other and can enter into a lively discussion on the questions
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asked.
However,
people who belong to such groups may not be
representative of the population as a whole; this needs to be kept
in mind.

'

Women as trainers

Women as trainers can range from graduates to illiterates,
and
among them there will be variations as to age, education, occupation,
social background,
etc. The types of tasks to be performed
will determine the quantity and types of women to be trained.
The range of tasks
involved such as:

is

broad

and

includes

the

var10us

tasks

planning, programming, budgeting and evaluation;
the design and construction of facilities;
the operation and maintenance of facilities;
health I hygiene education of communities and families.
In most countries,
the latter two sets of tasks require immediate
attention, so that both existing systems and those to be constructed
will be properly operated. This will mean an intensive focus on the
training of women for intermediate and lower level,
e.g.
sanitarians, sanitation or public health inspectors, health or sanitation
aids,
community development workers,
waterworks operators and
volunteers.

2 .4

Education and training programmes*

Motivation and education on safe drinking water and sanitation
through schools, health and other community programmes should be
provided prior to,
or along with the installation of water and
sanitation facilities.
Whether formal or informal,
education programmes should reach· women as well as all groups such as
religious leaders,
village elders or opinion leaders,
teachers and
students.

*
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Please see "Additional reading" on how the discussion leader in a
training course should guide the group.
These guidelines are
adaptable for any training course.
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To heighten community awareness of water supply and sanitation
needs and related health issues, WSS projects will have to penetrate
many kinds of educational institutions and programmes serving all
ages and social levels.
This is particularly urgent for women who need specific skills.
Programmes should be designed to be of direct operational relevance
to the task to be performed.
Initial priority programmes to meet
urgent needs are:
a)

Schools for basic education leading to paid or voluntary
community sectoral involvement,
and for basic health and
hygiene education.

b)

Technical training programmes for sub-graduate skills either
pre-service or in-service (administrators,
technical supervisors, sanitary inspectors, community workers).

c)

Non-formal and community based programmes for cooperative
extension and voluntary women workers,
linked with primary
health care approaches and programmes.

d)

Formal programmes of water supply and sanitation sector
institutions for teaching pre-service or in-service groups of
women, the skills associated with specific sectoral needs.

(

May 198E

While attention should be focused on all these areas,
most training
for women should be at the workplace.
It is an important goal to
help ensure that on-the-job acquisition of skills takes place as
efficiently and to as high a standard as possible.
Learning-bydoing, under supervision, should be the preferred method of on-site
training.
Women trainees become active participants in their
learning process.
To the extent possible,
women team training should be emphasised.
This is best applied by women supervisors and trainers who have
learned by the same means.
Systematisation of non-formal on-the-job training requires special
techniques and skills in planners and trainees.
Training plans
should be based on analysis of the technical skills to be learned.
Work study techniques can help to identify these. Circumstances will
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vary widely within and between different countries.
To achieve the
aims,
it will be essential that staff at all levels understand how
best to develop their subordinates' skills on and off job.

(

)

Women's tasks 1n training programmes

To ensure that women are included in the training programmes of
water and sanitation projects,
the following aspects need to be
emphasised:
a)
Selection of criteria for trainees
Trainees will range from graduates to illiterates,
and among
them there will be variations as to age,
education, occupation,
social background, etc. The types of tasks to be performed will determine the quantity and types of women to be
trained.
Special provisions should be made so that a certain
percentage of women is recruited.
In Nigeria,
the Imo State
Water Project trained village based workers to carry on health
education.
The criteria of selection of trainees was that each
village must select both men and women.
This ensured that a
certain percentage of women were selected and trained.
b)

Special measures facilitating women trainees' participating zn
training
Short-term training would be more desirable for women's
participation.
Training sites located in the villages would
facilitate women trainees' attendance. Sometimes, simple child
care facilities should be provided so that young mother
trainees can bring their young children with them.

)

c)
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Women trainers and retraining of existing field staff
It is necessary to train women as trainers at the village
level in order to reach women. Special supplementary modules
should be prepared to extend learning into homes.
Women
should
be
involved
in
developing
training
materials.
Sometimes,
there needs to be retraining and refresher courses
for existing field staff to improve communication skills with
women.
Some questions requiring consideration are:
What
obligation does the person who receives training have as
regards training others? Where should training take place? To
what · extent can self-learning materials help to develop
training skills?
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Coordination of training community level workers
In countries where there are trained health workers,
every
effort should be made to promote collaborative activities integrating water and sanitation components in the primary health
care programme. At the community level, since many different
outreach services aspire to benefit women and depend on
women's active and responsible participation,
it follows that
institutional responsibility for training must be shared. While
sharing the responsibility to implement training,
however,
precaution must be taken to ensure that it is conceptually
integrated.
Nothing could be more confusing to the recipients
of services than to be approached by staff with conflicting
philosophies and methodologoes of field work.

2.5.1
In order to ensure that women are involve in programme training,
the following issues should be established as criteria:

1)

2)
])
4)

5)
6)

Do programme training activities give equal opportunity to
women?
What is the proportion of women in training activities?
What special efforts are being made to iI?volve more women?
What proportion of fellowships are awarded to women?
Have training programmes encouraged involvement of women in
water and sanitation programmes?
Have women's organisations been involved in the programme?

\I

2.5.2

Training needs for women in sanitation

-----------------------------------------

lust as for water,
the perceptions of women are essential in early
planning for sanitation.
As mothers,
caring for and training of
infants,
their preferences and opinions must be considered.
Locations and types of latrines should be planned after consultation
with women to assure access to water needed for sanitary latrine
use.
Women should be trained as users
services in the following areas:
1)
2)
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and

managers

of

sanitation

adequate utilisation and care of latrines by the family
members;
proper disposal of faeces, how to wash hands after defecating
and before preparing or touching food;
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adequate recovery of waste water and excreta ;
adequate maintenance of sewage systems by means of supervised services and daily conservation and repair operations;
inspection of domestic,
regional and municipal systems
contacting local authorities in charge of the public services
as well as training other community members and the family
itself.

Role of women's organisations

Women's organisations can select members to participate in water
and sanitation programme training activities and act as collective
"caretakers" of facilities providing volunteers on rotation .
As well,
women should be trained to develop income- generating
activities for use in health improvement programmes such as :
construction of safe water pots for home storage;
production of inexpensive soap;
production of safe food storage containers;
production of racks for keeping cooking and eating utensils
clean;
production of latrine equipment .

)
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Women's organisations could encourage government assistance and
support for specifically designed training programmes which are
tailored to the community needs . Special emphasis should be put on
technical training seminars for women in preventive maintenance
and simple repairs of equipment . This would include activities such
as how to :
protect the water source ;
look after taps;
find potential faults ;
keep stock of spare parts ;
- fix minor breakdowns ;
check cleanliness of public latrines;
do water quality tests .
In order to promote and motivate women ' s participation, it would be
useful to organ i se courses for women t o carry ou t self- help
acti vities such as :
excreta and refuse disposal ;
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excreta re-use, e.g . fertilizer for community or home gardens ;
building community troughs for washing clothes near running
water taps ;
sanitary disposal of waste water .
It is necessary that women's organisations consult with national
and local authorities in order to work plans according to their own
specific needs and problems.

(

)

May 1986
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2.3 ADD I TIONAL READING

NOI'F.S 'ro 'IHE DISCUSSict.J LF.ADER

1. Vlly Your \'.Ork is Inport.ant

An irrproved water system carries with it the pranise of ~roved
health. Unfortunately, that pranise is not always kept. Plenty of clean
water nay :i.nprove the health of the water user::o--or it nay not. Providing
knONled:;e about HGV to protect and use the water is as .inp:>rtant as providing
the water itself.
People nust understand that i.nproved health requires personal and
camunity sanitation as well as clean and plentiful water.
RD&EER:
(

)

• Ccmrunity support for the water system is essential to its
proper functioning and to the inproved health of the people.
•

Camunity education is essential for camunity suppc:>rt.

•

YOO can be an essential part of camuni ty education.

You, as a Discussion Leader, have the opportunity to teach camunity
nerrt>ers HCW to use the new water system properly. You nay be the key to
their good health.
You will share the infornation in this Uscr-F.ducation Manual with
people in the camunity. You will he:i..p them understand facts a.bout the
'Nater supply system. You will help give them an understanding of the
close relation of water, sanitation and health. Perhaps nost inp:>rtant,
you will encourage them to use their new knONledge and understanding to
form new habits of water use and protection.
2. Vllo Should Receive the Water/Sanitation/Health Message?
As a Discussion Leader, your goal is to take the water/sanitation/
health rressage to the camunity. It 11oiOUld be very tirre consuming to talk
individually to each adult in the area, so you will have to organize group
rreetings. A discussion group should have fran 7 to 15 participants.

In order to get the rressage to nore people you nay decide to have
several groups. RerreTt>er, however, that each group nust neet 7 different
tirres in order to discuss all the topics in this manual.

Marbers of the Discussion Groups should be people who are interested
in the new water system. Encourage influential camunity leaders who will
spread the rressage to other people after the group meetings. Try to include the nert>ers of the water ccmnittee, health workers, teachers and

II

ILOIUNDP Project

I NTIB1I044," Manua l For User-Education COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY

(Draft For T esting Purpose,Geneva, January 1984)
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representatives of all organizat.:.Ons. Do not forget to include \liaren.
'!hey should be concerned and knowledgeable about water protection and
use.
Selection of Discussion Group mertDcrs will depend on political,
cultural and social factors. Ask advice f rcm camunity leaders before
inviting people to join the Discussion Group. R.ener!Der that you want to
establish a good !NQrking relationship with the entire camunity.
3.

~en

Should the Discussion Groop Meet?

'!he information in this manual is divided into 8 learning/discussion
sessions. In m:>st camunities you will use only 7 of them ( e.g., you will
not use Session 7, Springs, if this camunity has only wells). Decide
with the group m:!f'!Ders if they are willing to rreet once a week for 7 weeks
or whether they would prefer to meet m::>re often. Evenings will usually be
rrost convenient for fanners and others arployed in day-time jobs. 01e
hair per session may be enough for sane groups. Others may wish or need
to have longer discussions.
If possible, start the discussion sessions as soon as Ca'lStruction
( or even planning) of the system begins. At this time, people's interest
and enthusiasm will be high.
4. What is in the User-Education Manual?
Each session in the User-Education Manual consists of:
1) a reading section, and
2) a 'Discussion Opportunity section.
In the first section, the group m:!f'!Ders learn certain facts a.bout the
new water system and its use and protection. In the second section, questions are asked. In this section, the general facts of section 1 are ap) lied to the particular camunity situation.
In addition to the written material for the group ment:ers, there is
a Discussion Leader's Guide tor each session. In it you will find hints
to help you guide each learning/discussion session. '!he Cl:>jectives of
each session are listed, special teaching techniques offered, and suggested
answers to the discussion questions given.
5. How Should I Use this Manual?
If you are a new discussion leader, you may think of teaching as
"telling people things that they should remerrber". '!his is called
lecturing. IT IS NOI' HCM YOO SHOOLD USE 'IHIS MANUAL!
~en people only HEM sarething, they often forget.
~en

people 00 s-:rnething, they remerrber.
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In this M:mua l, the OOrnG is the disc:ussion--the talking about the; new
infornution und the deciding how the new infonmtion can u.ffect their villc":lgc.
It is vcr-1 iirJ..ortunt thtlt you oo not JUSt lecture to these adults. You ITLISt
allow und cn<;ourc":lqc them to discuss th<.: facts prc&.:nted in the first sc<..:tion
of each karning/discussiun session.
REMEMBER:• Your goal is not JUSt to give new knowledge.

•Your goal is to give new Y'...nowk<lgc: that will hel2 f.:C?f:,1£:
change their ATI'I'ruDE t<J'w'()rd water/sanitation/health arid
then change their BEli."NIOP. toward watcr/sanitatiori/hc.. alt.h.
Alwc":lys read and study the session matericil and the Discussion Leader's
Guide before the group reeting. BE: sure that you understand the Session
Cl:>jectives ( they are stated at the beginning of the Discussion Leader's
Guide). 'Ille Objectives tell you what th<:: group rternl::.oers should be able to
do at the end of the session. You will knChl that thE:: ~ting has been successful if they can do what the objectives have stated.
(

~.

Prepa.ration for E:ach Session
Good teaching requires gcx:ld prepoiration. A Discussion Leader should
1) the learning naterial ( i.e., the facts) in each session, and 2)
the social, cultural, religious a.~d ~alitical aspects of the CCl!ITl.lnity.

know

To know the learning rraterial ( the facts) requires that you carefully
study each session. If you want to know rrore about the subject, discuss it
with your supervisor, a medical off icic":ll or other 1'.nChlledgeable person.

After reading the session I'!Cltcriul, d~ide if the lesson is ap~ro?riate
for your group nerbers. If everyone l..'1 the cc:m:unity already uses ?lt
latrines, for exarrple, you will no~ need to s~nd much tim= with that subject. If, for another exan;ile, ther~ is a high rate of Guinea Worm infestation in the cc:rmunity, you sr.ould e:.dd rrore information and give rrore
t.irne to that subject.
Preparation before each group r.c:;:-ting is necessary to give you ti.m: to
)prepare or obtain pictures, posters, extra readl!1g materials or guest
speakers. For sare groups you nay net need any of these "extras". For
other groups, pictures nay be necessary :or clear explanations. Plan each
session ear,ly enough so you have t.i."Te to get the "extras" that \.\'ill helr: you
be a gcx:ld Discussion Leader.
Preparation also dercands studybg the ccrmunity. You must be :a.-:-.i:..ia.r
with the place and the people where you are working. You need to know
sanething about the water system--its source, its design, its constructio~.
Even rrore ilrportant is your knowiedge of the people of the ccmnunity--their
beliefs, attitudes, local r.abits, organizations etc. All of these nay have
sane bearing on the subject matter of the session and you rrust understand
them in order to effectively lead the discussion.
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7. Teaching Hints ( Reading Sc...>etion and Discussion C£µ?1-tunity Scctiun)
Section 1, Reading
If the nettiers of your group read \Nell, you nay ask them to read the
session naterial before they care to the group rreeting. 'lllis initial
reading will give them an idea of what is to be discussed but it will probably NOI' teach them. You rtUst do the teaching.

Begin each session ( whether the members can read or not) by going
over the naterial. Talk about the new infornation: review old infornation.
You nay want to read aloud. You nay want to translate ~rds. You will
probably want to use a chalkboard or flipchart ( large sheets of paper
to write on that can be displayed where everyone can see) to make s~le
drawings and write difficult ~rds.
Do not go on to the Discussion 0pportunity Section until the group
ITEr'l'Ders understand the infornation in the Reading Section. For SC1D2 groups
and SC1D2 sessions, the infonnation in the Reading Section will be undcrstcxxi quickly and nost of the session will be spent on the Discussion
Opp:>rtunity. In other groops you nay spend the najority of ya.u:- time
teaching the infonnation in the Reading Section.

Section 2, Discussion Opportunity
One .inportant jab of a Discussion Leader is to make the group nenbers
feel canfortable. '!hey will not speak out in the discussion if they are
afraid. 'll1ey nay stop caning to the rreetings altogether if you make them
feel foolish or childish. You rtUst be friendly and interested in their
ideas. You are not a judge. Your job is to present new information and
help the group nett>ers understand and apply it.
'lhe questions in the Discussion Opportunity are not a test. Often
there is no right or wrong answer. The questions provide an opportunity
for the group m3fbers to think about the relation of water/sanitation/
health in their village. It gives them the chance to voice their opinions.

)

'lhe discussion is the time for group members to talk.
time for you to talk. Your jab is to:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
a)

It is

NOI'

the

keep the discussion going by asking open questions:
guide the discussion;
listen carefully:
reinforce inp:>rtant points;
sunma.rize occasionally.

use open questions

Open questions are questions which ask a person to talk about his
thougntS or to give information.

A closed question all<:J'NS a person to give a very short answer.
1'Jak at the fol!CJ1Ning exanples.
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EXAMPLES:

1.

Tell me abaJt the connection between water and 11Dsqui tos.

2.

What do you think could happen if a pit latrine is built
too close to our water supply?

CLOSED (XJESTIOOS
1.

Can 11Dsquitos be dangerous?

2.

Should pit latrines be built close to a water supply?

RE1-E1BER: • Closed questions stop discussions.
• Open questions keep discussions going. ·
• You should phrase questions in such a way that you ask people
to give opinions or information.
open questions!

•Ask

b)

guide the discussion

Sanetimes in a discussion, everyone wants to speak at the same
time. No one listens to his neighbour. If this ha~s, you I?Ust
insist that the group rreti:>ers listen to one another and speak one person
at a time. If one person has been speaking for a long time, interrupt
and remind him that others also have sooething to say.
You I?Ust also control the discussion to make sure that it stays
on the topic. If the speakers begin to talk about other things, you
should remind them of the discussion question and bring the conversation back to the original topic.
c)

)

listen carefully

Give all your attention to each speaker. Listen carefully.
him know that his ideas and opinions are inp:>rtant.

Let

It is sanetimes a good idea to briefly write down people's suggestions or opinions while they are talking. Write them on the
chalkboard or flip chart. Later those ideas can be used as an outline
to sunnarize the discussion.
d)

reinforce inp?rtant p;>ints

When speakers give ideas or information that is inp:>rtant, you
should acknowledge it. You can repeat the cannents or use your <:M1
words to re-state the same idea. You can write the ideas on the
chalkboard. You can also show that a speaker's carrnents are inp:>rtant
by your facial expression. An encouraging nod and smile of awroval
lets people know that you agree with their ideas.
e)

surrmarize occasionally

A discussion is not just a conversation. A discussion has a
topic and a goal. To help remind the group neti:lcrs of the topic and
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t.Jricf SUITITlrJ.ry of the disdisc:ussion is long, do not wait witil the end of it
to summrize.
Stop several ti.Ires in the middle of the discussion
to review the .i.np:lrtant points that have been made and to sumnarize the
progress of the discussion.
U11· q•.11.d, y11u ~.it11JtJl<.J c.x..-c;.t!:>.i.<JJi.:llly give a

cu~sion.

H

8. Teaching Hints

U11.:

(Role-playing and Follow-up)

In Sessions 3 and 5 role-playing is suggeated in the Discussion Opportunity.
Role-playing is a teaching technique in 'Nhich people act as if they
\llere sareone else. 'Ihey do not have a written script. 'llley use their own
words and act oot a very short play. 'Ihe Discussion Leader first explains
the characters and the situation. He might say, for ex.aJ1l>le ,:

r )

"Joe, pretend you are the worried father of a sick baby who has diarrhoea.
You are talking to your neighbour who explains that unclean water is
probably the cause of the illness. You do not believe this.
" John, you act as the neighbour.
mission of disease."

Try to teach Joe about the trans-

Role-playing is a useful teaching technique because it allows people
to "try-on" new opinions and krlc:Mledge 'Nhile pretending to be sateane else.

It is a fact that after people have publicly stated an opinion, they are
rore f innly ccmnitted to it. 'lllerefore, if you can create situations in
'Nhich the group nemers can practice using their new krlc:Mledge, and practice
stating new opinions, you will be helping them to accept the new ideas.
Sane people
group rrercbers to
should watch and
'Ihe entire group
the role-play.

may not be ccmfortable doing role-plays. Do not force
act if they don't want to. 'lllose who do not want to act
discuss the action of the characters after the role-play.
can discuss and learn fran the actions of only 2-3 in

'1\i.c rore things to rerre1ber about role-plays are:

1.

Dem:lnstrate a role-play before asking participants to do one
of their Ol.<ill'l.

2.

t-bst role plays should last less then 5 minutes.

Follow-up
Your teaching jct> . does not end when each leaming/discussioo session
is ended. If you want the group participants to leam new knowledge and
change their attitudes and behavior, you nust follow-up the sessions.
Follow-up rreans that yoo keep teaching and keep talking and keep
helping people change their behavior as often as you can. ~, for
exaJ'll>le, the group is neeting for Session 4, remind them of their ideas
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about Sessions 1, 2 and 3. \itlen YQJ see group meni:>ers outside of the
rn:.-eting tine, ask them if they are practicing newly learned rules of hygiene. Cbscrve J?E!C>Plc's habits. Be a good exarll>le yourself and remind
others of good rules of hygiene if you see them breaking the rules.
Encourage group neri:lers to tell their friends and neighbors about their
Help them spread the water/sanitation/health nessage.
Share pictures, posters, lxx:lks. Share your time so that the nessage is not
only spread-but also, renE11bered.
new knowledge.

Follow-up to make sure that the tine YQJ have spend in preparing for
and leading the discussions will not be wasted tine.

(

)
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DISCUSSICN LEADER'S GUIDE
Cl3JECI'IVF.S:

At the end of this learning/discussion session, the participants
should be able to:
1.

Identify and discuss t.ilte-saving benefits that may result
fran the new water supply systan.

2.

Identify and discuss social benefits that may result fran
the new water supply systan.

3.

Identify and discuss any econanic benefits that may result
fran the new water supply system.

4.

Identify and discuss potential health benefits that may
result fran the proper use of the new water supply systan.

TIME:

one to t\llO hours

W\TERIAL:

chalkboard and chalk or f lipchart and pen

(

SE.5SICN GJIDE:
1.

INl'RXXX:'l'ICN: 'llle participants book provides a short case
story W'hich can serve as an introduction to the discussion
that you will lead. If the participants are not canfortable
with reading, you may:
1. read or tell the story to them in their Cl'Nfl
language;
2. make up a similar story that reflects the actual
situation in their camunity.

2.

DISCUSSICN OPPORI'UNI'N: It is during the discussion section
that m::>st learning will take place.
REMEMBER:• Your jct> is not to tell people the answers.
• Your jab is to present sane facts and guide

the discussion so that valid caiclusioos
will be made.
• Your joo is to listen.
•Your jct> is to encourage everyone to participate.
'll1e p.irpose of the questions is to make people '1HINK

about water and health and sanit.atioo. '1bere will not
always be RIGHT or WRCNG answers to the discussion questions.
People like their ideas to be acknowledged. It is a good
idea to quickly and briefly list all of their ideas oo the
chalkboard or flipchart. 'lhis is particularly helpful for
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'{UCStions such as: "Ha..1 is the sa·1ed tine SE=Ent in your
villuy<..:?" As people suggest Ctnswers, list them.
Later, use the list for further discussion.

(

3.

DISCUSSICN QUF.STICNS: During the discussion section, many
opinions may be given. 'It!e s;;.gc;ested answers that follow
in this discussicn lead~r's guide are typical answers which
may or may not be true :or tius c::mrr..::.i ty. 'ttlese suggested
answers are only EXAMPLES of what you might expect. You
may suggest sare of t.1-iese a.1swers, if necessar1, in order
to add m:>re ideas to the discussion.

4.

SUGGESTED AN5'WERS:

<}.lestions l & 2: Ar.swers will depend on the nurrber of people
in an average family and the am::.unt of water they generally
use each day.

)

<}.lestion 3: Possible ar1SoNers might be: "Tine is spent in
family activities; in le.i.sll!"e ar.d relaxi:-1g; in studying; in
gardening; in sewing; ir. nore agricultural ~rks; etc."
<}.lestion 4: Po.ssi.'::lle ans.vers might i.1clude: '"Ihe rrer. benefit
fran their wives extra tine S?'_....t. en agriculture"; or "Men
benefit fran i.~roved health cor.d.i.tions."
<}.lestion 5: Possible a..-.s...-=:rs T!U.ght include: "More plentiful ...,.ater makes it easier to :r.ake and sell local food and
drink, e.g., hcm:-r..a::.e ::.ee!""; or "~.::-e ~lentiful water
may provide opi:.ortUI'.it.ies fer srall ir.dustries to develo?."
<}.lestion 6: L• a::.c.:.-:i:::-. to a.~swers sinilar to those in
m.mt>er 5 above, ot.te!" a.:.s-Ners r:-.lgr.t include: "Welter will
make our gardens m:::e r:irx~ctive sc \tie will have nore vegetables to sell i.:1 t:.e nari<et;" or ";-:ater will bri."lg better
health so we will .spe.;d less roney on rredici."le."

)

<}.lestion 7: Possible a::s...-ers might incl·.lde: "?eople may
have less diarrho:-_a; Babies ~ill !:ave less gastro-enteritis;
T'nere will be fewer s:-:..i:: ar.d eye infections etc."
<}.lestion b: ~ssi.b.!.e a:-.swers ~.i;r.t i.ncl'..lce: "If people are
healthier the~' have mre e."lergy a.:.d ca:: do rro:re work; 0":1ldre:1
grow stronger; Childre.; ·..:il!. go ~c school m:>re often; Less
m:>ney will be s-:-e.'it ~=-- :ned.icir.e; et=."
5.

RF.ADING ASSI@U.'T: r: t:.is gro~t= does study assig:ir.e."'lts
before each le.ar.-.i.'ig .: di~ss10:-. session, ask therr. to read
the material in Sessic:: 2 be:ore the r.ext grou? meeti.:lg.

I
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KEY ISSUE - CHECKLISTS

1.

LIST
MAIN
CONTRIBUTIONS
OF
TECHNOLOGY FOR WSS PROJECTS.

WOMEN

2.

LIST ACTIONS YOU ENVISAGE
PARTICIPATION IN TRAINING.

IMPLEMENT

J.

INDICATE SUGGESTIONS FOR POSSIBILITIES OF
TRAINING PROGRAMMES IN YOUR ORGANISATION.

4.

INDICATE HOW YOU ENVISAGE TO MEET EXISTING CONSTRAINTS
FOR PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN TRAINING PROGRAMMES.

TO

IN

CHOICE

FOR

OF

WOMEN'S

DEVELOPING
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NAME OF PARTICIPANT

..........................................................................
INST!TUTION. .

..........................................................................
OCCUPATION

..........................................................................
COUNTRY

..........................................................................
DATE

..........................................................................
Mark

the

box which

corresponds

best

to

your

opinion

to

each

question.

1.

Your degree of interest in the particular topic of this module
was:

high

2.

3.

I I

I I

I I

I I

low

I I

I I

not clear

I I

I I

badly structured

The objectives of this module were:

clear

I I

I I

The contents of this module were:

well structured

May 1981

I I

I I

~
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"·

The terminology in this module was:
easy to

hard to

understand

r

)

May 1981

5.

I I

I I

The visual material (slides,

I I

I I

drawings,

understand

diagrams •.• ) used in

this module was:

6.

clear

confused

useful

useless

The

•CheckHsts- have

completely

7.

The · chec!(I ists·

-

I I

covered the subject studied?

I I

I I

I I

were:

useful

useless

too simple

too complicated

sufficient

B.

not at all

insufficient

Studying this module enabled you to' learn:
many new things

I I

I I

I I

I I

nothing new

(9)

•
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The kn ow l~dge

acquired through

the module's

study will in

your present profession be:

useful

10.

I I

I I

I I

I I

useless

The knowledge acquired through the module's study will in the
near future be (reply to this question only if the answer n. 9
is negative):

useful

· 11.

list

the

topics

I I

I I

I I

you

would

like

I I

to

useless

have

treated

more

extensively:

1 J• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
2) . •...••..•..•.•.....••.••.•..••..•...•••••...••••.•••.•••.••..•

3) . ............................................................. .

12.

t-1ay 198E
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list the topics you would like to have treated . to a lesser
extent:

1) . .••...••••.............................•...•...•..•..•.••••...

2 J. •••.••••••••••••••.••••••.••.••••.••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••
3) . ............................................................. .
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WSTRAW

list the topics not included in this module which you think are
of essential interest to your profession:

1) . .....•....•...••.••.....••••......•..•...•....•..•............
2) . .•.•••..••....••••.•••..•....•.••.•.•.•.•.•••••.•.............

3) . ............................................................. .
{

)

14.

Please list any suggestions you have to offer for improvement
of this training module •

...............................................................
...............................................................
...............................................................

)
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HARDWARE
OVERHEAD PROJECTOR
SCREEN
FLIP-CHART
DOCUMENTS TO BE USED BY THE TRAINER
See "module structure" p. 3
(

May 198{

)

DOCUMENTS TO BE DISTRIBUTED TO TRAINEES
OBJECTIVES
TARGET POPULATION
TABLE OF CONTENTS
TEXT
GLOSSARY
BIBLIOGRAPHY
CHECKLISTS
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL
EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

Check that this material has not been previously distributed to the
trainee.
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Additional
reading

FAO film
"Water for
Africa"

INTRODUCTION

1.
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PRESENTATION

2.

WOMEN'S ROLE IN
CHOICE OF
TECHNOLOGY FOR
WSS PROJECTS

PRESENTATION!
DISCUSSION

T1/T2

PRESENTATION
3.

HOW TO INVOLVE
WOMEN IN CHOICE
OF TECHNOLOGY

PRESENTATION!

T3/T3AIT4/
T5/T5A

4.

TRAINING ACTIVITIES
FOR WOMEN IN WSS
PROJECTS

PRESENTATION!
DISCUSSION

T6/T7/ T7AI
T7B plus
T9/10/11 /12
13/14

5.

HOW TO FORMULATE
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GROUP
DISCUSSION

PRESENTATION OF
CHECKLISTS

PLENARY
DISCUSSION

Checklist

CONTROL

r )

May 1986

KEY ISSUE CHECKLISTS

THE PARTICIPANTS
WILL WORK IN
SMALL GROUPS
AND DISCUSS
VARIOUS PROPOSALS

MODULE EVALUATION

INDIVIDUAL
ACTIVITY

Evaluation
questionnaire

We suggest that the officer in charge follow strictly the sequence of
key points as given in this guide including the related audiovisual
material (AVA).
As far as tra i ning methodology is concerned, the
selection and adoption of the most suitable methods, with reference
to the characteristics of the target population being trained, is left
to the ability and experience of the trainer .
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PREFA CE
The content of this modular unit has been developed on the basis
of:

1)

INSTRAWI INTER- AGENCY TASK FORCE ON WOMEN/ UNICEF ,
"WOMEN AND THE INTERNATIONAL DRINKING
SUPPLY AND SANITATION DECADE", JUNE 1985 .

WATER

2)

IRC,

J)

WHO,

"PREVENT IVE
MAINTENANCE
SUPPLIES", WHO/ CWS! ETSI 84 . 11 .

7)

WHO ,

"GUIDELINES FOR PLANNING COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
IN
WATER
SUPPLY
AND
SANITATION
PROJECTS" ,
PREPARED BY ANNE WHYTE, ETSI 83 . 8 .

)
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"PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN WATER SUPPLY AND
SANITATION - ROLES AND REALITIES",
PREPARED BY
CHRISTINE VAN WIJK-SIJEBESMA,
TECHNICAL PAPER
22,
INTERNATIONAL
REFERENCE
CENTRE
FOR
COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION,
THE
HAGUE , THE NETHERLANDS , 1985 .
OF

RURAL

WATER
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WOMEN'S ACTIVITIES IN THE OPERATIONAL STAGE
OF WSS PROJECTS
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related to components 1, 2 and 3.
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1.1

OBJECTIVES

GENERAL
The participants will have an understanding of women's activities
in the operational stage of WSS projects, and the basic organisation
of operation and preventive maintenance programmes .

SPECIFIC
(

May 1986

On completion of this unit , the participants should be able to :
1J

recognise the adequate contributions of women in construction ,
operation and preventive maintenance of WSS projects;

2)

identify the main elements
programmes in WSS projects ;

])

recognise how women's organisations can formulate operation
and maintenance guidelines on women's activities in WSS
projects .•

of

operation

and

maintenance
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NOTES FOR PRESENTATION

INTRODUCT ION

In many developing countries, women and young children mak e more
use of sanitation that other household members ;
their needs therefore should be suitably accommodated .
To achieve this ,
women
ought to be able to participate in the selection of technology and
in design decisions being made at both community and household
levels . In many cases, this concept may come about naturally , but
there are still instances and places where the contributions of
women need to be more fully accepted and recognised in the selection process.
Women in most societies are the principal educators
and socialisers of children, and if the women are fully involved in
the decision to improve household sanitation ,
they will be better
placed to educate their famil i es (particularly young children) in
practices which will improve health and hygiene .
Women may also
be able to instill in the male adults in the family and community
the fact that the contributions they make towards essential health
and sanitary improvements,
by giving time , labour and resources ,
will be of benefit to all.
Women's formal groups and communication
networks can serve to create commun i ty and national awareness of
the need to maintain facilities and environment . Therefore, without
the cooperation of women ,
successful water supply and sanitation
projects cannot take place .
Normally,
it is women who encourage (or discourage) ,
teach and
supervi se young children's use of the facilities . Therefore, to make
sure that facilities will suit women and be usable by their
children,
women have to participate with men at household and
commun i ty levels in making decisions between technology opti ons and
on such design feature as height and weight of pump handles ,
location and orientation,
and other details .
Experience in many
countries is showing that seemingly small aspects ol design can
make all the difference between use or non-use of facilities by
women and children .

I
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How to involve women in technical aspects of WSS project
facilities

Although planners and policy makers may rate those areas m which
facilities have been constructed as being served,
it is increasingly
clear that many facilities do not function for long periods or have
broken down completely.
This not only means a loss of investment,
but also hampers the attainment of health and other developmental
benefits.
Thus,
for continued functioning, limitation of breakdown
and quick repairs are essential.
Women can contribute in several
ways. As users and managers of traditional water sources they may
have knowledge and experience useful for project designs.
For
example,
they know the location, reliability and quality criteria,
and therefore should be consulted in geohydrological surveys.
Their personal interest in good and reliable facilities can also
motivate villagers to follow closely all local construction work,
for
example by contractors,
provided they are involved in the project
and know which aspect to pay attention to.
As main users,
major interest group and traditional managers of
domestic water,
and sometimes water supplies, women can also contribute greatly to the maintenance of improved facilities.
Reasons
advanced include the direct concern and personal interest of women
in their water supply;
their regular visits to distribution points;
the compatibility of preventive maintenance and user education with
the traditional tasks of women; easier communication between women
caretakers and women users;
their greater sensitivity to social
pressure for other women to do a good job; the importance of health
aspects;
and recognition that training in modern technology is for
their age-long contribution to the household's water supply and
sanitation.
Whether the work is suitable for local women depends on the actual
tasks,
the type of technology,
and the availability of low-cost
spare parts. A review of the daily and monthly tasks of hand-pump
caretakers and scheme attendants did not reveal any tasks that
could not be done or organised by women. As users, women are most
affected by poor operation and inconvenient times of supply. Their
greater participation in local management may well result in better
performance of operations in such cases.

8/42
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The question has also been raised whether women ,
and the community as a whole,
should be more directly involved in the choice of
technology if continued functioning is to depend largely on local
maintenance.
Improvement of existing sources or increasing the
number of hand-dug wells may be a better solution for some
villages that the introduction of hand-pump wells or boreholes with
motorised pumps, the maintenance of which cannot be guaranteed.

)

As already stated,
traditionally women are the main economic users
of water and waste.
Improving water supply and sanitation
facilities and involving women in all project activities also implies
recognition of their domestic and economic roles.
It enhances their
status,
increases their skills and capacities for developmental
activities in their households and communities,
and can stimulate
organisation for joint problem solving.
Women's associations can play a valuable role in achieving these
basic needs for all by identifying women's needs and enriching
national resources, and at the community level, forming focal points
for local improvement.
Women representatives and groups can also
have an important role in agency projects on water supply and
sanitation.
Their personal experiences of difficulties in water
collection and sometimes waste disposal emphasises that women are
particularly interested in the practical benefits of these projects.

1.2

lf ay 1986

Building of facilities

Community contribution to construction consists mainly of unskilled
labour for site clearing,
digging and transport.
Women have been
involved as voluntary workers and motivators of voluntary labour ,
and as construction workers paid in food-for-work or cash.
In· many countries, voluntary contribution or self-help is advocated
to reduce construction costs for project agencies.
Women have contributed considerably to these savings, both directly and indirectly.
In regions where they do most of the agricultural work,
they have
also provided most of the self-help in water projects,
for example
in Lesotho,
Kenya,
Ethiopia .
Apart from cost- savings,
wellorganised self-help can aid the development of technical and
management skills in the community . These skills can be built on in
turn, to set up local maintenance and administrative systems .

9/42
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However,
in
spite of their active participation in physical work,
participation of women in local management has been minimal,
as
reported from various projects.
"A study in Kenya of 311 self-help projects found that 41% of
contributors were women,
and that they contributed most of the
labour (5, 000 hours in two water projects alone).
In contrast, only
6-7% of the leaders were women(434)".
Socio-political circumstances in some countries have stimulated
greater involvement of women.
In Lesotho,
women not only do most
· of the digging,
but also predominate on water committees because
many of the men work as migrant labourers in South Africa.
In
Ethiopia,
the national women's association has assisted women to
become involved in more than just digging.
In Dodota region,
for
example, 100 women have been trained in management and technical
skills, and have gained political experience in these tasks during
the construction of a gravity supply scheme for 48 villages.
Training in cement work can build on women's traditional tasks and
skills in plastering,
and may well explain their interest in training in latrine construction.
In Botswana and Thailand,
projects
have also trained local men and women to construct latrine slabs.

)

In the construction of public facilities zn the more segregated
societies,
women have undertaken either individually or through
women's clubs, mainly motivational and support tasks, such as the
organisation of bazaars and lotteries to raise funds and the supply
of food and drink to male workers.
Experience has shown that women can be the driving force behind
successful self-help in construction. ( A11,
A44) This role can be
stimulated by the water-agency.

1.3

May 198E

Women as construction workers

In areas where economic conditions are so difficult that people are
unable to provide voluntary labour, frequently infrastructural works
are designed to provide food-for-work.
In some countries,
women
have constituted a high proportion of the labour force zn such
projects:
80% to 85% in infrastructural projects in Lesotho and
Ethiopia; 2Cf!o to 3Cf!o in Bangladesh and the Republic of Korea. An
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evaluation in Bangladesh showed that most of the women participa ting in such projects belonged to landless households,
two-thirds
being heads of household.

r

Women also work as paid construction workers,
particularly in
Asian countries.
in most low-cost water supply and sanitation
projects for low income communities, women motivate and contribute
a substantial part of the labour input in construction of water
supply systems or latrines. In Malawi, for example, it is estimated
that women provide up to 70"/o of the labour in most of the piped
water schemes implemented.
During the construction phase of a project, women can be motivated
to contribute materials which are locally available.
This may take
the form of bricks, sand, stone, or timber. In Burkina Faso, women
participate in the building of earthern dams by collecting the rocks
and preparing the gravel stones needed for construction.*

2.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

The IDWSSD,
with the goal of providing, as far as possible, safe
and adequate drinking water and appropriate sanitation for all,
has stimulated the release of resources from governments,
communities and external support agencies for the development of the
sector. Unfortunately,
there is a growing evidence and increasing
concern within governments and the development agencies, that poor
operation and maintenance (0 & M) practices have in many
instances largely contributed to a decreased utility, or even to an
early failure of newly constructed water supply and sanitation
facilities.
The introduction of proper operation and adequate maintenance
practices would relieve this situation and help ensure that the
resources available are utilised in the most effective way to confer
maximum and enduring benefits.
Women,
as primary users and beneficiaries, can contribute greatly
to adequate use and satisfactory functioning of water and sanitation
facilities.
Various forms of their involvement in local maintenance
and management are set out in Table 1.
>k
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For the involvement of community participation in the construction
phase, please analyse checklists in Additional reading.
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Table 1
Forms of participation of women
in local management and maintenance

Site management
as individual users
as members of user organisations
Caretaking
as members of male-female teams with culturally appropriate
division of tasks
as caretakers doing both technical and non-technical tasks
Local administration
as members of local management committees
zn parallel management committees for men and women
Self-sufficient systems
services operated, managed and maintained by women

2 .1

May 198E

Site Management

Participation for adequate operation of new facilities begins zn the
planning phase. In some cases, traditional norms and social control
on the use of communal sources and the sense of communal ownership of new facilities are strong enough to guarantee proper use
and maintenance of the site. Often, the manner of use is a form of
management as it protects the durability or quality of the source.
In rural communities in Botswana,
"no-one fetching water from a
well or hafir surrounded by a thorn fence would think of leaving
without replacing the thorn bush which serves as a gate".
It is
likely that such rural patterns are stronger in places where the
water culture is high and when users have been closely involved in
the establishment of new water supply.
In other cases,
satisfactory site maintenance has been achieved
through the organisation of women users. Sometimes, this is a spontaneous initiative of the women themselves,
presumably based on
traditional arrangements. For example, in a village in Zimbabwe,
the women themselves organised the use and upkeep of the communal
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water point comprising bathing and washing facilities. (Al.fl) In an
urban slum in Zambia,
the women's branch of the political party
organised the women on an ad hoc basis to improve the drainage of
public taps. (480) In other cases,
water,
health or community
development staff made arrangements with the user concerned.
In
Malawi,
tap committees composed mainly of women have been
established.
Women have also been encouraged to use the pipeline
routes as paths and to report leakages to the village caretaker.
Committees have also been formed to supervise use of protected
wells.
(

In Samoa,
members of the women subcommittees used to sit in the
open walled watch-house near the village bathing and drinking
sources to weave their mats and at the same time to ensure proper
use of these facilities.
In Tanzania,
women have chosen a site
attendant from a nearby household,
or established rosters for site
upkeep and preventive maintenance.

)

ltfay 198E

Experience reported in the literature indicates that for site maintenance to be effective the community should be involved in project
planning and later in making detailed arrangements for upkeep and
maintenance. Evaluations of two hand-pump projects in Malawi show
that well committees formed to maintain site hygiene neglected their
work in many cases.
This has been attributed to a low feeling of
community responsibility,
despite the fact the people had participated in well digging and in the construction of the apron,
drainage channel and washing slab. (1) Another factor was found to
be the absence of an agreement on the duties and rights of the
village committees.
Therefore,
more attention is now being paid to
community involvement,
including the women,
in local planning of
well projects and in site management,
and supervision of these
arrangements by mixed village committees.
One outcome of the
discussions on the duties of management committees was that
villages do not question whether women should be involved,
but
whether men should be involved. Another outcome was the good site
hygiene perceived during field-work in the area,
for which the
women
members
of
the
village
committee
are
especially
responsible. (2)
When women are involved in maintenance arrangements they should
be consulted as a group rather than as individuals to find a joint
solution.
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To prevent damage to the hand pump and to prevent water wastage
in a rural community in Peru, the local council appointed a nearby
woman as overseer.
The imposition of this task did not work. Both
she and a second housewife were ineffective, claiming they were too
busy with domestic tasks.
The pump was then padlocked,
with a
third housewife holding the key. This resulted in much intra village
conflict and finally to the breakage and removal of the pump.(])
Although women's groups have been quite effective in carrying out
tasks assigned to them,
greater benefit would be derived by
projects and users,
if these groups were also involved in management decisions.
This refers particularly to the organisation of the
work and the use of water at the source.

)

May 198€

In a project comprising primary health care,
water and sanitation
in 60 villages in Dania, Ghana,
village health committees planned
and implemented the local project together with the project staff.
For village refuse collection, separate women's groups were formed.
Although they carried out the allotted tasks in a satisfactory
manner,
the work was disrupted during the agricultural season
when women are particularly busy in the fields. (4) In Malawi, a
tendency has been found in some areas to impose rules on tap committees instead of involving its members in management decisions.
General rules have been established by the water department,
but
local headmen have added their own rules,
such as tap water
should not be used for purposes other than drinking and cooking.
This has led in some places to 60% underuse and continued use of
traditional water sources for washing and bathing,
thus perpetuating the risk of schistosomiasis. At other taps,
collection of water
for brick making, house plastering, vegetable gardening and other
productive purposes has been permitted. (A7)
Improved two-way communication would also increase women's
involvement in preventive maintenance.
If women are expected to
contribute to maintenance by reporting problems,
they need to be
kept informed by local operators or management committees on
matters of relevance.
When the taps in Zomba, Malawi, gave no water, over 8(J'/o of the
users interviewed stated that they had not taken any action because
they thought that project staff were cleaning the water storage
tanks.
Only a few reported that they had contacted their committee
or that they had followed the pipes to detect leakages.
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Basically,
this is a matter of recognition of the contribution of
women to preventive maintenance and optimum water use as part of
the total water supply and sanitation system. Their participation is
achieved more easily at the lowest community or neighbourhood level
that at higher levels.
One condition for better two-way communication and more influence
in management decisions regarding women's issues would be a
change in attitude of higher level committees. Another option would
be to involve women at higher levels,
with the specific task of
communicating with site organisations and users in general.
Steps
in this direction are now being taken in Tanzania and Malawi.
In
Samoa, on the other hand, the Ministry of Health failed to recognise
the importance of the women's groups.

(

The introduction of salaried men health workers and the delegation
of overall responsibility for sanitation to the major was resented by
these groups who had successfully managed the upkeep of village
water sources and general community hygiene. The women lost their
incentive,
sense of responsibility, and prestige that contributed to
effective communication with their fellow women.
The result was
deterioration in village sanitation at a higher cost to the
government.

2.2
)
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Services operated and maintained by women

In a number of cases, women's organisations are fully responsible
for management and financing of community water supply and sanitation. In some cases, this may mean that voluntary groups take on
tasks that are officially the responsibility of the women's
organisations.
For example,
in a community in Tamil Nadu,
India,
a nursery
schoolteacher has also been made the pump caretaker,
and a
women's group pays for the repairs.
The voluntary agency that
implemented the project has a cadre of women workers trained as
pump caretakers based in about 40 villages. The agency also has a
mechanic in permanent employment to whom the women report more
serious problems. (5)
Elsewhere,
participation has been a joint venture or business
water and sanitation
undertaking.
In urban areas in particular,
agencies have sought innovative ways to operate cost-recovery
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These organisations purchase water in bulk from the water agency
and resell it at a low price to local women. The advantages of this
system are not only better financial return to the agency with less
administration and wastage,
but also a contribution to social
justice. In Kenya, women are no longer dependent on private entrepreneurs who own water kiosks and dictate the selling rates. (6) In
Villa de los Laureles,
a squatter settlement in the capital of
Honduras,
the employment opportunity is divided among those most
in need.
"The women organized to have every three months another
female head of household assigned as water manager to control the
tap and collect the 10 cents (of a lempira) fee for 10 liter water.
With this fee, the government's water charge is paid as well as the
salary of the water manager". (7, p. 20)
The women in Villa de los Laureles have also developed their own
system of operation.
In the morning,
water is sold at the tap in
the lower part of the barrio and in the afternoon water is sold in
the higher part. This was done apparently to cope with problems of
low water pressure,
because of the steep slopes of the squatter
settlement and the excess demand in the city as a whole.

)

1986

w.o.

One method is for the agency to
services in low-income areas.
provide the main service and a community organisation to take care
for example,
the
of the local distribution or collection system,
water kiosks run by women's organisations in Kenya and Honduras.

(

~ay

The social justice of kiosk holders selling water should be considered in the light of the particular circumstances. In some cases,
the system may be satisfactory from the point of view of the
agency, but in reality for the people it may be a "tax upon cleanliness". (8, p. 40) This is not only because the wages of the kiosk
operators increase the price to the users,
but also because women
still have to carry the water.
This implies that smaller quantities
of· water are used and the risk of contamination is higher. (9) In
such cases shared group connections and a women's organisation to
collect the water rate may be just as cost-effective to the agency
and more beneficial to the women. In Villa de los Laureles, such a
solution seems to have been technically impossible. Also,
a fixed
price for the water has eliminated the considerable variation in the
price consumers had to pay vendors. The price ranged from 5 to 10
cents per 10 litres in the wet season to 35 to 50 cents in the dry
season.
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Small,
simple and locally-contained systems have even been handed
over completely to a women's association.
For example,
the urban
waste recycling plants which produce compost for locally owned
vegetable gardens and to sell to generate funds are run by a
women's cooperative in a low-income urban neighbourhood in Mexico.
These women have also trained women in another community on the
operation of these plants. The cooperative has chosen a woman head
of household to be caretaker.
Again this may reflect their
awareness of the socio-economic needs and greater independence and
job motivation of such women.
Although the dedication and personal interest of women are
advantages, they are not all that is required for good management .
Water committees and boards of user cooperatives may have many
tasks,
such as supervision and organisation of operation ,
maintenance and repair,
finance, accounts and record keeping, hygiene
improvement and health education,
and communication with the
users.
Therefore,
special training for local committees is necessary. (10)
Women representatives who have had less opportunity for education
have been aware of the need for training, and have even taken the
initiative to broaden their knowledge by attending technical training as observers,
in order to be able to recognise satisfactory
repairs by village caretakers and mechanics.
For involvement of
community participation,
please analyse checklists in "Additional
reading".

J.

BASIC ORGANISATION OF OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

3 .1

The place of operation and maintenance in the project

Operation and maintenance are affected by a wide variety of factors
such as matters concerning site conditions, socio-economic factors in
the supply area,
the inclusion of 0 & M considerations during
project planning and development,
the institution and management
structures, the use of appropriate technology, resource availability,
etc. 0 & M, including preventive maintenance, is recognised as an
integral phase of the project cycle which is initiated by project
identification and proceeds through phases concerned with its
planning , design and construction,
0 & M and evaluation . Despite
this recognition ,
there has been a tendency to look upon that part
of the cycle which culminates in system construction as a self-
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contained achievement, overlooking the vital fact that uninterrupted
operation and proper maintenance are essential to achieve the
benefits for which the project was planned.

3 .2

Planning phase of 0 & M

Although a rural water supply commonly serves a community which
is generally unable to assure full technical or financial responsibility for 0 & M,
it is accepted that beneficiaries should be kept
informed and be consulted at all stages of the project's preparation
and be encouraged to participate to the greatest practical extent.
Such participation should encourage them to share in the recurrent
resource burden which would otherwise have to be fully borne by
the government as a social service.
The extent of community
involvement, particularly women's, will vary from place to place,
but an objective frequently sought is for the beneficiaries to:

)

May 198€

1)

elect a Community Water Committee (with women representatives) or its equivalent to act as the responsible local
executive body;

2)

provide women workers for the operation and maintenance costs
as circumstances permit;

])

bear as great a proportion of operational
costs as circumstances permit.

and maintenance

Experience has shown that the vesting of responsibility and
authority within a specialists unit of the technical agency
responsible for the development of the water supply system is often
an appropriate solution for the provision of back-up support to the
community for 0 & M. Such support would include:
(i)

the training of women provided by the community;

(ii)

periodic inspection and advice; and

(iii)

undertaking items of preventive and corrective maintenance
which are beyond the means or the technical competence of the
community.

For these services,
the technical agency will require financial
support,
which is generally derived from community contributions
and government subventions.
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The division of institutional responsibility on the lines discussed
above, frequently leads to the establishment of an 0 & M organisation which distributes responsibility between some or alll of the
following groups:
(i)

community workers responsible for day-to-day 0 & M;

(ii)

technical support agency staff
(a) working as mobile teams which visit facilities according to
a routine pre-arranged schedule;
(b) attached to workshops to which items of equipment are
brought at regular pre-determined intervals;

(iii)

specialised contractors engaged to undertake specific items of
maintenance on a routine basis.

Discussions,
at an early stage of the project cycle,
between the
technical agency and community representatives, are required, so as
to clearly define the division of administrative,
technical and
financial responsibility far 0 & M,
as are additional discussions
between the technical agency and the government ministry responsible for budget allocations so as to ensure the timely provision of
recurrent government subventions far the agency's share of 0 & M
expenditure. Early decision on these matters will allow:
(i)

the sources and extent of recurrent funding to be determined
and the necessary steps to be taken far their provision (e.g.
drawing up of a local tariff schedule;
definition of billing
and collection procedures; agency budget provision);

(ii)

women's needs to be identified and the necessary recruitment
and training procedures put into effect;

(iii)

ancillary facility and equipment needs for 0 & M to be
identified and provided (e.g.
transport,
tools,
workshops,
stores).

3 .]
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Design and construction phase decisions relating to 0 & M

In the drawing up of design parameters,
the design of physical
facilities,
the selection of equipment and the choice of constructional materials and methods due consideration should be given to
women's needs before 0 & M implications of decisions are made. Of
particular relevance is the need to:
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(i)

ensure the adoption of technology for community needs,
particularly women's, is understood and of equipment which is
capable of being operated and maintained by community women
workers with the minimum of supervision and back-up support;

(ii)

select equipment which is socially acceptable and robust to
meet the operational demands imposed upon it. In this connection,
the selection of equipment should be based not only on
initial capital cost considerations but should include,
also,
for the capitalisation of 0 & M cos'ts over its expected life;

(iii)

install equipment for which spare parts
plant required can be locally obtained;

(iv)

take into consideration local customs,
traditional attitudes
before the choice of constructional materials and methods;

(v)

incorporate adequate quality control of purchasing and
installation,
and adequate testing during installation and
construction to detect defects before being placed in operation
or before being buried.

BASIS FOR ORGANISING
MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME

AND

and the

MANAGING

A

tools and

PREVENTIVE

Preventive maintenance zs considered to be a systematised and
periodic maintenance procedure applied to the components of a
system in order to minimise breakdowns,
ensure their efficient
working,
and prolong their respective lives.
Such maintenance is
not to be confused with the corrective action taken to repair or
replace system components after a breakdown has occurred,
as the
latter is not the subject of a planned procedure but rather a
response to an operational requirement.
Essentially,
a preventive maintenance programme consists of
organising and managing the activities required to carry out
predetermined and periodic maintenance procedures to system components installed within a defined operational area.
Such a
programme will be based on:
(i)

May 1986
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the identification of the frequency and location of the tasks to
be
performed
and
the
allocation
of responsibility for
undertaking these tasks;
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(ii)

the identification of the resources required to carry out the
tasks,
expressed in terms of finance,
manpower,
tools and
plant, workshops, transport, consumable stores, etc. ;

(iii)

a reporting system which will enable programme performance
to be assessed and any necessary adjustments introduced so
as to improve efficiency.

A matter of major importance concerning the transition between the
development and the 0 & M phases of the project cycle is that in
most circumstances there will be a significant change in the staff
responsible for construction and those responsible for subsequent
0 & M. Continuity in the knowledge of system layout and equipment
installed is therefore not guaranteed.
To overcome this deficiency,
arrangements should be made for:
(i)

0 & M staff to be employed on site during at least the final
stages of construction,
so as to become familiar with the
system and to participate when plant and equipment are being
tested and run in;

(ii)

the provision by the development agency of complete "as built"
record drawings.
These drawings should clearly show the
layout of the total system,
indicate the materials and
diameters of the various pipes,
the situations of valves,
standposts, reservoirs and other structures, and the specifications for renewable items such as filter sand.

Information from the manufacturers of equipment which has been
installed, such as descriptive material, should be carefully retained
for future reference. Equally simple, clearly understood instructions
m the local language,
supported as required by illustrative
drawings,
should be provided,
as necessary,
by the technical
agency for on-site use.
In general ,
the system components which will be subject to
preventive maintenance can be broken down into the following
classifications :
(1)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

t-!ay 1986

buildings and structures ;
pipelines, valves and fittings; wells and handpumps;
electrical equipment, motors, switchgear and wiring;
rotating machinery, engines, pumps, windmills, etc.;
specialised equipment such as gauges, chlorinators, etc.;
transport, tools and plant.
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Within any particular operational area, it will therefore be possible
to compol..!nd the preventive maintenance tasks for all of the items
which fall into a particular category of classification,
and to
identify the overall tasks which each level of responsibility w.ill
have to deal with under that classification.
Such knowledge will
serve as a basis for the determination of job descriptions and staff
requirements,
workshop and transport facilities,
and overall
material and stores needs.

4.1

(

Resources needed
programme

to

suppotr

a

preventive

maintenance

The identification of the tasks required within the overall
and the allocation of
programme,
their frequency and location,
forms the basis of the
responsibility for undertaking them,
preventive maintenance programme.
Clearly, however, no programme, no matter how well defined, will
be successful if the resources required for its implementation are
not available. Unfortunately, and all to frequently, the root cause
of ineffective preventive maintenance has been a neglect to properly
identify the extent of these resources,
to plan and to budget for
their timely provision.
The project cycle has been seen to finish
with the completion of construction,
and the recurrent resource
implications and requirements have been ignored.

)
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Human resources

Human resources requirements,
in terms of numbers,
qualifications
and training needs,
duties and location will depend on the size of
the service area.
Community workers, particularly women, can perform such tasks as
the tightening of bolds··and the lubrication of pivot points on handpumps;
the changing of standpost tap washers;
the inspection of
pipelines to detect leakage; the periodic opening of washout valves,
etc. The importance of such work should, however, not be underestimated as it is on the basis of regular simple preventive maintenance of this type by locally employed staff that system life can
be significantly ext~nded at minimum cost,
early recognition made
of matters requiring corrective maintenance and proprietary community interest aroused and developed.
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Small rural
water supply
systems which
utilise appropriate
technology do not normally require highly qualified or specialised
resident staff. In general, such staff will be required to perform a
wide range of relatively simple tasks.
Highly skilled technical
expertise is therefore often less important than the possession of
general manual skills and the ability to adapt and improvise in the
absence of close supervision. Additionally,
the village operator or
caretaker,
who will frequently be chosen from the local community,
should have a personality which will allow him or her to ensure,
with support from the community Water Committee,
that instructions
regarding public usage of the facilities are followed.
(

It will normally be necessary to provide training for local staff
after their selection,
the extent of instruction required depending
largely on the technology employed and the identified tasks.
Community workers should be provided with clear and precise
instructions which detail their operation and maintenance duties.
Such instructions,
provided by the technical support agency, must
be simple and easy to follow,
written in the local language and
supported by any necessary drawings or sketches.
In some maintenance systems,
trained community workers do all
preventive maintenance and simple repairs. Until recently,
women
have seldom been trained as local caretakers.
As this work can
usually be done by either men or women,
this can be attributed
mainly to socio-cultural objections from authorities and project
workers. The following reasons have been put forward for their lack
of involvement: women do not want to do unpaid work (do men?);
they are shy and illiterate;
they are often away at the market;
they are tied to the house and cannot report or go about the
village;
they are afraid to go out at night to repair a pump (is
that necessary?). (11)
In other cases, women have been trained to do all preventive maintenance and sometimes simple repairs .
Factors contributing to this
choice include high male migration and mobility(12) and linkage
with a women's project or organisation . (1])
Lesotho has many female caretakers because many male adults work
in South Africa . (14) In Sudan, as male caretakers were found to be
away frequently on their distant farms ,
the project changed to
train women who farm in the villages.
In Bangladesh , female hand
pump caretajers have been trained as part of vegetable gardening
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and health projects. (15) In Kenya,
women running a vegetable
garden project sent a number of their members for training in the
operation and preventive maintenance of a diesel pump to save the
cost of a hired attendant and also to be more independent. (16)

(

Training of women caretakers as part of ongoing government programmes has commenced in several countries,
including Malawi,
Mali(17), Sierra Leone, Tanzania(18), Kenya(19), and Ethiopia.(20).
In Bangladesh, after evaluation of the system, it was recommended
that for each hand pump,
a woman and her husband or a group of
women users (at least two) be trained as caretakers.
4.1.2

May 198t

Workshops

----------

The requirements for workshops and their location will depend
largely on the institutional allocation of responsibility for the tasks
to be carried out within the overall preventive maintenance
programme. The objective should, however, be to establish a system
which overall will provide effective maintenance at minimum cost
through an avoidance of duplication of facilities or the oversophistication of equipment,
by ensuring that staff and equipment
are provided only to the extent that they will be kept fully
occupied.
For a rural water supply workshop, it is important to enhance and
motivate women's participation and analyse necessary factors such
as time of workshops,
environment circumstances,
local traditions,
etc. Equally, more time should be dedicated to women in order to
get acquainted with all necessary tools and equipment as they are
primary users.
Regional or district workshops staffed by the technical support
agency will be more sophisticated,
and will require to be equipped
with the tools necessary to carry out the tasks demanded by the
facilities they are provided to service. Circumstances may show that
in addition to central workshops,
there will be a requirement for
travelling workshops,
equipped, for example, to withdraw the drop
pipes from deep boreholes or to re-grind engine valves.
It will
often prove to be financially attractive to have a single wellequipped workshop centrally located,
which can be kept fully
occupied by servicing all facilities within the operational area
rather than to have a number of smaller workshops,
duplication of
equipment and under-employment of staff.
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In determining the extent of facilities to be provided at either the
community or support agency level,
sight should not be lost of the
possible benefits of utilising the private sector.
For example,
if
local garages can be utilised to decarbonise engines,
the cost of
their use in relation to the direct employment of preventive
maintenance staff,
and the equipping of workshops,
should be
examined.
Stores and spare parts

------------------------

An initial estimate of the materials required for preventive
maintenance can be made at the time when the preventive tasks are
identified.
Without the availability of materials and spare parts
when and where required,
any preventive maintenance programme
will run into difficulties.
Where items are readily available from local suppliers
competitive cost, it may be unnecessary to hold such items in
Local purchase procedures must, however, be established and
applied as this is an area which has frequently been found
open to abuse.
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at a
store.
firmly
to be

Preventive maintenance includes the introduction of new parts 1n
exchange for those which have been in operation for some time.
In
many cases it may be economical for old parts to be reconditioned
and recycled through the stores organisation for reuse.
Such
arrangements should be introduced where possible and procedures
established for maintenance staff to be accountable for the return of
old parts,
for their examination prior to either write off or repair
and for their return to stock after reconditioning has been
completed.
Finance
It is essential that agreement be reached prior to implementation of
project construction regarding recurrent funding requirements and
the sources from which these funds will be provided.
Numerous
instances can be quoted where failure to do so has resulted in
rapid deterioration,
intermittent operation,
and/or early abandonment of systems. As a result,
capital investments are lost, public
health and other social benefits unrealised, and the expectations of
the benefitting communities,
which may have contributed to capital
investment in cash or kind, remain unfulfilled.
It is accordingly
incumbent upon the promoting technical agency to provide accurate
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estimates for capital costs and for the various items of recurrent
expenditure which will be required to operate,
maintain and
ultimately replace the facilities proposed and to meet debt service
commitments . Negotiations with government , the benefitting communities,
and possibly the external agency which is financing the
capital development ,
should follow in order to obtain firm commitments that will fully cover recurrent cost requirements .
A basic
policy should be that a project will not be built until its recurrent
funding requirements are guaranteed .
In most developing countries, governments have found that it is not
possible for them to fully underwrite rural water supply recurrent
costs as a social service on a national basis .
Conversely,
the
situation in rural communities is such that they are generally
unable to fully meet these costs from their own resources .
As a
result,
a sharing of the costs is frequently found to be the
solution . A common practice which has emerged is for the community
to provide system operators or caretakers and to contribute in whole
or in part towards the cost of operation and maintenance ,
any
balance required being provided as a subvention by Government
through the technical support agency .
Apart from rare examples
(e.g . the
Barangay
Rural
Water
Supply
Programme
in
the
Philippines),
communities are not generally able to service the
debt,
this item commonly being borne in its entirety by the
government .

4.1.5
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Evaluation

To be effective,
the programme must be subjected to evaluation, so
as to allow necessary modifications to be introduced in the
frequency of task performance,
the use of better materials and
tools, improved utilisation of staff and equipment ,
and apportionment of responsibility with the objecti ve of minimising breakdowns
and prolonging the life of the system .
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CONSTRUCTION
1.

What organization will act
for the community during
construction?

Options include~
- same as for planning phase
- subcommittee of planning organizatio
- new committee
- existing self-help organization
- man nei hbourhood roups

2.

What responsibilities will
the community organization
have?

Options include~
setting up work schedules
- providing or storing tools, equipmen
preparations (e.g. pegging out
ground)
- allocating tasks
- supervising labour
- record keeping
- applying penalties/rewards
- mana in c011111Unit funds

3.

What responsibilities will
the community have for
construction?

Options include~
- to provide paid or free labour
- to provide tools
- to provide local materials
- to provide food for labour
- to help construction in other
coDDuni ties
- to provide sites
- to provide housing for technical
team

4.

Will ceremonies be held
(in accordance with local
traditions) to indicate
landmarks in the construction?

Opt ions include~
- on choice of site (especially where
religious acceptability involved)
- at beginning of construction
- at landmarks during construction
- at end of construction
- at official handover of facilities

5.

How will construction tasks
be phased?

To take account of~
- seasonal migrations (especially of

)

men)

- religious ceremonies/seasons
- other demands on labour (harvest,
etc.)
- effect of fasting on ability to work
- effect of weather on work conditions
WHO,

11

Guidelines for Planning COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION in Water Supply and
Sanitation Projects", by Or. Anne Whyte,

ETSl83.8
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6.

)

)

How will possible overburdening of cormnunities
with demands for construct ion labour be avoided?

Check with~
- coDD11unity leaders
- other agencies (to find out their
plans)
- local organizations
- district/re ional offices

29/42

MANAGEMENT, OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
l.

Who will be responsible for
the management of
facilities at the local
level?

Options include~
- water agency fully responsible
- another agency (e.g. health)
- local/district government
- local water conunittee representing
users
- community member serving as manager
- private owner responsible
- traditional community leadership
- combinations of above

2.

What will be the responsibilities of the community
for management?

Options include~
report periodically to agency
- report urgent problems immediately
- arrange taxes, water rates
- organize collection of payments
- keep accounts
- pay loans and other financial dues
- sign individual contracts
- pay home visits to non-payers and
other problem households
- organize general meetings for
elections, public reports, etc.
- develop and apply regulations
- deal with users' complaints
- keep minutes of meetings
- keep archives, log books
- organize demonstration, official
visits
- select operators
- delegate responsibilities to operator
- supervise operators
- pay operators
- organize community contributions for
u radin , extension, re airs

3.

Will community managers
be able to exchange views
other conmunities?

For example~
through Water Committee Associations
covering several communities
- through periodic training sessions,
meetings
- informal mechanisms

)

4.

If they are to be managed
by the community, will the
completed works be legally
conveyed to the community?
Will local ceremonies be held?

30/42
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5.

Who will be responsible
for the operation and
maintenance of public
facilities at the
community level?

Options include~
- mobile operators within water agency
- agency operator locally based
- comnunity member recruited and
trained and responsible to agency
- as above but responsible to conununit
- combination of above
- local artisan (e.g. blacksmith) on
contract
- connnunity members for unskilled tasks
- national/regional agency responsible
for back-up and supervision of local
o eration and maintenance

6.

How will community members
be selected as operators?

Options include~
- level of education
- knowledge of official language(s)
- knowledge of local language(s)
- previous related experience or skills
- age
- sex
- not on government payroll
- prolonged residence in local area
fair guarantee of future stay in
local area
ood local standing

Which will be the most
important criteria?

)

Who will make the final
selection?

7.

What will be the duties
of the local operator
for public facilities?

Options include~
- routine maintenance
simple repair
- report immediately when help needed
report periodically to supervising
body
- undergo training and refresher
courses
demonstrate system to official
visitors
- arrange community labour
- collect water rates~ fees
- help in health education
advise and correct users
- deal with complaints
control queues, disputes, etc. at
standposts
- a 1 re ulations and sanctions

8.

Who will be responsible for
promotion, operation and
maintenance of private
facilities?

Options include~
- as for public facilities
- household group leaders
- individual householders
- comnunity level worker
communit health coDDDittee

)
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KEY ISSUE - CHECKLISTS

1.

LIST MAIN FACTORS FOR ORGANISING AND MANAGING PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE PROGRAMMES.

2.

LIST ACTIVITIES YOU WOULD INCLUDE AND PERFORM TO
ENLARGE WOMEN'S PARTICIPATION IN CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION
AND MAINTENANCE STAGES.

3.

INDICATE HOW YOU WOULD ENVISAGE TECHNICAL TRAINING
PROGRAMMES TO IMPROVE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF WOMEN'S
PARTICIPATION IN OPERATIONAL STAGES OF WSS PROJECTS.

4.

INDICATE
HOW
YOU
WOULD
RECOMMEND
TO GOVERNMENT
OFFICIALS TO PAY MORE ATTENTION TO WOMEN'S PARTICIPATION
IN CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION AND PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE.
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NAME OF PARTICIPANT

..........................................................................
INSTITUTION. .

................................................................... .......
OCCUPATION

..........................................................................
. COUNTRY
r

..........................................................................
DATE

..........................................................................
Mark

the

box

which

corresponds

best

to your

opinion

to

each

question.

1.

Your degree of interest in the particular topic of this module
was:

high

2.

I I

I I

I I

I I

low

I I

I I

not clear

I I

I I

badly structured

. The objectives of this module were:

clear

3.

May. 198t

I I

I I

The contents of this module were:

well structured

I I

I I
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"·

The terminology in this module was:
easy to

hard to

understand

5.

I I

I I

The visual material (slides,

I I

I I

drawings,

understand

diagrams •.• ) used in

this module was:

6.

clear

confused

useful

useless

The . check Its ts""
.completely

)

7.

have

•

I I

covered the subject studied?

I I

I I

I I

The · chec:<1 ists· were:
useful

useless

too simple

too complicated

sufficient

8.

not at all

insufficient

Studying this module enabled you to' learn:

many

ne"' things

I I

I I

I I

I I

nothing new

~ (9)
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The know fodge

acquired through

the module's study will

in

your present profession be:

I I

useful

10.

I I

I I

I I

useless

The knowledge acquired through the module's study will in the
near future be (reply to this question only if the answer n. 9
is negative):

useful

· 11.

List

the

topics

I I

I I

I I

you

would

like

I I

to

useless

have

treated

more

extensively:

1 J• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

)

2) . ........•.•.....•................•............................

3) . ............................................................. .

12.
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list the topics not included in this module which you think are
of essential interest to your profession:

1) . .........................•.......•............•...............
2) . .•••••....•.•••••••••.••..••..••.•••..•.•.••••.••..•.........•

3) . ......•...................•...••••..••.•......•..•............
r

14.

May 198l

Please list any suggestions you have to offer for improvement
of this training module •

...............................................................
...............................................................
...............................................................
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HARDWARE
OVERHEAD PROJECTOR
SCREEN
FLIP-CHART

DOCUMENTS TO BE USED BY THE TRAINER
See "module structure" p. 3
r

DOCUMENTS TO BE DISTRIBUTED TO TRAINEES
OBJECTIVES
TARGET POPULATION
TABLE OF CONTENTS
TEXT
GLOSSARY
BIBLIOGRAPHY
CHECKLISTS
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL
EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

Check that this material has not been previously distributed to the
trainee.
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KEY POINTS

TRAINING
METHODS AND
ACTIVITIES

DOCUMENTS
TO BE
DISTRIBUTED

AVA

INTRODUCTION
1.

OBJECTIVES

PRESENTATION

2.

INTRO DUCTION TO
OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE

PRESENTATION!
DISCUSSION

/

May 198t

Additional
reading
T1

PRESENTATION

J.

WOMEN AS CONSTRUCTION WORKERS

PRESENTATION!
DISCUSSION

4.

WOMEN'S ACTIVITIES
IN OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE

PRESENTATION

5.

BASIC ORGANISATION
OF OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE

PRESENTATION I
DISCUSSION

6.

BASIS FOR ORGANISING
AND MANAGING A
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME

PRESENTATION!
DISCUSSION

T2
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SUMMARY
KEY ISSUE CHECKLISTS

GROUP
DISCUSSION

PRESENTATION OF
CHECKLISTS

PLENARY
DISCUSSION

Checklist

CONTROL

)

)

lfay 1986

KEY ISSUE CHECKLISTS

THE PARTICIPANTS
WILL WORK IN
SMALL GROUPS
AND DISCUSS
VARIOUS PROPOSALS

MODULE EVALUATION

INDIVIDUAL
ACTIVITY

Evaluation
questionnaire

We suggest that the officer in charge follow strictly the sequence of
key points as given in this guide including the related audiovisual
material (AVA).
As far as training methodology is concerned, the
selection and adoption of the most suitable methods, with reference
to the characteristics of the target population being trained, is left
to the ability and experience of the trainer.
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1.

WOMEN'S ROLE IN OPERATIONAL STAGE

2.

WOMEN'S ROLE IN OPERATIONAL STAGE
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PREFACE

The content of this modular unit has been developed on the basis
of:

1)

INSTRAWIINTER-AGENCY TASK FORCE ON WOMEN/UNICEF,
"WOMEN AND THE INTERNATIONAL DRINKING
SUPPLY AND SANITATION DECADE", JUNE 1985.

WATER

2)

TAG,

DISCUSSION PAPER NUMBER J,
"INVOLVING WOMEN IN
BY HELI E. PERRETT,
MAY
SANITATION PROJECTS",
1985.

])

WASH,

TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 11,
"THE ROLE OF WOMEN AS
PARTICIPANTS AND BENEFICIARIES IN WATER SUPPLY
AND SANITATION PROGRAMS",
PREPARED BY MARY
L. ELMENDORF AND RAYMOND B. ISELY,
DECEMBER
1981.

4)

WHO,

"MINIMUM EVALUATION PROCEDURE (MEP)
SUPPLY
AND
SANITATION
PROJECTS"
CDD I QPR I 8] .1), FEBRUARY 1983.

5)

WHO,

"GUIDELINES FOR PLANNING COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
IN
WATER
SUPPLY
AND
SANITATION
PROJECTS",
PREPARED BY ANNE WHYTE, ETS/83.8.

6.

FAO,

"GUIDELINES FOR
WOMEN
IN LAND
DEVELOPMENT",
LAND
AND
WATER
DIVISION, FAO, ROME, WIP7586, 1982.

)
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Evaluation is quite simply ••••
looking where we are and where we've been so that we can
better know where to go!
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MODULE STRUCTURE
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I

1.

INPUT DOCUMENTS

1.1
1.2

OBJECTIVES
TARGET POPULATION

2.

BODY OF THE MODULE

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

TABLE OF CONTENTS
TEXT
GLOSSARY
ADDITIONAL READING
BIBLIOGRAPHY

3.

OUTPUT DOCUMENTS

3.1
3.2

KEY ISSUE CHECKLISTS FOR GROUP WORK
EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

4.

LECTURER'S GUIDE

4.1
4.2

LIST OF TRAINING MATERIAL
LESSON PLAN

5.

VISUAL AIDS

5.1
5.2

LIST OF TRANSPARENCIES
TRANSPARENCIES

4
5

6
7

29
31
48

49
50

54
55

The officer in charge will make use of the five components indicated
above,
while the participants will be provided with the material
related to components 1, 2 and 3.
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1.1

OBJECTIVES

GENERAL
The participants will have an understanding of the basic concepts,
techniques and practices used in evaluating procedures of WSS
projects.

SPECIFIC
(

On completion of this unit, the participants should be able to:

)

1)

recognise the main steps involved
tion procedure;

2)

identify how women's organisations can formulate recommendations to government officials in evaluation procedures for
measuring the project impacts on women.

in

carrying out an evalua-
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2 .2

1.

NOTES FOR PRESENTATION

EVALUATION

Little is known as yet about effective planning and organisation of
women's participation in sanitation activities .
Monitoring of the
process is therefore essential, with rapid feedback to management.
Evaluation can also be useful for checking on the commonly made
assumptions that:
{

a)

women participants will benefit from their efforts; and

b)

the project will benefit from women 1 s participation.

In order to understand what are the essential components of an
evaluation procedure,
this modular unit is using Minimum Evaluation Procedure (MEP), produced by WHO (ETS/83.1, CDDIOPRIBJ.1) as
a demonstration of a cheap, simple and quick procedure.

1.1

Purpose of evaluation

Evaluation is a systematic way of learning from experience and of
using the lessons learned both to improve the planning of future
projects and also to take corrective action to improve the functioning, utilisation and impact of existing projects. The evaluation does
not in itself improve anything .
It should not be just a listing of
problems,
and their possible causes,
but should also include
recommendations of the following types:
(i)

actions need to
get a non-functioning facility into operation;
- · improve a functioning facility;
improve the utilisation of facilities;

(ii)

complementary achvities that need to be initiated
emphasised for benefits to materialise or increase;

or

re-

(iii) modifications needed to future projects;
(iv)

May 198E

actions needed to ensure that lessons learned are conveyed to
other programmes and other agencies .
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These recommendations can be arrived at without an evaluation of
impacts.
As this document does not include detailed guidelines on
the design of impact studies it has been labelled "Minimum
Evaluation Procedure" (MEP).

1.2

~ay

Scope and purpose of the MEP

The ultimate objectives of allocating resources for water supply and
sanitation investments are to improve the health,
welfare and
economic status of the users of the facilities constructed .
These
objectives cannot be fully achieved unless the facilities are,
firstly,
functioning in the correct way and,
secondly, utilised by
the community.
Thus the MEP is designed to evaluate functioning
and utilisation and concludes with a discussion of impact study
methodology and findings from documented impact studies .
This
approach is set out in Figures 1 and 2. Detailed guidelines for the
evaluation of impact will be covered in a separate document.
The evaluation may focus on one or more of the three stages of
functioning, utilisation and impact (Figure 2). Deficiencies found in
the evaluation of a particular stage call for improvements in the
output of the previous stage or in the inputs to the stage under
review. There is, therefore, little value in evaluating a particular
stage unless the objectives of the previous stage have been largely
achieved.
Evaluation of impact is only appropriate for a project
known to be correctly functioning and well utilised.
These guidelines are written primarily for projects which employ
simple technologies.
They are less appropriate for large urban
projects employing sophisticated technology.
The guidelines are written for global application and can therefore
not cover data collection,
analyses and recommendations for
corrective action to any great depth . They must be adapted to local
conditions bearing in mind the purpose of the evaluation, institutional arrangements and technologies employed in the projects to be
evaluated.
The guidelines are written primarily for managers responsible for
the construction and I or operation and maintenance of water supply
and sanitation programmes in developing countries and for others

8/56
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'--"'
YES

ARE TH£ !.'ATER SUPPLY
FACILITIES FUNCTIONING
AS ISTESDED?

',

YES

ARE THE WATER Sl'PPLY
FACILITIES VTILIZED AS
INTEl\DED?

'

.I

--,

NO

~o

ARE THE SANITATION
FACILITIES FUNCITONING
AS INTENDED?

YES

'

/

ARE THE SA~ITATION
FACILITIES BEING UTILI2EI:
AS I~TESDED?

APE THE OPTI~ HEALTH,
SOCIAL A~D ECON0~IC
I"PACTS BEING OBTAINED?

'I

I
NO

YES

YES

' I/

NO

NO

I

BENEFITS
YES

IS THE PROMOTION AND
HYGIENE EDUCATION SYSTEM
FUNCTIONING?

YES

IS THE HYGIENE
EDl'CATION SYSTEM
UTILIZED?

'/

?>O

NO

'

/

'

,/

HO~

'

'/

/

'

/

'

/

WHAT CO"U'LEliENTARV INPUTS
ARE NEEDED FOR !"!PACT
TO INCREASE?

HOW CAS THE l'TILIZATION
BE I!'fPR0VED?

CAI\ THE FUNCTIONING
BE IMPROVED?

'\ I/

'

I/

WHAT ARE THE IMPLICATIO~S OF Fl\1>l~GS ON FUTURE INTERVENTIONS REGARDING
- project selection criteria
- choice of technologv
- choice of promotion and education techni~ues
- manpo~er requirements
- financial requirements
- management and organizatifln
- community participation
- complementary inputs (e.R· other co~ponents of Primary Health Care)
- expectations regardinR functionin~
- expectations reRardinR utilization
- expectations reRarding imoact

Note :

'

,

' I/

YES •Yes, to a great extent.
~O
• ~o. to a great extent .

Figure I :

Questions t"

be•

a:c<wered in thf e\'a luation of

-.•at~r

s unplv and 'anitation orfl2ramme '

WHO,"Minimum Evaluation Procedure(MEP) For Water Supply and Sanitation Projects,

ETSl83.1 CDDIOPRl83.~
(J1

())

....__

Capital
Manpower
Land
Institution
Planning
Organizing
Control
Education

Facilities for
Water Production
CONSTRUCTION

J

COHMISSIONING
Recurrent Funds
Manpower
Institution
Planning
Organizing
Control
Promotion
Education

EVALUATION I
Functioning; technical. administrative
and resource evaluation

WATER
PRODUCTION

Water of specified quantity and
quality at specified points

EVALUATION I

Demand
l
Resources (time
and money)
Education

WATER
UTILIZATION

EVALUATION II

EVALUATIO~ II
Utilization; sociological. administrative
and technical evaluation

EVALUATION III
Impact; health. sociological and
economic evaluation

Increased availability of
water of improved quality
and time available

Complementary
inputs
Education

ACTIVITIES
THAT IMPROVE
HEALTH AND
ECONOMY

Health benefits
Social benefits
Economic benefits
EVALUATION III

Figure 2

Evaluation of benefits from water supply investments and intermediate steps
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who may be responsible for conducting or organising evaluations.
The scope of any particular evaluation will be defined in one of
the following ways:
by ongoing or completed programmes;
by geographic area (e.g . by province);
by technology (e.g. handpumps on shallow wells);
by agency (e.g. facilities built by the Ministry of Health);
by donor (e.g. programmes supported by UNICEF);
by age (e.g. facilities developed before 1970);
by socio-economic group (e.g. landless people);
by emergency or disaster (e.g. the area affected by a cholera
epidemic).

(

Evaluations can be continuous,
carried out regularly (e.g.
annually) or at special points in time when maximum use of the
results can be expected (e.g. prior to a new planning cycle, prior
to negotiations with external support agencies or after disasters
such as wars or natural disasters).
These guidelines do not recommend research-oriented sophisticated
methods of establishing the linkage between clean water,
adequate
sanitation,
hygiene education and health.
Nor do they provide
methodologies to conduct benefit I cost analysis.
The emphasis is
rather on the collection of basic information on the functioning and
utilisation of projects and the employment of this information to
improve project and programme performance.

1.3

Procedure for evaluation

The main steps involved in carrying out an evaluation are shown rn
Figure 3. A brief summary of these steps is presented below.

1.3 .1

~ay . 1986

Decision to evaluate

The initiative may come from the ministry responsible for water
supply and/ or sanitation,
the Ministry of Health or from the
Ministry of Planning,
possibly encouraged by an external agency
providing resources for the programme. The level within the organisation at which the evaluation is initiated may determine what
follow-up action can be expected from the evaluation. The recommen-
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DECIDE TO EVALUATE
SELECT TEAM LEADER
ESTABLISH TERMS OF REFERENCE
DESK STUDY
VISIT FIELD TO PLAN THE EVALUATION
DECIDE ON FOCUS OF EVALUATION
COLLECT DATA ON RESULTS
(Project and Programne Levels)

ASSESS THE DATA COLlECTED
(Project and Programme Levels)

AND DEVELOP ALTERNATIVE
SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS
(

)

PREPARE RECOMMENDATIONS AND
ESTABLISH PRIORITIES
REVIEW REPORT
INITIATE FOLLOW-UP ACTIONS
GET NON-FUNCTIONING FACILITIES
INTO OPERATION

0

IMPROVE FUNCTIONING OF FACILITIES
IMPROVE UTILIZATION OF FACILITIES
INTRODUCE COMPLEMENTARY
ACTIVITIES FOR BENEFITS TO
MATERIALIZE OR INCREASE
MODIFY PLANNING, DESIGN,
CONSTRUCTION AND/OR OPERATION
AND MAINTENANCE OF FUTURE
PROGRAMMES AND PROJECTS
CONVEY LESSONS LEARNED TO OTHER
AGENCIES AND AREAS

LEGEND

Q •

Action

D •

Critical Review

Figure 3

Procedure for F.valuation

0
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Some organisations have already reached the stage where evaluation
is built into the planning process and therefore is a continuous
rather than ad hoc activity.

(

Selection of persons responsible for the evaluation

-----------------------------------------------------

The person given the responsibility to carry out the evaluation
should preferably be familiar with the project, or similar projects,
but without having been so closely involved that the outcome might
be biased.

1.3.3

198E

w.o.

dations for action in the evaluation report should preferably fall
within the area of responsibility of the person to whom the report
is directed.

1.3.2

~ay

Establish terms of reference for the evaluation

The person selected to be responsible for the evaluation should
develop detailed terms of reference in close cooperation with the
person ( s) to whom she or he should be reporting.
The terms of reference should define:
objectives
project area
design of the study
methods
organisation and manpower resources
reporting
time schedule
financial requirements
The resources of personnel,
time and money required to carry out
the evaluation depend on the objectives, the depth of the evaluation
and the size of the project being evaluated. The costs of evaluation
will typically increase with the time taken, whereas the interest of
those who initiated the evaluation has a tendency to decrease as
time passes.
There will be considerable variation in the time from
initiation of the evaluation to the reporting,
but this might typically be three to six months, with a four to six weeks concentrated
effort in the field to collect the data.
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Desk study

-----------

The person responsible for the evaluation needs some time to study
the documentation about the project.
The expected outcome of a
community water supply and I or sanitation project is usually
expressed in longer term development objectives as well as shorter
term immediate objectives. The former are, as a rule, given in very
general terms indicating that health,
economic and social benefits
are expected to materialise.
Intended coverage (population and I or
geographic area covered) and level of service (communal standposts
or wells with handpumps,
yard or house connections,
number of
people per water point, volume per capita for each type of service,
water quality requirements, maximum distance to water points) are
usually spelled out in the immediate objectives. Goals for promotion
of consumer interest in new supplies and sanitation facilities,
community involvement,
community contribution to construction,
operation and maintenance and education on hygienic use of
facilities are usually expressed in the project documents.
The desk study should also include an analysis of actual cost data
to establish unit costs (cost per individual water scheme,
cost per
person served, cost per latrine, etc.) and the distribution of costs
between the government agencies involved and the customers.
Documentation on the institutional arrangements for construction and
operation and maintenance and pricing policies for the operational
phase should also be reviewed at this stage.

1.3.5

Field visit to plan the evaluation

------------------------------------

Most rural water supply and sanitation projects are spread over
large areas.
A short visit to a few sites at an early stage is
almost essential to facilitate the planning of the evaluation.
Note
difficulties in the physical terrain,
talk informally with field staff
about their problems,
note residence patterns, especially of disadvantaged groups, talk informally to a few householders; establish if
there are severe problems with the functioning and/or utilisation of
the facilities and if there are large seasonal variations in supply
and/or demand.

1.3.6
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Decide on focus of the evaluation

-----------------------------------

The general purpose of the evaluation will have been established at
the initiation of the exercise (Item 1.3 .1 above).
Information
obtained during the study of project documents, and the field visit,
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Some of the aspects to be considered
evaluation are tabulated in Table 1.

in

deciding on the focus of the

Within a project that consists of a number of individual water
schemes one might wish to emphasise functional aspects on schemes
with functional problems;
utilisation aspects on schemes which
function well but have utilisation problems and for schemes with
both satisfactory functioning and utilisation, a special impact study
could be carried out (detailed guidelines for impact evaluation are
not included in these "Minimum Evaluation Procedures") .

1.3. 7

Collection of data

Three main types of data need to be collected: data on functioning
of the facilities and educating services,
data on utilisation of
services and institutional and financial data related to the project.
Somewhat different approaches are needed to collect these three
kinds of data.

)

1986
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TEXT

will make it possible to define more precisely the focus of the
evaluation.
If the initial field visit revealed severe problems with
the functioning of the facilities,
there is no point in carrying out
an evaluation of utilisation or impact.

r

~ay

Functioning of facilities and education services should be assessed
wherever possible by engineering inspection and scientific observation. For instance, a faulty pump should be i r.. :.p ected by a competent technician (not merely recorded as being faulty because of a
report given by a user) and polluted water should be examined for
enteric bacteria (not merely recorded as polluted because someone
said it was).
The opinions and attitudes of the users should be
recorded,
but they should be backed up by direct inspection and
appropriate laboratory tests. A sample of consumers should be asked
to comment on their perceptions of educational messages and
approaches .
If the project being evaluated consists of many
individual schemes,
time might not permit all schemes to be visited
in which case a selection of representative schemes to be visited
should be made by the evaluation team.
Utilisation of the services should be recorded by a mixture of
questioning users about utilisation and corroborating this by
observing utilisation or signs of utilisation (for instance stools
around the yard are a sign of non - utilisation of latrines). Factors
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Table l

Aspect• to be conaidered in eatabliahins the focus of the evaluation

HAIN PURPOSE OF THE
EVALUATION

TYPE OF EVALUATION

CRITElllA

REHARKS

To eatabliah action•
needed

Functioning of
hcilitiea
(Evaluation I,

At leaat aome of the
achemea within the
project ahould have
been c-pleted

- to get non-functionins
facilitiea into operation

Figure 2)

The focua ia on(l) the physical systems
and their engineering aspects and (2)
inatitutiona reaponaible for hygiene
education.
Recommended actions ahould b" check"d
againat the viewa, attitudes and desires
of the COtmlUnity aa the malfunctioning
could re fleet aociological rather than
technical problema.

Utilization*** of
facilitiea
(Evaluation II,
Figure 2)

The facilitiea and the
educational aervicea under
review need to be
functionina fairly well.

The focua is more on sociological and·
ad•iniatrative a1pects. ReconwnendeJ
action• ahould be checked a~ainsc
enaineering fea1ibility and capabili.tiea of education institutions as th"Y
•ight affect functioning.
Recomiiended actions 1hould also be
checked againat potential impact on
health and economy of the community to
enaure that they will result in
poaitive reault1.

~

n.e facilitiea and education aervicea under r~view
need to be functioning
fairly well, be reliable
end utilised by e high
proportion of the
c-nity

Rec.....endationa .. de ahould be checked
a11ainat en1ineering feaaihi l i ty flnd
acceptance by the co...,niti~• conc~rned.

- to improve the
functionins of facilitie•
To establish action•
needed to increaae
- coverage*
- water and sanitation
uaage••

(

To eatabli1h benefit• fro•
water supply and aanitation
invea tment a.
To eatabli1h action•
needed to optimize benefit•.

of the uae
of the facilitiea
(Evaluation Ill,
Fiaure 2)

Number of households who have built a latrine
Number of houaeholda with access to the progranwne

*

COVERAGE

Number of people using the facility.
Number of people living in the area the facility.

**

USAGE

refer• to volume of water uaed per peraon; proportion of houaehold me•bera and households th;Jt use
latrines that have been built; proportion of people who underatand hyaiene education messages.

***

UTILIZATION

take• coverage aa well a• uaage into account
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such as lack of money
that constrain people from using facilities,
to buy water or soap,
or fear that their children will fall into
latrine pits, should be recorded.
Household information will always be required on utilisation of
services and will also be required on services provided for single
households (e.g.
house and plot connections or private latrines).
Household information can be obtained in various ways,
some of
which are summarised in Table 2.
(

May 198€

The least costly method of arriving at reasonably accurate definitions of problems with the functioning and utilisation of facilities
is to combine observation studies (Item 1,
Table 2) with conversational interviews (Item 2,
Table 2).
The data gathering can be
applied to whole villages,
if they are small. For larger villages,
stratified samples (Item ], Table 2) can be taken.
Complementary information can be obtained at low cost through
school children (Item 4,
Table 2) and through community questionnaires (Item 5, Table 2).
A questionnaire survey (Item 6,
Table 2) gives more prec1s10n to
the findings and allows statistical analyses of the data.
It
requires,
on the other hand,
substantial resources for planning,
training of interviewers,
coding and analysis of data.
A poorly
planned and executed household sample survey can be very
misleading.
The workshop method (Item 7, Table 2) can be used for definition
of problems as well as for finding solutions to problems identified
by other methods.
Further details about the techniques for data
gathering are given in Annex 1.
Institutional and financial data is obtained through the desk study
(item 1.3 .4 above) complemented by interviews and review of documentation at regional and I or district levels and on the project site.
Information provided at the central level about back-up maintenance
and revenue collected often reflects what is desired or aimed at and
is frequently
in conflict
with
the
information
obtained
at
decentralised levels which is likely to be more accurate.
Crucial government and consumer inputs as described in project
documents should be identified and compared with actual delivery of
these inputs.

17/56
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Table 2

Method

Methods of Obtaining Household Information
'tor further details see Annex l'

Advantage•

Dindvantages

l.

Direct observation of a sa~ple of hou1ehold1
to record;
l . Types of household• or neighbourhoods
that do nut have access to facilities
trom the project
2. Hyg1en~ use of the facilities
J. Technical reasons for malfunctioning.
4. How much water i1 being collected and/or
tor what purposes the water is being used.
5. Use of latrines.

l111111ediate, vivid understanding of problems, low
coat

Disadvantaged households and neighbourhoods may not be
found and observed, especially if the evaluator& are
not familiar with the local area.
People may object to being obaerved , in particular
when it comes to use of latrines.
The aample is emall.

2.

Small sample houaehold survey using brief
interview achedulea and conve1sational
interview technique. Enquiry is sharply
focused on only a few essential topics.

Conversations, rather than direct questioning
ia usually perceived by rural people to be more
polite, more interesting and expressing a genuine
concern about them and their health. Since only a
few topics are discussed in depth, the quality of
information is good. Unanticipated constraints
and perceptions may emerge.

niere is a 1maller quantity of information.
iesponses are not 10 eaeily coded and compared with
other responsee.
The scope of enquiry i1 limited.
nie technique requires coneiderable ekill of the
interviewers.

J.

Stratified samples of groups ctosen by level
of 1ervice, type of facility, l~vel of
utilization, 1ocio-econo~ic strata or other
1ocio-cultural criteria.

The extremes of 1ervice and/or wealth can be
covered with specific 1amples allowing 1maller
total survey size than in method 5 described below.
Condition• of eepecially di1advantaged groups in
the coamunity can be inve1tigated and compared
with the most advantaged groups.

Poor houeeholds may not be clu1tered and easily
identified.
Methods of statistical analysis will have to be
modified to deal with non-random distribution.

4.

Information aathering by school children
irom their own houses and possibly
neighbours.
(The method might be applied together wl._.,,
one of the other methods.)

A large sample can be obtained at low cost.

nie sample could be biaeed if the homee of the
children are not repre1entative. Investigations
must be well supervieed.

I-"

CXl

........
(J1
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T11ble 2

tlethod
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... .,,

Hethods of Obt11ining Household lnform11tion (cont'd)
(for further det11ils aee Annex l)

Advant11ges

Diudvanuges

. 5.

Co11111unity que1tionnair1
lnformatio~ about • vill11ae i• provided by a
co111111ittee of villaae leaders.

Information can be obtained at very low cost.

11\e infonnation could be biased, the aituation for the
poorer aectiona of the population might not be
reflected.

6.

Que1tionn11ire aurvey of houaeholds 1elected
at random or clu1ter1 of hou1ehold1 selected
at random.

nie sample i1 both large and chosen at random.
Therefore, disadvantaged households 11re au11renteed
to be within the survey 1ampe. Le11 akillful
interviewer• may be uaed.

A large aample i1 required to cover the whole apectrum
of;
(i)
level• of service
(ii) 1oci11l strata
Que1tion1 which are needed to identify the socioeconomic position of hou1ehold1 m11y be perceived ••
thre11tening. Questionnaire 11Ust be used for re111ons
of efficiency but m.y yield 1uperficial or ev11sive
responses.
Large 1urvey1 are costly, time consuming and it might
t11ke a long time to process the data. Results may
not be readily understood by project 1taf f or the
project beneficiaries.

7.

Workshop• in project are111 in which project
1tatt, prim•ry health care worker• and
represent11tive1 of the recipient• (including
women) identify problem• and develop
solution• to achieving aood functioning,
utilization and hygienic practice1.
(This method could be combined with one or
•everal of the other methods to identify the
problems.)

A 1imple effective way to evaluate progress and
develop po11ible modification• to design and/or
imple-ntation.
Project personnel can make i1111ediate use of the
information.

Participant• may not have 1y1tematic11lly observed
the functioning and utilization of f11cilities;
qu•ntified information may thus not be av•ilable
to persuade deci•ion maker• at higher level1.

.....
(!)

.......
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Government inputs, e.g. :
involvement of consumers in the planning process
promotional and educational programme
training of project staff (for construction and operation and
maintenance)
production
and
delivery
of latrine
and water
supply
components
construction of demonstration latrines
construction or construction supervision
Consumer inputs, e.g.:
contribution to the planning process
contributions to the construction and
tenance in cash or in kind.

1.3.8

~ay

operation

and

main-

Assessment of data

Data collected from individual projects should be assessed to
establish how the functioning,
utilisation and impacts of the
projects could be improved through corrective actions and further
interventions.
Some of the improvements can be accomplished through interventions
at the individual scheme or project level. There are, however, many
topics that will require assessment,
policy changes and interventions on a broader basis, possibly for nationwide consideration.
For instance:
selection criteria;
choice of technology;
management and organisation (especially of the maintenance
programme);
distribution between Government input and consumer input (in
cash or in kind) during the construction phase;
pricing policy and revenue collection;
promotional and educational methods;
community participation;
manpower development;
complementary inputs.
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Preparation of recommendations

--------------------------------

The scope and depth of the recommendations depend on the terms of
reference for the evaluation and the level at which the evaluation
report is being reviewed.
An evaluation is likely to result in a large number of recommendations of varying importance. In order to assist those who will
be deciding on a follow-up action programme,
it is important that
consideration be given to the following three criteria of each
recommendation:
feasibility (from political and technical points of view);
impact;
cost (capital and recurrent costs,
public and private
resources required).
In order to arrive at a priority ranking of the recommendations,
they can be classified as high,
medium and low for feasibility
impact and cost. The priority ranking then depends on the weight
given to the three criteria.
If the highest weight is given to
feasibility,
and the second highest to impact,
the order would be
as follows:

Priority

Feasibility

Impact

Cost

I
II
III
IV
last*

High
High
High
Medium
low

High
High
Medium
High
low

low
Medium
Low
low
High

* This is merely a theoretical example; recommendations that have
a low feasibility, low impact and high cost should obviously not be
included in the report.

To facilitate follow-up of the recommendations it might be desirable
to group them in accordance with the level at which action has to
be taken.
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Review of the report

---------------------

At the review of the report,
a plan of action for follow-up,
including a time schedule,
should be discussed and agreed upon m
principle.
Persons to be responsible for the implementation of
specific recommendations that have been accepted should be
selected.
A method sometimes used to arrive at an agreement upon
the action plan is to arrange a workshop with the key people
concerned to review the evaluation report and to decide on actions
to be taken.

(

1.J.11

Follow-up action

-----------------

It is most important that the results of the evaluation be conveyed
to all project staff,
to complementary workers such as primary
health care staff,
and to the users of the water supply and I or
sanitation facilities and that they are involved in the planning and
execution of follow-up actions.

2.

EVALUATION OF WOMEN'S PARTICIPATION

)
Self-evaluation has worked well m some notable projects, and could
be applied more frequently .
A recent INSTRAW report made ah
argument:
"Self-evaluation is an effective tool in community education.
Therefore,
women and the community should be encouraged to
evaluate their own progress in water supply and sanitation
activities in order to improve their role in this field."

2 .1

1986
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There is a tendancy to concentrate on the negative aspects of the
project in evaluation reports.
It should be remembered that for the
planning of future projects it is of equal if not greater importance
to know what aspects of the project have been successful and the
underlying reasons for the success .
1.J.10

~ay

Data collection

The following types of information need to be collected to establish
whether women have been involved and to extent of their involvement in the project.

22/56
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1.

Are there women sitting on the existing village water
committee or its equivalent? If so, what is the percentage of
women and what role do they play?

2.

Are women consulted on the choice of technology, the selection
of well sites or pump site? Are they consulted on additional
facilities such as washing, bathing facilities?

].

Are women involved in the construction? If so,
what is the
percentage of women's labour input in construction? Do women
contribute in other ways, i.e. food, laundry, etc.?

4.

Are women given training in maintenance of water supply
schemes? If so,
what is the percentage of women trained as
preventive maintenance workers/ caretakers/ managers of the
facilities?

5.

Are women trained as health I hygiene
the percentage of women trained, as
the relative impact made by trained
survey could be done to check the
women as compared to trained men.

(

educators? If so,
compared to men?
men and women? A
turnover rate of

what is
What is
further
trained

The diagram presents a preliminary framework for monitoring and
evaluation of women's participation.
The framework includes three
dimensions:
monitoring and process of women's participation ;
evaluating its impact on the project;
and evaluating impact on
women.
Sources of data and data collection techniques would be
varied and include review of project records,
analysis of existing
background data,
observation,
interviews with informants,
and
interviews with women participants themselves.

2 .2
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Implications for evaluation design

Warner (1975) has suggested that evaluation of water and sanitation
improvements should be viewed in three stages (see figure 2).
Stage 1 - Project Operation
In this phase the functional or engineering aspects of the project
are assessed and the system itself is the object for evaluation by
the potential users for appropriateness to their needs and their
ability to operate and maintain it.
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Stage 2 - Project Performance
This stage . concerns a process evaluation of the use of facilities
which individuals and communities as users form the object
evaluation.
In fact,
it is important to distinguish between
kinds of usages and various treatments from the source to
ultimate use.
Women as carriers,
managers and manipulators
water inerit key consideration at this stage of evaluation.

in
for
the
the
of

Stage 3 - Project Impacts
This final or end-stage evaluation encompasses measurements of the
health, social/organisational, economic and administrative effects of
the facilities on individuals,
households and communities. At this
point outside evaluators and techniques are important, but eliciting
participatory evaluation by women as well as men adds needed
insight into community and personal perceptions of the project
impacts as meaningful additions to the quantitative data.
At each stage of evaluation, whether one is describing the function
of a pump or its use by villagers, if one is to effectively evaluate
results one must account for the role of women as diffusers of
know ledge,
attitudes and behaviour associated with new water and
sanitation technologies.
(See figure for an evaluation model incorporating women's roles.) In effect, if one has not included the role
of women as a key moderating variable,
one is likely to miss · a
large share of the factors explaining the end-products of a given
project.

2 .]
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Implications for evaluation methodology

Valid explanations of results of water and sanitation projects
demand that women be entrusted with the responsibility of
identifying criteria for each stage of the evaluation, for the collection and recording of data, and for a share in the interpretation of
results.
Only thus will reliable collection of evaluation data be
achieved. With a stake in the outcome of the evaluation, women will
be more likely to see that the necessary care is taken to select
feasible data items and to collect them reliably.
At the same time
they will feel responsible for suggesting modifications or changes in
the facilities themselves based on interpretation of the data
gathered.

A l\lodel for the E ..._., l.uation of Water Supply and Sa'1..£tation

Projects in Developing Countries:

PROJECT OPERATICN

-

Engineering Design:
to \\allen
and children as users

appro~riatene~s

-

Particioation of Women

-

Wanen detennining
appropriateness of site
selection

PROJKT PERFDR!!ANCE

"1

/I'

-

Illustrating the Broad Role of Women

""
Acceptance by WOilen
as users

Use by \\omen

assuring quality of
install at fon

PROJECT IMPACTS

~

--1

""

Effects on health of \vanen
and children

Social effects on

~n

-

Maintenance, participation
in by women

-

F.conanic effects
on \vanen

-

Repair, participation
in by wanen

-

Effects on aaninistrative
roles of v.aren

-

-

Appropriateness of
te.:hnol0'5/ for \\allen
and children

-

Reliability of source
according to criteria
set by v.anen

-

I
I

Wanen's involvem3nt in
camrunity participation
I

---f Education of \\Omen as users
N

m

Support fran infrastructure
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(]l

Source:

Adapted fran Warner, D.B. (1975),

WASHi

Technical Report No.11,

December 1981, pp.17
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To evaluate the impact of water projects on women,
time saving as
a project objective can be easily identified and evaluated.
Time
budget studies of women's daily routines on a seasonal basis will
indicate whether or not time has been released to women and how
women use the time released.
Such a study should investigate the
following types of questions:
Do women derive economic benefits from the release time? How
women use the saved time for income generating activities
such as sewing,
handicrafts, vegetable growing, for greater
involvement in the local market system,
for educational and
training or learning new skills, or others.
Do women achieve health improvements? The type of benefits
received: more time to take care of children, more water for
washing, bathing, personal hygiene, acquire more knowledge
about hygiene and water related diseases,
change of
behaviour in water usage, food preparation, personal hygiene,
environmental cleanliness, better disposal of wastes, etc.
Do women receive any income during the construction of the
project?
Do women learn new skills?*

2.4
)
1)

Monitoring and evaluation of the impact of the project on
women in rural areas
The type of questions
performance:

to

be

covered in

monitoring project

TARGET POPULATION
the percentage of women among participants in project
activities by type;
ratio of female participants to total potential female
participants;
socio-economic group of female participants.

,,~
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In additional reading,
there are checklists and guidelines for
community participation in the evaluation stage of WSS projects.
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PROJECT OUTPUTS
percentage of women among persons trained;
percentage of women among persons for whom jobs are
created;
percentage of women among members and leaders of groups
organised.
b)

The type of questions
impact include:

to

be

covered in

monitoring project

ECONOMIC IMPACT
in yield of
percentage increase
activities;
in
individual
increase
percentage
participants;
percentage increase in income from
activities;
net change in female employment (type,

women's
income
women's

production
of

female

production

increase/ decrease).

SOCIAL IMPACT

)

May 1986

changes in the division of labour by sex (including
workload);
changes in the distribution of production resources (male/
female ratio);
changes in income distribution (male/ female);
changes in the distribution of knowledge and skills (male/
female);
changes in women's community participation.
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2.3

GLOSSARY

Arithmatic mean or average:
The sum of the values recorded in a series of observations divided
by the number of observations.
Cluster sampling:
All houseA cluster is a randomly selected group of households.
holds in the area to be surveyed have an equal chance of being
Cluster sampling has the advantages of
included in a cluster.
relative speed, low cost, and low personnel requirements.
Chlorination:
The application of chlorine to drinking
oxidation of undesirable compounds.

water for

disinfection or

Contamination :
A general term signifying the introduction into water of microorganisms,
chemicals,
wastes or sewage which renders the water
unfit for its intended use.
Groundwater:
The supply of freshwater under the earth's surface in an aquifer or
soil that forms the natural reservoir for man's use.

)

fay 1986

Pollution:
The presence of matter whose nature,
undesired environmental effects.

location or quantity produces

Prevalence rate:
The number of illnesses existing at a specified point of time related
to the number of persons exposed to risk at that point of time.
Sampling :
Observations are made on a sample with the purpose of generalising
from them to the entire study population.
Sampling frame:
A list of population (could also be settlements or household depending on the unit of study) from which the sample is to be drawn .

e

TURIN
CENTRE

(9)

UN (WWSS)WOMEN,WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION.

UN

w.o.
GLOSSARY
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INSTR AW

Sanitation:
The usual definition is very broad:
"The control of all the factors
in a man's physical environment that exercise or can exercise a
deleterous effect on his physical development, health and survival".
In this document,
the word sanitation is used in the narrow sense
of "the control of human faeces and urine".
Silt:
Finely divided particles of soil or rock.
Often carried
suspension in water and eventually deposited as sediment.

(

in

cloudy

Simple random sampling:
Drawing a sample from a population by a random method,
e . g. by
the use of random sampling numbers,
which gives every individual
in the population an equal and independent chance of appearing in
the sample.
Stratified random sampling:
Drawing a sample from a population which has first been divided
into sub-groups or strata. From each sub-group a sample is drawn
by a random method which gives every individual in the sub-group
an equal and independent chance of appearing in the sample .
Two-stage sampling:
'\

May 1981

A process of sampling a population in a series of consecutive steps,
e.g. after specific projects have been selected for evaluation,
households to be surveyed within a project can be selected randomly
using a list of households as sampling frame.
Water pollution:
The addition of sewage,
industrial wastes or other harmful or
objectionable material to water in concentrations or in sufficient
quantities to result in measurable degradation of water quality.
Water supply system:
The system for the collection, treatment, storage and distribution of
potable water from the sources of supply to the consumer .
,
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2.4 ADDITIONAL READING
DATA GATHERING TECHNIQUES
Throughout the guideline "the household" has been referred to as the unit to which
water and sanitation programmes are directed.
There is no universal definition of a household.
Many situations fit into the
following definition~ A household comprises a person, or group of persons, generally bound
by ties ot kinship; who live together under a single roof or within a single compound, and
who share a community life. (Casley and Luvy, 1982). In many rural areas the household is a
unit which consumes what it produces.
There are several methods of obtaining information on the availability, utilization
and impact of water supplies, sanitation facilities and complementary hygiene education. The
investigators may;
(l)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(

(b)

(7)

Hake direct observations.
Hold conversational interviews with selected samples of households.
Survey stratified samples; the poorest and the wealthiest household clusters.
Use school children to collect household data.
Use coimnunity questionnaires.
Hold workshops to identify and solve problems.
~arry out a household sample survey.

A brief description of each of these techniques follows:
l.

OBSERVATION STUDIES

~ome ot
the factual information needed is best obtained through inspection or
observation by enumerators.
Three examples of observation studies are given below .
Observations are most etficiently made in area cluster samples. Every latrine, water point
or household in a few ~eographically defined project areas should be observed. These should
Ge compared with observations made by the same investigator in comparison areas outside the
proJCCt
area.
The comparison areas should be matched
for
socio-economic
status,
authenticity, climate, terrain and other relevant variables.

l.l

Inspection ot latrines

Through inspection rather than interviewing more uniform criteria will be applied in
the evaluation of the state of latrines. A simple protocol should be developed to ensure
that indicators of problems with functioning and utilization of the latrine are recorded in a
) unit or~ way. A sample protocol is attached which could be modified and adapted to the local
s1tuat1on. The protocol must be tested before use on any large scale.

1.2

Observation at water points

Observations at water points over a period of several days can provide valuable
information on waiting time at water points, peak periods of use, who collects water, type of
containers used, volume of water collected per journey, use of water at the water point,
etc.
Interviews with the drawers of water can provide information on how far afield they
have come from, number of journeys ~er day, frequencies of water point failures, etc.
For ease of recording and analysis a standardized protocol should be developed to
obtain the specitic information needed .
Similar observations can be made at traditional water points where interviews w1th
those collecting wat~r may reveal reasons for non-use of the water supply.

· n Procedure(MEP) For Water Supply and Sanitation
WHO, "Mini mum Evaluat 10
Projects, ETSl83.1 CDDIOPR 83.1, February 1983.
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P R 0 G R AM M E:

Province:
District:
Village:
Inspected by:
Date:

PROTOCOL FOR INSPECTION OF LATRINES

1.

Household identification

2.

Superstructure, type

Yes

No

Yes

No

Functioning
Giv·!S privacy
Gives protection from rain
3.

Fixtures, type

)

Water in water seal

OR
Lid
Suitable
4.

, if no specify what problem

Pit

Yes

No

D

D

Cleansing material

Yes

No

Available

D

D

Lin~d

Free Depth

5.

6.

----meters

Water for handwashing
Available at what distance?

7.

- - - - - - - meters

General condition as regards,

good
Smell
Flies
Mosquitoes
Faoling
8.

Any

oth~r

coD1111ents?

acceptable

bad

very bad
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l.3

Observation of behaviour effected by hygiene education

At a minimum, hygiene education programme would encourage handwashing following
defecation and protection of stored water in the home.
Observe all households in area
clusters to see if water for handwashing is available near the latrine.
Ask to see the
handwashing material (soap, sand, etc.). Ask to see household water storage containers and
note if they are covered. In some areas people may traditionally cover their containers. If
so, investigators should ask how frequently the container is emptied and cleaned.
Since
these verbal responses may be idealized statements of what should be done rather than what
people actually do, a few observations of women bring water home will help to evaluate the
accuracy ot verbal responses.
J
2.

CONVERSATIONAL INTERVIEWS

When a particular utilization problem, such as fouled latrines, is identified,
select a sample of households that exhibit this problem.
Have a very brief interview
schedule of 3 or 4 open questions. Discuss these questions with all members of the household
who are present, especially adult women. The questions should stimulate the householders to
talk about the problem as they perceive it, and to suggest solutions.
The investigator
"timulates the conversation and lists all responses.
Later, responses are classified and
Jbulated.
These conversations should reveal the householders' economic, physical and social
constraints.
For example, they may lack water for washing the squatting plate, and the
solut1on is to integrate the provision of water supply and latrine building in the same
area. Or, the latrines may be fouled from high water table flooding in the wet season and
the solution is mounted latrines. If the area around the latrine is fouled it may be because
people are afraid children will fall down the pit, and demonstrating the strength of the
squatting plate may make a difference or shallow children's pits might be encouraged. In a
further example, if men and women (or certain categories of kin) should not use the same
latrine the solution might be a superstructure with two cubicles over the pit.
3.

COHPAKISON OF TWO CONTRASTING STRATIFIED SAMPLES

In some project areas poor people live in easily identified residential clusters.
They are the group most likely to lack money to obtain new latrine materials, or water from a
water project with water charges. They are also the group that more educated health workers
and teachers tend to overlook in favour of their equals with whom conversation is more
comfortable. Therefore, if resources for an evaluation (time, money, trained personnel) are
scarce, those poor households, with the worst health status, should constitute a minimum
sample.
This sample should be compared with a stratified sample selected from the most
) lthy households in the project area.
Households not sampled are presumed to fall
~~mewhere between these two extremes.
4.

USE OF SCHOOL CHILDKEN IN DATA COLLECTION

ln some instances, particularly when the proportion of children attending school is
very high, a good data base on the functioning and utilization of water supply and sanitation
tacilities can be obtained at a low cost with the help of school children.
A procedure along the following lines could be
(i)

followed~

Select schools
School within possibly both
selected.

the

project area

and

a

comparison area

to be
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(11)

Discussion about the issues at the schools
The persons responsible for the evaluation to arrange for say one half day's
discussion with the 15 best pupils in one or several classes at each school. The
older the children are, the more reliable will be the information they obtain.
The bias will on the other hand also increase with the age of the children as it
is likely that children from families with higher socio-economic status, and
therefore better water supply and sanitation facilities, are over represented in
the higher classes.
The optimal age is likely to be between the age of ten and
fourteen years.
Alternative water supply and sanitation facilities available to the households
could be discussed with the children and a simple questionnaire developed
together with them. The number of questions should not exceed ten and preferably
be limited to five.

(iii)

Questionnaire filled in by the school children
After the questionnaire has been duplicated the children could be asked to
interview their parents and fill in the questionnaire at home.
To increase the
sample they could be asked to interview one or more neighbouring households who
do not have children in the classes concerned.
In that way the bias referred to
above could also be reduced.

(iv)

Discussion of the iindings
When children return their data sheets, the sheets should be sampled and
discussed with the students to ensure accuracy.
When the results are presented
to the students, they might be asked for further clarification on some of the
issues.

5.

~UMMUNITY ~UcSTIONNAIRES

An alternative low cost method of obtaining information on the
functioning and
utdiz.ati.on ot water supply and sanitation facilities is to prepare a questionnaire for .1
whule village or other administrative unit. A corrunittee with the village leaders incluJing
thi.: v1iiage health wurker, it there is one available, could be requested to provide th«
intormation. One possible problem with this method is that the situation for poorer sections
r• '\ che population might not be reflected as they are likely to have less influence on the
anittee than the more well to do households.
Another problem is that there will be a considerable variation in the quality of the data
obtained from one village to another.
6.

WORKSHOPS TO IDENTIFY AND SOLVE PROBLEMS

A relatively low-cost method of problem identification is to hold workshops with those
concerned with the project under evaluation. Those who have been involved in the planning,
design and construction and those responsible for operation and maintenance and, most
important, the consumers should be represented~
The consumers should be represented by a
group oi people to avoid being totally outnumbered by the technocrats and reluctant to
participate fully and frankly in the discussions.
The programme should be structured and cover functioning, utilization, organizational and
financial aspects.
The workshop should preferably be held in the project area with field
visits included in the progra1111De.
The workshop method can also be very productive in arriving at possible solutions to
problems that have been identified through the workshop or through any of the other methods
outlinea in this Annex,
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7.

HOUSEHOLD SAMPLE SURVEY

The most common method of data gathering if the results are to be statistically analyzed
is a household sample survey where information is obtained through an interview with an adult
member of the household based on a questionnaire. The procedures for a household sample
survey are elaborated upon below~
(i)
(ii)

f

Establish how many households are needed in the sample
Consultation with a statistician is needed.
Establish sampling procedures
Consultation with a statistician is needed.

(iii)

Develop a draft questionnaire or interview schedule (compare with item 2 above)
Attached is a quest i onnaire that could serve as a checklist. The questionnaire
must always be adat-ted to the local situation.
Many of the questions in the
example will have to be modified (e.g. question No. 5).
In the draft
questionnaire it is best if some questions are left open without alternative
answers listed (questions 15, 19, 25 and 29 in the example are closed questions;
they have alternative responses listed).

(iv)

Test the draft questionnaire and develop it further
The draft questionnaire should be thoroughly scrutinized through a pilot survey
of
some
interested
household members who would
be subjected
to
the
questionnaire. At this stage free responses to some of the open questions should
be categorized and the suitability of changing them into closed questions decided
upon.
If all questions are closed from the beginning there is a risk that
responses of importance are overlooked altogether. At the testing one would also
establish if additional questions are needed and of equal importance if the
answers to some of the questions are already known which would make the questions
surperfluous.
It is important that the questionnaire or interview schedule is
kept as brief as possible.

(v)

Translate the
If the draft
tinal form it
ls best done
the language
draft.

questionnaire and test the translation
questionnaire has been developed in a different language from its
is very important that the translation is thoroughly checked. This
through an independant translation of the final questionnaire to
in which it was drafted and then a comparison with the original

(vi)

Duplicate the questionnaire
The layout is very important and should be designed with ease of reading,
recording and interpretation in mind. Printing should only be done on one side
of the paper and the size and quality of paper selected to facilitate the work of
the interviewer.

(vii)

Establish how many interviewers are needed
It is common to underestimate the average time required per interview.
Proper
consideration should be given to the time it takes for transport at the beginning
and end of the working day and transport between households.

(viii)

Train the interviewers
Even the conducting of interviews on the basis
of relatively simple
questionnaires will require training of the interviewers to ensure that they can
introduce themselves and explain the purpose of their interview to householders
in a satisfactory way, that they are familiar with the subject of the interview
so that they can answer questions that householders might raise, that they
thoroughly understand all the questions and can carry out the interview and
record the answers in a confident manner.

)
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(ix)

Establish logistic back-up needed
It~ms to bear in mind include; transport for interviewers , printing, distribution
and collection of interview forms, salaries and per diem for interviewers.

(x)

Inform the people concerned
Before the survey can start in a project area, people concerned should be briefed
on the purpose of the survey. Village leaders and government employees concerned
with the project on the site should be thoroughly informed and given an
opportunity to ask questions and make suggestions for the organization of the
survey.

(xi)

Carry out the survey
It the households to be interviewed are selected randomly, instructions should be
given on how to handle non-response. If no adult household member is present, an
effort should be made to make a second visit to minimize the chances of getting a
bias sample.

(xii)

(

)

Data analysis
~ee the text under each indicator in the main body of the guideline.
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P R 0 G R A M M E:
Province:
District:
Village:
Interviewer:
Date:

HOUSEHOLD SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

Indicator
1.

Household identification
(Use number from sampling frame)

Wl

2.

Number of household members
Adults
M

~

F

Children
5 years
F

M

I

Total
(

3.

Socio-economic status
(Use plot size, house size, number of cattle, educational level
or other locally relevant indicators of wealth and/or income.)

WATER SUPPLY

WS

4.

Are you using water from the community water supply?
Yes

WS

5.

D

No

0

, of no continue to Question 17

What type of service do you have?
House connection

0 , continue

Plot connection

[]

CoDIDunal water point

[]

Well with handpump

[]

Well without handpump

[]

Other

[]
wat~r

W4

6.

How far away is the

point?

W4

7.

How long does it take to go there,
fetch water and come back?

to Question 9

, continue to Question 9

---- meters
---- minutes

(estimated)
(estimated)
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Indicator
8.

Who collects the water?

Usually

Sometimes

Children
Women
Men
W6

9.

How much water is collected each time?

W6

10.

How many times a day is water collected?

W3

11.

When was the supply last not functioning?

W3

12.

How frequently do breakdowns occur?
Never

0

Dry Season

Other [] , specify

D

Monthly

----

D

litres (estimate)

Weekly

--------~~--~-~~---

W3

13.

For how long do breakdowns last?

WS

14 .

How much do you pay for the water service?

W6

15.

For what purpose is the water collected being used?
Activity

Approximate estimate o(
perc~nt or proportinn

Drinking and cooking
Washing of food and utensils
Personal washing
Washing of clothes
Watering of animals
Watering of garden
Other, specify
100%
W6

16.

D

Do you use any other water source
for any of the above activities
or any other activities?
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Indi. cator
WS

17.

A. DRY SEASON

B. WET SEASON

What water source do you use for the followin~ activities?
(This ~uestion only applies to those who are not usin~ the water supoly.)
Distance
Water Source
Activity
(estimate)
Drinking and cookin~
Washing food and utensils
Personal washing
Washin~ of clothes
Other
Drinkin~

and cooking
food and ut~nsils
Personal washing
Washin~ of clothes
Other
~ashin2

W4

18.

What is the distance from your house to
the closest project water point?

WS

19.

For what reason(s) are you not using the

)

meters
wate~

supply?

Traditional source more convenient

[]

Water supply too expensive

[]

Water from the supply does not taste good

[]

Considers water from the supply unhealthy

[]

Conditions at water point unsanitary

[]

Children cannot reach or turn the tap

[]

Children cannot operate the handpump

[]

The supply is unreliable

[]

Some probable
categories, actual
categories to be
established through
pilot interviews

Would like to participate but cannot because:
- not a member of the water group

[]

- have not paid the fees

D

- other reason(s), specify

[]

Excluded by others because:
- social, cultural or religious reasons

[]
./

WS

20.

What changes would be needed for you to use the supply?
(This question applies to those not using the supply)
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Indicator
WS

21.

In what way would you suggest the water supply services could
be improved?
(More information to and involvement of consumers, improvements
in the system for revenue collection, improvements in maintenance,
training to operators, remov~l of social barriers)

SANITATION
S2

22.

Have you built a latrine?
Yes

D

, which type (if options)

No

D

• continue to Question 27

(

S2

23.

When was it completed?

SS

24.

How many of the household use the latrine regularly?
Adults
M

F

(month/year)

Children
...::.. 5 {ears
M
F

I
S3,S4

25.

Are there any problems with the latrine?
e.g.

Flies and/or mosquitoes
Smell
Flooding in rainy season
Difficulties for the younger
children to use it
Emptying (if applicable)
Other

D
D

D
D

Some probable categories,
actual categories to be
established through
pilot interviews

D
D

S3,S4

26.

How do you think the latrine could be improved?

Sl

27.

Have you been informed about the support the Government is providing
for latrine construction? (Applies to those without a latrine)
Yes

D

No

[]
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Indicator
52

28.

If yes, have you considered participating in the programme?
Yes

52

29.

D

No

0

What is the reason(s) why you have not yet joined or why you
do not wish to join?
The latrine is not needed
The latrine is too expensive
No time to build
Do not know how to build
Have tried but have been told
it is not yet my turn

D
D
D
D

There are no squatting slabs left

D
D

Other reason

D

Some possible categories,
actual categories to be
established through
pilot interviews.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND PROGRESS MONITORING

In
the
approach
to
community
participation
recommended here, considerable emphasis LS placed on
evaluation.
It is seen as a means of fine-tuning
programmes once they are underway and is obviously a key
to matching projects to user expectation and satisfaction.
It is recommended that:
(a) evaluation
programme

studies

always

be

included

Ln

a

(b) evaluation studies be designed as part of the
initial
planning stage so that necessary
baseline (control) data are collected
( c) evaluation studies
involve
participation as possible.

as

much

local

(

One of the best arguments for developing community
participation in sector projects is that it enables local
knowledge, attitudes and perceptions to be communicated
directly to project planners.
Nowhere is this more
important than in evaluating projects.
Communities
represent the users who ultimately have the last word
about the success . or failure of a project. They also
represent a
large potential body of information and
manpower resources to monitor, evaluate and improve the
design of future programmes.
Evaluation is often a neglected aspect of sector
projects. The successful progress of the Decade towards
its. target may, however, depend on proper evaluation.

EVALUATION IS AN OPERATIONAL ACTIVITY
INTEGRAL TO THE SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION
AND CONTINUANCE OF PROJECTS.

)

It is strongly recommended that the decisions
outlined in Workplan .. are not left for later discussion
but are part of the overall planning process from the
beginning.
1bose involved in the design of evaluation and
monitoring should include research social scientists;
people
with
previous
experience
in
CEP
projects
(especially those involved in Stage Two) and technical
personnel at all levels who will be implementing the
projects.

WHO,"Guidelines For Planning COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
Sanitation Projects,by Dr.Anne Whyte,

ETSl83.1

In Water Supply and
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND PROGRESS MONITORING

(

)

l.

Will there be any system
for local evaluation of
schemes?

Checklist of possibilities~
- recording of how facilities function
- feedback channels from users at
local level
- feedback channels to agency
regular evaluation meetings with or
without agency
regular evaluation meetings with
other communities
- survey of user satisfaction
- community collect data on user
satisfaction themselves

2.

How can comnunity
initiate upgrading of
facilities?

Checklist of possibilities~
- same procedure as for new project
by application to agency
- independently
already covered in project documents/
contracts

3.

What indicators of CEP
activities will be
monitored?

Checklist of possibilities~
number and type of prograrmne
information activities
- target groups identified and reached
- total hours spent on different CEP
activities by agency manpower
(daily logs)
- number and identity of key
individuals contacted for each
project stage
- number of mass meetings held
quantity of printed materials
distributed
number of specialist group
meetings held
- number of activities centred on
schools
number of medical examinations held
numbers attending training courses
- number of field visits made by
agency personnel (all levels) to
ro·ects
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4.

What other data on CEP will
be gathered at community
level (including
qualitative data)?

Checklist of poss1bil1t1es ;
- reactions to programme information
activities
- initial and continued participation
of community representatives
- type of people attending meetings
- degree of participation in meetings
(e.g. number and type of Guestions)
- degree of understanding of projects
- numbers/types of people contributing
organizational help/labour/cash/etc.
- attendance at self-help work force
erformance of work force

S.

What indicators will be
monitored to evaluate the
effectiveness of the CEP
programme?

Checklist o poss1 i it1es;
- number (%) of households using
improved public water supply
number (%) of house/connections
membership of users' groups
number (%) of households improving
waste disposal facilities
number (%) of households with
improved water storage
number (%) of households improving
housing (floor type, raised stove,
smokeless stove, insect control,
washing facilities)
- how far improvements have reached
most disadvantaged groups (poor,
women, remote communities)
- conditions around su ly points

6.

What focus will evaluation
studies have?

Checklist of poss1b1 it1es;
impact of information on awareness
of programme, criteria, etc.
- cost-effectiveness of participation
in construction
cost-effectiveness of part1c1pation
in management/operation/maintenance
- impact of CEP on users' acceptance
of project
- impact of CEP on health knowledge,
adoption of improved facilities
and behaviour
impact of users' education on
operation and maintenance costs
(reduction of misuse, etc.)
- impact of project on health
socio-economic impact of project
- impact of project on willingness,
aspirations for other projects
- impact of project on redistribution
of burdens and benefits
- in particular, impact of any of
above on most disadvanta ed
oups
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(

)

7.

What design(s) for
evaluation will be used?

Checklist of possibilities~
- post-project one-shot case study
- as above with control
as above with several co11111unities
involving range of project treatments
- pre-test and post-test (baseline
plus post-project evaluation)
- longitudinal (baseline plus several
during and post-project evaluations
- time series (as above with more
interim measurements)
- quasi-experimental (baseline studies
in project and control communities
followed by post-project evaluation
- experimental (as above with random
allocation of communities to
control or ro"ect conditions)

8.

Wbo will undertake any
monitoring and evaluation
activities or impact
studies?

Checklist of poss1 l it1es~
- members of consnunity (paid/unpaid)
- community co11111ittee
- community level worker
- technical operators
- mobile agency team
- district regional office
- agency headquarters personnel
- independent national (international)
body
- infant mortality/morbidity study
teams

9.

What will evaluation of
participation in management, operation and
maintenance be based on?

Checklist of possibilities~
- number, duration and type of
breakdown
- amount lost through leakage
- costs of operation and maintenance
- costs of management
- payment records
users' participation in operation
and maintenance (report breakdowns, provide labour for
occasional maintenance)
- users' satisfaction {number and type
of complaints)
- number of water quality tests at
source and in households conducted
and accepted
- hygiene around source
- duration between breakdown and repor
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)

10.

What will cost-effectiveness
of participation in administration, operation and
maintenance be based on?

Checklist of possibilities;
- value of all local workers (labour~
community level worker, committeeJ
to national salary and wage scales
for comparable tasks
- value of local materials
- value of services for local workers
and visiting agency personnel (food,
housing)
- value of revenues collected
- costs of additional CEP inputs
required (training, supervision,
tool kits, etc.)
- costs of breakdown/delay due to poor
management, operation and
maintenance
- costs of bookkeeping, etc.
- costs of incentives, salaries
- benefits of self-development
experience
- benefit of community spirit
- benefit of increased skills and
organizational capacities
- benefit of increased information
about overnment ro rammes, etc.

11.

What will cost-effectiveness
of self-help participation
in construction be based on?

Checklist of possib1l1t1es~
- value of cash contributions
- value of land donated
- value of local materials donated or
sold at lower price
- value of voluntary labour (compared
with tender prices, construction
work, wages, cost of using heavy
equipment)
- value of services provided (savings
on housing, transport, food, etc.)
costs of manpower, materials for CEP
component
- costs of labour instruction, tra1n1n
and supervision for self-help
costs of additional tools, food, etc.
costs of delays, conflicts
- costs of poor workmanship
- costs of adaptation of design
- costs of changing task order
- costs of incentives (reduction of
water rate to workers, etc.)
- benefits of self-development
experience
- benefit of cooperativeness, community
spirit
(cont'd)
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11. (cont'd)
- benefit of increased skills and
capabilities
- benefit of cash inflow to com:nunity
(wages, services to agency
personnel)
- benefit of greater acceptance and
use of facilities
- benefit of continuing functioning of
facilities

)

12.

How will education component
be evaluated?

Checklist of poss1b1l1t1es~
- %adopting and using improvements
- % problems arising from misuse of
facilities
- reduction in user complaints
- attendance at education meetings,
clinics
- KAP survey of change in attitudes
- self-rating survey of attitude or
knowledge change
- user satisfaction measures
- reduction in incidence of specified
diseases (e.g. infant diarrhoea)
- reduction in infant mortality
- how far most disadvantaged groups
have r~ceived benefits

13.

What behavioural/attitudinal
changes in co11111unity will be
measured?

Checklist of poss1 i it1es~
- number with improved health knowledg
- number with satisfactory knowledge
to use technology
number imnunized
number using improved water and
waste disposal facilities
- number adopting specific hygiene
practices (e.g. using soap, daily
bath of children)
- number using improved health
facilities
- reduction in water wastage
- reduction in vector breeding places

~ (9)
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KEY ISSUE - CHECKLISTS

1.

LIST THE BASIC STEPS FOR EVALUATION PROCEDURE.

2.

INDICATE THE TYPES OF DATA COLLECTION FOR EVALUATION.

J.

LIST MAIN CONCEPTS YOU WILL INTRODUCE WHEN SUGGESTING
RECOMMENDATIONS TO GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS FOR EVALUATION
PROCEDURES CONCERNING WOMEN'S PARTICIPATION.
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NAME OF PARTICIPANT

..........................................................................
INST!TUTION. .

..........................................................................
OCCUPATION

..........................................................................
COUNTRY

..........................................................................
DATE

..........................................................................
Mark

the

box

vhich

corresponds

best

to

your

opinion

to

each

question.

1.

Your degree of interest in the particular topic of this module
was:

)

high

2.

I I

I I

I I

I I

lov

I I

I I

not clear

I I

I I

badly structured

The objectives of this module were:

clear

3.

May 198t

w.o.
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I I

The contents of this module were:

well structured

I I

I I
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"·

The terminology in this module was:

easy to

hard to

understand

5.

I I

I I

The visual material (slides,

I I

I I

drawings,

understand

diagrams .•• ) used zn

this module was:

6.

clear

confused

useful

useless

The , check Its ts- have
completely

)

7.

- covered the subject studied?

I I

I I

I I

I I

The · chec!(I ist~r were:
useful

useless

too sillJple

too COIDplicated

sufficient

B.

not at all

insufficient

Studying this module enabled you to · learn:

many new things

I I

I I

I I

I I

nothing new

(® {9)
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The know ledge

acquired through

the module's study will

in

your present profession be:

I I

useful

10.
(

I I

I I

I I

useless

The knowledge acquired through the module's study will in the
near future be (reply to this question only if the answer n. 9
is negative):

useful

· 11.

list

the

topics

I I

I I

I I

you

would

like

I I

to

useless

have

treated

more

extensively:

1) . .•..•......••.•.•...••••.•....•....••...•••..••.•..•.••.••....
2) . •...•...•.•........••.•..••••.••.•.....••....•....••.•.......•

)

12.
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J) . ............................................................. .

list the topics you

would like to have treated . to a lesser

extent:

1) . ..•....•••••.••..•..•....•...••••.••...••..•..•.....•••.•••...
2) . .......................•.•..............••.......•......•••...

3) . ............................................................. .

u
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EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

3.2

INSTRAW

list the topics not included in this module which you think are
of essential interest to your profession:

1) • .•.....•...•..••••.......•...•.•.••........•.••.•••....•......
2) . ....•.•...•••.••.•.••..•.....••.•.•..••••.•....•••..•.........

3 J••••••.•••.•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.•..•••

14.

May 198t

Please list any suggesti'ons you have t o Ol.&'f,er lOr
r
·
improvement
of this training module •

...............................................................
...............................................................
...............................................................
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INSTRAW

HARDWARE
PROJECTOR
SCREEN
TAPE RECORDER WITH SPEAKERS
OVERHEAD PROJECTOR

DOCUMENTS TO BE USED BY THE TRAINER

See "module structure" p. 3

DOCUMENTS TO BE DISTRIBUTED TO TRAINEES
OBJECTIVES
TARGET POPULATION
TABLE OF CONTENTS
TEXT
GLOSSARY
BIBLIOGRAPHY
CHECKLISTS
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL
EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

Check that this material has not been previously distributed to the
trainee.
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KEY POINTS

TRAINING
METHODS AND
ACTIVITIES

DOCUMENTS
TO BE
DISTRIBUTED

AVA

Additional
reading

Sound-slide
package
"MEP" with
booklet

INTRODUCTION
1.

OBJECTIVES

PRESENTATION

2.

PURPOSE OF
EVALUATION

PRESENTATION!
DISCUSSION

'
T1 IT1A

PRESENTATION
].

SCOPE AND PURPOSE
OF MEP

PRESENTATION

4.

PROCEDURE FOR
EVALUATION

PRESENTATION

5.

DECISION TO
EVALUATE

PRESENTATION

6.

COLLECTION OF
DATA

PRESENTATION I .
DISCUSSION

7.

ASSESSMENT OF DATA

PRESENTATION

8.

PREPARATION OF
RECOMMENDATION

PRESENTATION!
DISCUSSION

9.

FOLLOW-UP ACTION

DISCUSSION

10.

EVALUATION OF
WOMEN'S PARTICIPATION

PRESENTATION

T2/T2AIT2B

11.

EVALUATION
METHODOLOGY

PRESENTATION/
DISCUSSION

TJ
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SUMMARY
KEY ISSUE CHECKLISTS

GROUP
DISCUSSION

PRESENTATION OF
CHECKLISTS

PLENARY
DISCUSSION

Checklist

CONTROL
KEY ISSUE CHECKLISTS

THE PARTICIPANTS
WILL WORK IN
SMALL GROUPS
AND DISCUSS
VARIOUS PROPOSALS

MODULE EVALUATION

INDIVIDUAL
ACTIVITY

Evaluation
questionnaire

We suggest that the officer in charge follow strictly the se quen ce of
key points as given in this guide including the related audiovisua l
material (AVA).
As far as training methodology is concerned, the
selection and adoption of the most suitable methods, with reference
to the characteristics of the target population being trained, is left
to the ability and experience of the trainer.
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~STRAW

1.

CHECKLIST

1.A

CHECKLIST

2.

PROJECT OPERATION

2.A

PROJECT PERFORMANCE

2.B

PROJECT IMPACTS

J.

IMPACT OF WATER PROJECTS ON WOMEN

SUB-MODULE VII/5.1
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